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Abstract 
Classical and quantum mechanics with chaos 
Sharry Borgan 
This thesis is concerned with the study, classically and quantum mechanically, 
of the square billiard with particular attention to chaos in both cases. 
Classically, we show that the rotating square billiard has two regular limits with 
a mixture of order and chaos between, depending on an energy parameter, E. This 
parameter ranges from —2a;^  to oo, where u is the angular rotation, corresponding to 
the two integrable limits. The rotating square billiard has simple enough geometry 
to permit us to elucidate that the mechanism for chaos with rotation or curved 
trajectories is not flyaway, as previously suggested, but rather the accumulation of 
angular dispersion from a rotating line. Furthermore, we find periodic cycles which 
have asymmetric trajectories, below the value of E at which phase space becomes 
disjointed. These trajectories exhibit both left and right hand curvatures due to the 
fine balance between Centrifugal and Coriolis forces. 
Quantum mechanically, we compare the spectral analysis results for the square 
billiard with three different theoretical distribution functions. A new feature in the 
study is the correspondence we find, by utilising the Berry-Robnik parameter q, 
between classical E and a quantum rotation parameter cu. The parameter q gives 
the ratio of chaotic quantum phase volume which we can link to the ratio of chaotic 
phase volume found classically for varying values of E. We find good correspondence, 
in particular, the different values of ^  as a; is varied refiect the births and subsequent 
destructions of the different periodic cycles. 
We also study wave packet dynamics, necessitating the adaptation of a one di-
mensional unitary integration method to the two dimensional square billiard. In 
concluding we suggest how this work may be used, with the aid of the chaotic phase 
volumes calculated, in future directions for research work. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
I t is now well established that there are two radically diflferent types of motion 
in classical Hamiltonian mechanics: the regular motion of integrable systems and 
the chaotic motion of non-integrable systems. The harmonic oscillator being an 
example of the former whilst a system as simple as a periodically driven pendulum 
an example of the latter. With the recognition of unpredictable causality in the case 
of chaotic motion, the explicit study of systems having this property has become 
an integral part of mathematics. Its evolution has led to the study of abstract 
dynamical systems which have resulted, amongst other things, in: 
(i) a classification scheme of solutions of classical dynamical systems, ordered 
according to increasing complexity; 
(ii) diagnostic tools to define, and to discover complexity; 
(iii) new models which exhibit particular complex behaviour without diluting it 
with unessential features. 
The basic lesson for Physicists has been that extreme instabilities in motion manifest 
themselves in phase space through the proliferation of finer and finer structures; 
these allow a probabilistic imitation of the causal motion. The mechanism which 
produces these effects is crucially linked to: 
(i) the exponential divergence of the trajectories in phase space; 
(ii) the Poincare recurrence engendered by the compactness of the phase space. 
The question of importance is how much of this can be utilised if we use quantum 
theory as the basic dynamical description. Al l the important results of classical 
dynamics are statements referring to properties in phase space which simply does 
not exist in quantum mechanics, and there is no unique, or even best substitute for 
i t . 
9 
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Thus we do not know how to transfer to quantum theory the classical ideas essen-
tial in describing chaotic behaviour. One observation can however be made imme-
diately. If classically chaotic behaviour manifests itself through the ever increasing 
complexity of the motion, expressed through the ever increasing fine structure of 
the evolving phase fluid, then this manifestation of chaos will not work. For no clas-
sical structure within one phase cell makes sense according to the rules of quantum 
theory. This feature arises from the non-commutability of canonically conjugate 
observables which also denies the existence of the phase space. In addition, it gives 
rise to the difficulty that knowing the time evolution of the p and q operators tells 
us very little about the time evolution of functions of these operators. This leads to 
the most fundamental question faced: on what observables, by what means can one 
in general detect that in the classical limit the dynamical system has certain prop-
erties. Because of this difficulty we are unable to answer some subsidiary questions 
which arise naturally: 
(i) What is the classification scheme of dynamical systems, and their solutions in 
quantum mechanics? 
(ii) According to what features should this scheme be organised? 
(iii) What corresponds in the quantal description to the classical notions of stability, 
or, inversely, to the sensitive dependence on initial data. For example, is there 
a quantity analogous to the Lyapunov exponent? 
(iv) Is there anything analogous to the deterministic, yet not predictable features 
of classical dynamics in the quantal description? 
(v) I f the classical properties and diagnostic tools are of such little aid, how do 
they acquire their significance in the classical limit? 
(vi) What is the general, time-dependent correspondence principle? 
A new question, not raised in classical theory, enters in quantum mechanics. The 
nature of the quantum system is described by its Hamiltonian operator, or equiv-
alently by its spectrum and eigenfunctions with their degeneracy. If the classical 
system is chaotic, its phase space is compact, hence the spectrum is discrete. All 
that can be known about the system is then given by two infinite sets of numbers; 
the eigenvalues and their degeneracies, and an infinite set of eigenfunctions which 
form a complete orthonormal set. The relevant question now is: where in these num-
bers and functions is the information hidden that in the classical limit the system 
exhibits chaotic behaviour? 
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As the general theory of quantum chaos is in its early stages, analytic results 
being few and far between, we are forced to expend a great deal of numerical labour 
dealing with special cases. The hope is that with the aid of sufficient numerical 
results a coherent theory of quantum chaos will emerge. There is, however, a scarcity 
of good special cases to study. The ideal situation would be to investigate actual 
physical systems. These are de facto quantal and the results can be confronted with 
experimental evidence. However, actual physical systems suffer from the handicap 
that their behaviour (in the classical limit) is seldom purely chaotic, but diluted 
by other properties, irrelevant to putative chaotic behaviour. Most examples are 
furnished by atomic and molecular physics. 
Because of this one looks at models. A good model in this context has the 
property that if you remove from those it features which lead to chaotic behaviour, 
the model ceases to exist, instead of just turning into a simple integrable system. 
Such models are the classical maps which are either associated with actual physical 
systems (via the Poincare section map for example) or are caricatures, embodying 
only the essential features, and cannot be conceived as stroboscopic pictures of a 
continuous time evolution. 
The quantal versions of these maps, however, are lacking some useful properties: 
(i) I f the classical map comes from a continuous time evolution its quantal version 
can be written down. However, while one can reconstruct from the map the 
continuous time evolution in the classical case, such a reconstruction is not 
known in the quantal version. 
(ii) I f the map is not a stroboscopic picture, no real rule of quantisation is known. 
Also, for time-dependent Hamiltonian systems the configuration space must be 
at least two dimensional to get a non-trivial model. Thus, the simplest Hamil-
tonian models are either non-autonomous and one dimensional or autonomous 
and two dimensional. I f the Hamiltonian is time-dependent its future is arbi-
trary unless i t is time-periodic. 
A crude classification of models is consequently: 
(i) Real physical systems, described by quantum theory. 
(ii) Periodic, one dimensional Hamiltonian systems, or maps derived from them, 
which are amenable to quantisation. 
(iii) Two dimensional autonomous Hamiltonian systems, or maps derived from 
them, which are amenable to quantisation. 
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(iv) Measure-preserving maps with no Hamiltonian, which require quantisation 
individually by special techniques. 
A great amount of numerical research has been carried out with a variety of 
models, particularly billiards, some of these are mentioned in the ensuing chapters. 
This thesis follows in this vein with the study of a very simple system; a square 
billiard, Bn, with which we attempt to address some of the issues discussed so far. 
The contents of the thesis are split into five parts. In Chapter 2 we review briefly 
classical and quantum dynamics of Hamiltonian systems in general. In Chapter 
3 we study the classical dynamics of Bn- We investigate the periodic cycles in 
the whole permissible range of the energy parameter, E, Lyapunov exponents and 
chaotic phase volume. In Chapter 4 we carry out spectral analysis for the Ba 
paying particular attention to a link between the quantal and classical dynamics. In 
Chapter 5 we study the wave packet dynamics in the Ba, using a unitary numerical 
integration technique. We compare the motion of the expectation values with the 
appropriate classical trajectories. In Chapter 6 we discuss the work of Chapters 3, 
4 and 5, what we have learned and further research that could be carried out. 
Chapter 2 
Review of classical and quantum 
dynamics 
In this chapter we review briefly classical and quantum dynamics of Hamiltonion 
systems in general and where appropriate billiards in particular. The review is based 
on [3-7,9,11-13,15-18,30,45,47,102,103 
2.1 Classical dynamics 
2.1.1 Types of motion 
In Hamiltonian motion, that is motion governed by Newton's equations without 
dissipation, we encounter two types of motion: 
(1) Regular motion: exemplified by the one-dimensional oscillator which in its phys-
ical realization as a pendulum is the epitome of predictability. Another example 
is the elliptical orbits of the planets when mutual pertubations are ignored. 
(2) Irregular motion: exemplified by the classical motion of colliding molecules in 
a gas. I f the molecules are confined to a plane, transformed to hard discs and 
all held fixed except one, then that one executes a motion with two degrees of 
freedom idealising a pinball machine. Such motion is unpredictable in the sense 
that neighbouring trajectories separate exponentially, resulting in a sensitivity 
to initial conditions. 
The distinction between regularity and irregularity is embodied in the geometry 
of typical trajectories in the system's phase space over infinitely long times. For 
N freedoms this is the 2A/^-dimensional space q, p where q = (^i • • • QN) are the 
coordinates and p = [pi.. .p^) are the momenta. 
There is a hierachy of types of motion, increasingly chaotic; integrable quasi-
integral —>• ergodic -> mixing -)• K-system —)• B-system. An important class of 
13 
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discontinous Hamiltonians with N = 2 is the planar billiards which have Hamilto-
nian: 
H {x, y, px, Py) = ^ (p^ + pI) inside a boundary B in q space 
— oo outside B. (2.1) 
Motion consists of straight line segments joined by specular reflections at B and the 
nature of orbits is very sensitive to the form of B. 
2.1.2 Integrable systems 
The simplest situation corresponding to the regular case is fully integrable. Here 
there exist N constants of motion in the form of functions Ci(q, p) (1 < z < N) in 
phase space, assumed to be in involution. One of the constants is the Hamiltonian 
itself i f i t is time-independent. If the Ci are independent of one another, their 
existence restricts motion to a surface E in phase space with dimensionality A^(= 
2A^ — N\ Arnol'd gives a clear formulation and proof of a theorem that states that 
if the Ci are "smooth enough", then 
(i) H is an A^-dimensional torus, 
(ii) the motion can be "integrated", that is the trajectories q(^ ) and p(t) can be 
determined by elimination and integration. 
Examples of integrable systems are: 
(1) Stationary harmonic and anharmonic oscillators with N = 1 and mass / i , whose 
Hamiltonian is 
H = | + (2.2) 
where V(q) is a potential well. The energy E = H{q^p) is conserved, and since 
N = 1 this constant of motion suflfices to make the system integrable. The 
"1-tori" on which motion occurs in phase space are simply closed contours of 
H. 
(2) A l l separable systems are integrable as they decouple into N one-dimensional 
systems. 
(i) In particular, a particle moving in the plane, N = 2, under a central 
potential ^ ( r ) is integrable. The two constants of motion being E and 
the angular momentum L. Each choice of E and L labels a 2-torus in 
Subsection 2.1.2: Integrable systems 15 
Figure 2.1: A 2-torus E in 4-dimensional phase space 
the 4-dimensional phase space (figure 2.1). The trajectory winds around 
E and typically fills E as ^ ^ oo When projected "down" p onto to the 
coordinate plane, {x,y), the trajectory is enveloped by a caustic in the 
form of two circles at the radii of closest approach and furthest recession 
from the centre of force. Caustics are the singularities of the projection of 
E. 
(ii) Billiards such as 
(a) the circular billiard where the outer circle corresponds to the boundary 
B and is not a caustic. 
(b) The rectangular billiard which is separable with pi and ql conserved, 
there are no caustics because the projection of E coincide with B. 
(c) The ellipse billiard where orbits repeatedly touch an ellipse or hyper-
bola confocal with B. 
The existence of tori throughout the phase space of an integrable system motivates 
the introduction of an alternate set of coordinates and momenta known as action-
angle variables. The actions I = { / ^ . . . / j v } are particular combinations of the Q 
which label the tori E, defined as 
p d q , (2.3) 
where the 7^  is the i * ^ irreducible circuit of the torus. Letting I be the conjugate 
momenta of new phase variables then the conjugate coordinates are the angles 
6 = {0I...9N}' Any point q,p lies on a torus labelled by I (q ,p) , and 0{q,p) 
locates the position of q,p on this torus (figure 2.2 on the following page). The 
variables 6,1 and q, p are related by a canonical transformation: Let the torus E 
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Figure 2.2: Torus I{q,p) 
labelled by / be defined by a multivalued function with branches Pj{q\I) in the 
phase. Then the generating function of the transformation is S{q^ I ) with branches 
S^(q;I)= rp^(q';I)-dq' (2.4) 
where is an arbitrary point "beneath" E. This gives the transformation 
S,(q;I)= rp, (q' ;I ) .dq' . (2.5) 
From which follows that each angle variable 6i changes by 27r during the correspond-
ing circuit 7i of E. The fact that S is locally single-valued implies that tori have 
the "Lagrangian" property 
dpi ^ dpj 
dqj dqi 
(2.6) 
Because there are only N independent constants of motion, each member of the 
original set Ci is expressible in terms of N I-s. In particular, the Hamiltonian is 
conserved and expressible as H = 11(1). By one of Hamilton's equations, this means 
that the angle variables change at a constant rate; 
e = ujt + e, 0, 
where uj = {uji.. .LUN} are the frequencies, given by 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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The components LUi give the rate at which a trajectory winds round E in directions 
labelled by the angles di. 
In the general case, all Ui will be mutually incommensurable and the orbit will 
eventually fill E densely. But if all Ui are rationally dependent; 
uj = McJo, (2.9) 
where M = {Mi... M^} is a lattice vector then each orbit on E will be closed. 
2.1.2.1 Poincare surface of section 
In general there is no simple way to tell if a system is integrable or not. For systems 
with two degrees of freedom it can be checked numerically by constructing a Poincare 
surface of section. Consider a conservative system, for such systems the energy is 
conserved and the Hamiltonian is then an isolating integral of the motion: 
H{puP2,quq2) = E, (2.10) 
where the energy, E, is constant and restricts trajectories to be on a three dimension 
surface in the four dimension phase space. From equation 2.10 we can write 
P2 = P2iPi,Qi,Q2j E) and if the system has a second isolating integral, 
l2{puP2,qi,q2) = C2, (2.11) 
where C2 is a constant, then it too defines a three dimension surface in the four 
dimension phase space. Once the initial conditions are given, E and C2 are fixed and 
the trajectory is constrained to the intersection of the surfaces defined by equations 
2.10 and 2.11. 
Combining equations 2.10 and 2.11 we can write pi = pi{qi,q2,E,C2) and if 
we consider the surface, ^0 = 0, the trajectory lies on a one dimensional curve. 
Generally, it is not known if I2 exists but its existence can be checked by solving 
Hamilton's equations , 
dpi OH dqi dH 
at dqi at opi 
for {i = 1,2), numerically and then plotting p2 and ^2 each time 1^ = 0 and pi > 0, 
as shown by figure 2.3(a) on the next page. If a system is integrable, the trajectory 
will appear as a series of points (a mapping) which lie on a one dimensional curve 
(figure 2.3(b) on the following page). If the system is non-integrable, the trajectory 
will appear as a scatter of points limited to a finite area due to energy conservation 
(figure 2.3(c) on the next page). 
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P2 P2 
(a) 1^ =0 ,p i >0 (b) Integrable (c) Non-integrable 
Figure 2.3: Poincare surface of section 
2.1.3 Chaotic systems 
Integrable systems are in fact rare, amongst Hamiltonian systems, "almost all" are 
non-integrable in the sense that there are no global constants of motion other than H. 
An important class of non-integrable systems is one with the property of ergodicity: 
almost all orbits eventually explore almost all points in a 2A^ — 1 dimensional energy 
surface defined by II{q,p) = constant, instead of being confined to an N—toms as 
with an integrable system. 
The case = 1 is degenerate because 2N — 1 = N and orbits are trivially 
ergodic as well as integrable. Examples of ergodic systems with N = 2 are: 
1. The Sinai billiard which is the billiard motion of a particle moving on the co-
ordinate torus X, y (square with opposite sides identified) containing a circular 
reflecting obstacle with radius R (figure 2.4 on the following page), li R > 0 
then it is ergodic. Ergodicity is the consequence of exponential chaos which 
in turn results from the defocussing of particle that hit the disc. 
2. The stadium of Bunimovich, consisting of two semicircles with radius R joined 
by parallel straight lines with length L, is ergodic for L > 0. The semicircles 
cause a convergence of beams of trajectories but this is outweighed by the 
subsequent divergences before the next reflection. 
In these ergodic billiards, a typical orbit passes through almost every point within 
B with almost every direction if followed long enough. The energy surface thus 
explored is 3-dimensional (2A'' - 1) in contrast to the 2-torus explored when there 
is an additional constant of motion. Not every orbit is typical; i t is possible to 
have one-parameter families of nonisolated orbits, (figure 2.5 on the next page). 
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coordinate torus 
obstacle 
Figure 2.4: The Sinai billiard 
although these do not fill tori. But vastly more numerous are the isolated closed 
orbits (figure 2.6 on the following page). 
These closed orbits, isolated and nonisolated alike, are unstable; the slightest 
error in position or momentum gives an orbit separating rapidly (exponentially, for 
isolated orbits) from the closed one and eventually exploring all the energy surface. 
By contrast, the closed orbits in an integrable system are only linearly unstable and 
a perturbed orbit merely fills a nearby torus. 
Figure 2.5: Nonisolated orbits in the Sinai and stadium billiards 
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Figure 2.6: Isolated orbits in the Sinai and stadium billiards 
2.1.4 Quasi-integrable systems 
These are systems which are neither integrable nor ergodic, typically (excluding 
billiards) having smooth Hamiltonians of the form: 
H (q, p) = Ho (q, p) eHi (q, p), (2.13) 
where HQ is integrable and e is a small parameter that turns on a generic perturbation 
Hi. When e = 0, all trajectories lie on tori filling phase space. The answer to what 
happens to these tori when e ^ 0 is given by the celebrated K A M theorem (reviewed 
in Appendix A on page 150). This theorem basically says that under perturbation, 
most tori survive though distorted. Therefore the motion is not ergodic. But for 
almost all Hi, some tori are destroyed, so the motion is not integrable either. 
The destroyed tori form a set of finite measure growing with e, they are centred 
on those unperturbed tori whose frequencies Ui are incommensurable (that is whose 
orbits are closed). Motion near the unstable orbits is chaotic and fills regions with 
dimensionality 2N-1. Near the stable closed orbits, most trajectories lie on "higher-
order" tori, but these, like the original "parent" tori, have gaps near sites where 
"rational" tori would be, and the whole structure repeats in microcosm, recursively 
down to infinitely fine scales. 
The Solar System is quasi-integrable. Planets unperturbed by their neighbours 
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move integrably in Kepler ellipses. Including the perturbation results in a Hamil-
tonian of the form given by equation 2.13 on the page before. The eff'ect can be 
seen in the asteroids, which correspond, in eff'ect, to an ensemble of zero-mass "test 
particles". Most move in approximately elliptical orbits, in spite of being perturbed 
by Jupiter, but there are gaps in the asteroid belt where orbital motion would be 
commensurate (resonant) with Jupiter's; these gaps correspond to the destroyed 
tori. There are similar gaps in Saturn's rings, which may correspond to resonant 
perturbation of the orbits of ring particles by the satellite Mimcts. 
As for billiards, Lazutkin [8] has proved a theorem analogous to the KAM the-
orem but more general in that it is nonperturbative. If B is convex and smooth 
enough, some orbits (of positive measure) will envelop caustics, that is, there will be 
some tori in phase space. The sufficient condition for smoothness is that B's radius 
of curvature as a function of arc length must possess 553 continuous derivatives. 
Berry [30] illustrates Lazutkin's theorem with computations indicating quasi-
integrable behaviour, that is, some tori, some chaos for a family of oval billiards. 
Bennetin and Strelcyn [47] study a generalisation of the stadium made from four 
circular arcs, which has discontinuous curvature but nevertheless displays quasi-
integrability. 
2.1.5 Pseudo-integrable systems 
Even if N constants of motion, independent and in involution, exist so that each 
orbit is restricted to a A^-dimensional surface E in phase space it is not always the 
case that E is a torus. For billiards whose boundary is a polygon with angles which 
are rational multiples of TT (apart from integrable ones: rectangle and equilateral, 
30° - 60° - 90° and 45° - 45° - 90° triangles) E is not a torus but a multiply-handled 
sphere (that is, genus ^ > 1). 
An example of such a system is the square torus billiard which resembles Sinai's 
billiard except that the reflecting disc is replaced by square. The squares, and 
Vy, of the velocity components are separately conserved and at most four directions 
are available to each trajectory {vx^Vy\—Vx^Vy\Vx^—Vy\—Vx^—Vy). Then the phase 
space surface E consists of four sheets and the "sewing" together of which shows 
that E is in fact a five-handled sphere. 
K A M theorem does not apply to these; the reason being, for example, in the 
case of the square torus billiard that certain vector fields on E, constructed from vl 
and Vy, possess singularities at the vortices of the reflecting square. 
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2.1.6 Discrete area-preserving maps of the plane 
The distinction between regular and irregular motion is very clearly exhibited by 
discrete maps M in the phase plane where variables are a coordinate q and a mo-
menta p. Under M (figure 2.7) each point {qn+i,Pn+i) is a deterministic function of 
{qn,Pn)-
M:qn+i = qn+i{qn,Pn) 
Pn+1 = Pn+l{qn,Pn) 
Area-preservation is ensured by requiring 
det 
dqn+i dqn+i 
dqn dpn 
OPn+1 oPn+1 
dqn dpn 
d{qn+l,Pn+l) 
d{qn,Pn) 
= 1. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
qn+b Pn+1 
qn' Pn 
n n+1 
Figure 2.7: Discrete map M 
M can be regarded as an abstract dynamical system whose evolution takes place 
in discrete time steps according to "Hamilton's equations" (equation 2.14) with 
equation 2.15 replacing Liouvilles' theorem on conservation of phase-space volume. 
However, these maps also arise from continuous time dynamical systems in two ways: 
(1) With N = 2 and a time-independent Hamiltonian where q and p are coordinates 
on a "surface of section" through the three dimensional energy surface. M is 
determined by the succession of points qn,Pn in which a trajectory intersects 
the surface of section. For billiards a convenient surface of section is given by 
successive bounces at B, and variables for which M is area-preserving are 
q = arclength around B and p = cosine of angle made by emerging trajectory 
with forward tangent to B. 
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(2) With N = 1 and a Hamiltonian periodic in time, 
H(q,p,t^T) = H{q,p,t). (2.16) 
Then M is defined by a "stroboscopic phase portrait", that is, by jumps of 
points q,p between snapshots of the motion at intervals T, 
qn = q{nT), Pn=p{nT) (2.17) 
and the motion between snapshots is ignored. 
In terms of M , regularity or irregularity depends on the manner in which iterates 
{Qn,Pn) of some initial point {qo,po) are distributed as n —>• oo. There are three 
possibilities: 
(1) Iterates may be on a zero-dimensional set in the plane, (figure 2.8(a) on the 
following page), by forming a closed orbit, that is, a fixed point of some finite 
power N oi M: 
Qn+N = qn, Pn+N = Pn [2.IS) 
(2) Iteration may fill a one dimensional set in the plane, (figure 2.8(b) on the next 
page), an invariant curve which maps onto itself although its individual points 
do not. An example is the twist map; 
M : rn+i - rn, O^+i = On+i + 27ra ( r„) . (2.19) 
Here the invariant curves are circles. If the "rotation number" a is irrational, 
iterates eventually fill the circle, while if a = M/N ( M , N mutually prime finite 
integers) the iterates form a closed orbit with period N. 
(3) Iterates may fill a two dimensional set in the plane, (figure 2.8(c) on the following 
page), a so-called choatic area. 
Integrable maps are those like figure 2.8(b) on the next page, where all points lie 
on invariant curves which are the analogues of tori and in the "surface of section" 
interpretation are precisely sections of 2-tori. Their existence implies a "constant of 
motion" in the form of a function f(q,p) whose contours are the invariant curves 
and whose value is unchanged under M (for the twist map, f = q^ ^-p^)-
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Figure 2.8: Iterates {qn,Pn) of {qo,Po) 
2.2 Quantum dynamics 
2.2.1 Phase space surfaces and semiclassical wavefunctions 
An important semiclassical concept was developed by Keller [9] which associates 
wave functions ip (q) and A^'-dimensional surfaces S in 2A/^-dimensional phase space 
q, p. Locally, E can be written as a function p (q), (figure 2.9), and corresponds to 
a A/^-parameter ensemble of states (points) in classical phase space. 
A density on E is defined in which 
these states are distributed uniformly 
in some coordinate Q = { Q i . . .QN}-
This can be accomplished by imag-
ining an A^- parameter family of sur-
faces filling phase space near E, la-
belled by P = { P i . . . PAT} and then 
regarding Q, P as alternative phase 
space variables in a canonical from 
q, p. This is specified by a generat-
ing function S (q, p) by 
Figure 2.9: E as a function of p{q) 
( q , p ) ^ 5(q,p) 
p = Vq5, Q = Vp5 
(Q,P) 
(2.20) 
which imply that E has the"Lagrangian" property, (equation 2.6 on page 16). 
We want to associate with E a wave 
^{q )=a (q )e*( ' ' ) , (2.21) 
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there is a natural choice for the wave equation based on two physical principles, one 
each for a (q) and b (q): 
(1) For the amplitude a (q) we require that the wave intensity | ^ is proportional 
to the density of points in classical q-space. This is obtained by projecting the 
density on E and using equation 2.20 on the preceding page, in terms of the 
Jacobian determinant 
a' (q) = K dq 
= Kdei (2.22) 
where i ^ ' is a constant. 
(2) For the phase b (q) we use de Broglie's rule relating the classical momentum 
p (q) to the wave vector k (q) of a locally plane wave, so that, in terms of the 
phase difference between two points separated by 6q, 
p6q 
b{q-\-Sq)-b{q) = Vb'6q = k-6q = 
thereby introducing Planck's constant h. Thus 
p(q) V6(q) = and 
qo h 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
again using equation 2.20 on the page before, where qo is a fixed position where 
S is defined to vanish. The Lagrangian property makes S a (locally) single 
valued function of q so this phase is uniquely defined locally, independent of the 
integration path between qo and q. 
The plane wave associated with the surface E labelled by P so constructed is 
^{q) = K det 
d'S (q; P) 
dqidqj 
1/2 
exp( - 5 ( q ; P ) (2.26) 
This association is useful if ip is regarded as an initial quantum state and letting it 
evolve according to the Schrodinger equation under dynamics governed by a Hamil-
tonian H. After time t, ip will have evolved into a new wave ip' and E will have 
evolved into a new surface E' by virtue of the classical Hamiltonian motion of each 
of its points. Dirac [12] has shown that solving the time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation asymptotically, that is, to lowest order in h, that the ip' can be constructed 
from E' by equation 2.26. 
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The above procedure is well defined only if p (q) is single valued. If E is curved 
in such a way that a fibre drawn "upwards" from q intersects it at several momenta 
Pi (q), (figure 2.10), then it is natural to invoke the principle of superposition and 
extend the association by writing ip (q) as a sum of terms like equation 2.26 on the 
page before, one for each branch of p^  (q) . 
How these contributions are to be 
joined at caustics, where the projection 
of E "down" onto q is singular (for ex-
ample at the points q j and q2) poses 
two difficulties: firstly, i t is not clear 
how to relate the phases of the different 
contributions. Secondly equation 2.26 
on the preceding page has the unde-
sired property that it becomes infinite 
on caustics, because of the divergence 
of the "projection" Jacobian dQ/dq 
(equation 2.22 on the page before) de-
termining the amplitude a (q). 
Both difficulties can be overcome by 
Maslov's procedure [10] of requiring the association between waves and phase space 
surfaces to hold for momenta as well as position coordinates. Therefore the semiclas-
sical momentum wave functions ^  (p) will be given by a formula like equation 2.26 
on the preceding page with E specified by the function q (p; P) and the generating 
function S (p; P) constructed from the line integral / q-dp rather than / p-dq. Now, 
E is a smooth surface and so cannot have points where the projection is singular in 
both q and p, so when problems near q—caustics are encountered its momentum 
analogue is well behaved. 
For the N-torus i t is always possible to return to any original point q in N 
essentially diflPerent ways, corresponding to the irreducible circuits 7^  of E. There is 
no global action function S which is single valued on E, because around 7^  there 
must be a change AiS given by 
(2.27) 
^1 ^ ^2 
Figure 2.10: E with p{q) multivalued 
AiS= (b p- dq. 
and equal to the sum of the areas of the projections of 7^  onto the qp planes. 
During such a circuit, the phase of the wave constructed by equation 2.26 on the 
page before will change by AiS/h plus a multiple of - 7 r / 2 equal to the number of 
caustics encountered during 7^ . But the wave function ip (q) must be single valued 
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under continuation, implying 
I (f P i - d q i - laiTT = 2mi7T {I < i < N), that is, (2.28) 
^ j p i - d q i = (mi -h ^a^^ h, (2.29) 
where are integers. 
This is a set of quantum conditions on the geometry of E. A typical torus will 
not satisfy these conditions, but E is embedded in an A''— parameter family labelled 
by P and if (as is true semiclassically) h is small compared with AiS it will always 
be possible close to any given E to find a surface for which equation 2.29 is satisfied 
and ^ is a single valued semiclassical wave function. The numbers are the Maslov 
indices and depend on how E is embedded in phase space. 
The wave ip thus obtained, based on a quantised torus E, will not in general 
be an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian H, because it will change with time as E 
deforms under H. Only when E is an invariant torus of motion under H will the 
surface remain fixed as its individual points q, p wind around it , and then ip will be 
an energy eigenfunction, labelled by A'" quantum numbers m^. 
2.2.2 Wigner's function 
The procedure outlined in the previous subsection for constructing energy eigenfunc-
tions can succeed only if tori exist, that is, if the motion is regular as in integrable 
systems or throughout most of the phase space as in quasi-integrable systems. For 
irregular and in particular ergodic motion, no tori exist and Maslov's method fails 
completely. Wigner [13] introduced a phase space distribution function W (q, p) 
corresponding to a quantum state ip (q) defined by the A^-fold integral 
(2.30) 
namely the Fourier transform of the product ip and ip* at positions separated by X . 
W is a quantal generalization of the classical density of points in phase space. It 
is possible to generalize other classical functions to get phase space representations 
of quantal operators [14] but Wigner's function is particularly well suited as it is 
in phase space that the distinction between classical regular and irregular motion 
manifests itself most clearly. So the hope is that the analogous quantal distinctions 
will be revealed with corresponding clarity in the form of W (q, p) . This idea was 
developed by Berry and Balazs [17,18 . 
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Despite appearances, W (q, p) has complete formal symmetry in q and p. It 
contains all the information about the quantum state. In particular, the coordinate 
probability density is obtained by projection "down" p onto q: 
l l*(q)r = J • Jd'"W(q,p), (2.31) 
and the momentum probability density is obtained by projection "across" q onto p: 
| ^ ( p ) | ' = | . . . | d " W ( q , p ) . (2.32) 
To see what W (q, p) looks like for a semiclassical state of the form given by equa-
tion 2.26 on page 25 associated with a surface E we substitute equation 2.26 into 
equation 2.30 on the page before: 
X e x p l -
] 
p ( q ' , P ) - d q ' - p - X 
dqidPj 
(2.33) 
As fi -> 0, the integrand oscillates rapidly and is dominated by the region near 
X = 0. Expanding the phase for small X gives 
p ( q ' , P ) - d q ' « X - p ( q , P ) (2.34) 
On setting X = 0 in the determinants, the integral can be evaluated to give the 
purely classical result 
det ^ [ p - p ( q , P ) ] (2.35) dqidqj 
In this approximation, therefore, W is nonzero only on the surface S employed in 
the construction of ip. This can be expressed alternatively if we define E as the 
member P* of the A^—parameter family of surfaces labelled by P, and use the fact 
that 
det 
dP 
dP 
(2.36) 
to change the variables in the delta function in equation 2.35. This gives 
W{q,p)^K'5[P{q,p)-P'], (2.37) 
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where P (q, p) is the label of the particular surface that passes through q, p. From 
this representation it is clear that W is of uniform strength in the variable Q con-
jugate to P. 
Applying equation 2.37 on the preceding page to the energy eigenstates of a 
system for which some orbits trace out phase space tori, which must satisfy the 
quantization conditions (equation 2.29 on page 27) which according to equation 2.3 
on page 15 restricts the action variables to 
= ( m + ft (2.38) 
W „ , (q, p) « [ I (q, p) - In , ] , (2.39) 
where m = { m i . . . m^v} is the set of quantum numbers and a = {ai... a^} are the 
Maslov indices. Then the Wigner function Wm representing the state labelled by 
m is given by equation 2.37 on the page before as the following correctly normalized 
expression 
1 
where I (q, p) is the action of the torus passing through q, p. The TV-dimensional 
delta function for an eigenstate is concentrated on the region that an orbit explores 
over infinite time, that is, on the torus. 
Extending this idea to the case where motion is irregular and so not confined to 
tori results in the "semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis": 
Each semiclassical eigenstate has a Wigner function concentrated on the 
region explored by a typical orbit over infinite times. 
Berry [18] realized that this plausible hypothesis has powerful predictive force: For 
an ergodic system, whose orbits fill whole energy surfaces in phase space, each 
quantum state corresponds to one energy surface, selected by a quantum condition. 
The hypothesis gives for the correctly normalized Wigner function representing an 
eigenstate with energy 
' - " - " j . . . / j ; y / ; i - » ' , . p ) i 
In contrast to equation 2.39, this is a one-dimensional delta function, reflecting the 
fact that W is spread over a much larger region of phase space. 
The prediction of different morphologies for W is supported by computations of 
Hutchinson and Wyatt [19] for a Hamiltonian with N = 2 corresponding to motion 
of a particle in a potential giving predominantly regular motion at low energies and 
irregular motion at high energies. 
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2.2.3 Regular and irregular quantum states 
Using the "integrable" (equation 2.39 on the preceding page) or the "ergodic" (equa-
tion 2.40 on the page before) together with the definition (equation 2.30 on page 27) 
it is possible to obtain morphological information about two aspects of if) (q) : its 
local average strength and its pattern of local oscillations. 
Firstly, the probability density \ip (q)P 
obtained according to equation 2.31 on 
page 28 by projecting "down" p. For a 
Q system with tori, equation 2.39 on the 
preceding page simply gives the partic-
ular case of equation 2.22 on page 25 
appropriate for this form of S, (figure 
2.11), namely the sum over branches 
caustics 
lV'(q)f 
1 
E 
de 
dq (q, Pi (q)) ( 2 . ) -
(2.41) 
As previously mentioned, there are caus-
tics at the singularities of the projection 
of the torus onto q, that is, on local 
boundaries of the region explored by the 
orbit in q—space. 
In general the caustics have various morphologies classified as singularities and 
become very complicated as N increases. 
On the other hand, for an ergodic system equation 2.40 on the preceding page 
gives 
Figure 2.11: S for a regular system 
lV'(q)r (2.42) 
that is, the projection of the energy surface. Berry [18] evaluated this for the case 
of a Hamiltonian 
i_ |2 
(2.43) 
with V (q) corresponding to ergodic motion to get the result 
\^J; (q)l^ r^[E-V (q)]^"^ SlE-V (q)], (2.44) 
where the step function confines to the classically allowed part of q-space. 
For A'' > 1 the result shows that \ip (q)f does not diverge on the boundary of the 
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classical region: instead, it displays anticaustics. Geometrically, this unexpected 
result is made plausible by a one-dimensional analogy in which instead of projecting 
a closed curve as in figure 2.11 on the page before we project the patch of phase 
space enclosed by the curve (figure 2.12). 
As to what sort of semiclassical 
wave function is being calculated by 
this procedure involving the purely clas-
sical Wigner functions (equations 2.39 
and 2.40 on page 29): The probable 
answer is that it is the limit / i —> 0 
anticaustics 
2 
of the probability density \ip\gj^ which 
has been smoothed over a distance A 
in each direction in q—space, where A 
vanishes as —> 0 more slowly than h, 
so that oscillatory detail on the scale of 
the de Broglie wavelength is smoothed 
away. 
q The idea underlying the semiclassi-
cal eigenfunction hypothesis has led to 
Figure 2.12: S for an irregular system .^ . , , 
predictions concerning the morphology 
of wave functions. 
I t implies that as / i —>• 0 
wave functions separate into two 
universality classes, associated 
with regular and irregular clas-
sical motion. In the regular case, 
ip is associated with tori, and 
Figure 2.13: Nodal lines for the stadium and circle 
has vivid anisotropic interfer- j^jiiiaj-^jg 
ence oscillations rising to high 
intensity on caustics. 
In the irregular case, where ip is associated with chaotic regions in phase space 
and has a random pattern of oscillations (isotropic for ergodic systems) with anti-
caustics at classical boundaries. 
This means that for irregular states an unfamiliar structure is predicted and 
computations by McDonald and Kaufman [51] confirm this for the desymmetrized 
stadium which is classically ergodic so quantal eigenstates should be irregular. Fig-
ure 2.13 is an illustration of the sort of nodal lines obtained showing them to wander 
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irregularly with no systematic well defined direction. For comparison the nodal lines 
for an eigenfunction of a circle is shown, which form a regular pattern because the 
circle is an integrable billiard. 
(b) 
peak falls off as 
2.2.4 Scars 
Heller, O'Connor and Gehlan [23] studied the eigenstates of the Stadium billiard, 
discovering that each eigenstate has an intensity pattern showing what they termed 
scars, that is, narrow line at regions with an enhanced intensity which stands out 
clearly and appears to be coming from classical periodic orbits. 
The stability of an unstable periodic or-
bit can be characterized by a frequency 
Lj and a Lyapunov exponent A. The dis-
tance of neighbouring trajectories from 
the periodic orbit increases with time t 
as exp (A^) and scars of a periodic or-
bit will appear if A < Heller's argu-
ment [24] for criterion can be explained 
with the aid of figure 2.14. 
A Gaussian wave packet 
2 2, 2 a t / 2Ti ) 
2 t 
il;{q,t) = (2.45) 
exp - {at (q - qtf +Pt[q- Qt) + It} 
271 
CO 
Figure 2.14: Schematic plot of the overlap 
function in time (a) and in energy (b) 
where at is a complex symmetric ma-
trix with dimensions corresponding to 
the degrees of freedom and A^  is a com-
plex phase, is launched along a classical 
periodic orbit at time t = 0. 
The overlap 
Wi^{t))= / d# t (g ,o )V(? ,<) (2.46) 
has the appearance of figure 2.14(a) as a function of time: tight Gaussian peaks 
repeat at intervals corresponding to the period of the orbit r = 27r/a;, but they 
decay exponentially with half the Lyapunov exponent A. The Fourier spectrum of 
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the overlap 
ST(E) = 
27r 
d i e x p ( ^ ) {^(0) ^{t)) 
h J 
(2.47) 
extended over the finite interval —T to + T , has the complementary shape given 
in figure 2.14(b). 
I f the original wave packet ip {q, 0) is expanded in the eigenstates (()n of the 
system, the function ST (E) is further resolved into narrow peaks of widths h/T, 
each corresponding to an energy level En- the height of the peak gives the intensity 
In with which (pn is participating in ip{q,0); of course, these intensities add up to 
1. Since they are concentrated in bands of width hX, which occur at intervals of 
huj, the intensities are enhanced by a factor u/X compared to a completely random 
distribution. We find, therefore, a privileged set of eigenstates that have a marked 
preference for the particular periodic orbit along which the initial Gaussian wave 
packet is launched. The privilege becomes the more exclusive the larger the ratio 
uj/X. An illustration of the scarring is shown in figure 2.15 for the stadium billiard. 
Figure 2.15: An unstable periodic orbit of the stadium (top) and a contour plot 
(bottom) of the probability distribution for the corresponding eigenstate 
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2.2.5 Energy spectra 
Whilst the previous subsections have been concerned with connecting classical dy-
namics of a system with the wave functions of the equivalent quantum system. We 
now consider the relationship between classical dynamics and the energy spectra, 
that is, the set of eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian of the system. This is intimately 
related to random matrix theories (RMT), but, before discussion of RMT we need 
an understanding of energy spectra, fluctuations, spacing distributions and correla-
tions. 
2.2.5.1 A simple example 
In order to get some flavour about general ideas and concepts to come we begin by 
considering the vibrations of a membrane (the drum): A membrane is a perfectly 
flexible and infinitely thin lamina of solid matter of uniform material and thickness 
which is stretched in all directions by a tension so great as to remain unaltered 
during its vibrations. Of interest is the investigation of the transverse vibrations of 
membranes of diff'erent shapes, whose boundaries are fixed. 
p One considers then (figure 2.16) a membrane stretched over an area 
Q included within a fixed, closed plane boundary P. Taking the plane 
of the membrane as that oi x — y and letting ip denote the small 
displacement perpendicular to its original plane then ij; obeys the 
wave equation 
(2.48) 
Figure 2.16: 
A mem-
brane 
where c is a constant, with dimensions of velocity, depending on the 
physical properties of the membrane and on the tension. Of special 
interest are the solutions of the form 
ip{x,y;t) = i;{x,y) e iut (2.49) 
for, being harmonic in time with frequency a;, they represent the pure tones the 
membrane is capable of producing. These special solutions are the normal modes 
and are found by substituting equation 2.49 into equation 2.48 whereupon it is found 
that ?/; must satisfy the eigenvalue equation 
V l j ) = — - i ) = -K^ip = -Eip (2.50) 
with the condition that ip must vanish on the boundary F, and a; is a frequency, K, is 
a wave number and E is an energy. I t possess an infinite number of eigenvalues En 
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which are real and non-negative and have no accumulation point. One has therefore 
0 < £^1 < ^ 2 < ^3 . . . , lim En^oo. (2.51) 
n-^oo 
We are interested in properties of the sequence of eigenvalues. For instance, on what 
characteristics of the boundary depends the number of modes per unit energy (or 
unit frequency), that is, what is the density of eigenmodes. 
In quantum physics, equation 2.50 represents the time-independent Schrodinger 
equation for a free particle of mass m moving in the interior of a box with infinite 
walls, with HK, = \/2mE, where E is the kinetic energy. 
Now consider the number N [E) of eigenvalues which are less than or equal to 
E. The function N (E) is an infinite staircase, which increases by one each time 
one "crosses" an eigenvalue. We are interested in extracting a smoothed eigenvalue 
distribution Nav {E), that is, the smoothed function giving the number of eigenvalues 
less than or equal to E in order to study the fiuctuations or oscillations of the 
eigenvalue distribution around the averaged value Nav (E). The function Nav i^) 
can be written 
Nav (E) = -^ET ^ ^ f E + K + 0 f I n VE) , (2.52) 
47r 47r V / 
where 0 < 77 < 1, a is the surface of the area Q (Weyl's term) and 7 is the perimeter 
of the boundary F ( - and + sign for the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions respec-
tively). K is a, constant term containing complex information on the geometrical 
and topological properties of the domain. The geometrical features contributing to 
the constant term are: 
(i) Curvature contributions 
1 r 
(2.53) 
where k (/) denotes the local curvature, 
(ii) Corner contributions: for a square (or rectangle) it is 4 x 1/48. 
The topological features concern the connectivity of the surface; for a multiply 
connected drum containing r holes, the contribution is (1 — r) /6. 
2.2.5.2 Fluctuations 
For a dynamical system, one obtains the discrete set of eigenvalues of the Hamil-
tonian which give the staircase function A^  ( ( ) . Then as in the previous subsection 
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this is separated into a smooth part Nav (C) «^ iid a fluctuating part Nfi {() 
N (C) = Na„ (C) + iV;, ( C ) . (2.54) 
Before study of the fluctuations is possible it is necessary to get rid of the Nav (C) 
order to compare the fluctuation patterns of different systems whose corresponding 
average behaviour Nav (C) ^^ e not the same. For that purpose, one "unfolds" the 
original spectrum to obtain a new spectrum {xi} (this procedure is given in Chapter 
4). The eff'ect is that for the new sequence {xi}, Nav (^) = ^) that is, the sequence 
{xi} on the average has a constant mean spacing (or a constant density) equal to 
unity; 
Nav (C) - Pav (C) dC = [ dx'=X = Nav {x) , (2.55) 
JQ Jo 
where pav (C) is the average density of {Q} . 
So after unfolding, we study quantities related to 
N (x) = Nav {x) + Nfi {x) = x + Nfi (x). (2.56) 
For the fluctuation properties of sequences {xi} two situations arise: 
(i) The system is known to be, from a statistical point of view, translational invari-
ant or stationary, that is, the fluctuation properties are the same irrespective 
of which region of the spectrum of the sequence is being considered. 
(ii) The system is not stationary but the asymptotic properties of the spectrum 
are of interest. 
Two limiting types of system are encountered: 
(i) Poisson systems: Take a random variable s whose probability density p {x) is 
e~^ and construct a sequence {xi} 
xi = 0, Xi+i = Xi-\-Si z = 1,2,3..., (2.57) 
where Si are outcomes of independent trials of the variable s. The resulting 
spectrum is a Poisson spectrum, which is obviously stationary. For instance, 
the counting rate of a decaying source forms a Poisson spectrum, the time being 
measured in units of the mean life of the source. In this type of spectrum we 
find a large probability of small spacings, occurrence of some large spacings and 
no correlations between spacings. The knowledge of a stretch of the spectrum 
puts no restrictions on the behaviour of the spectrum beyond the interval 
considered, irrespective of the form of p (x) chosen. Thus we have complete 
randomness. 
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(ii) Picket fence systems: The sequence {xi} is fluctuation free, for example, (k = 
k'^ {k = 1,2 ...) then A^ a^  (C) = \ / C and = k, a, sequence of equally spaced 
points or picket fence. This spectrum qualifies as absolutely rigid in the sense 
that there is no departure at all from uniformity. Once the position of one level 
Xi is known, the position of any other level is determined. The correlations 
between spacings are maximum and it is shows perfect short and long range 
order. Thus we have no randomness at all. 
In the intermediate cases small probability of small and large spacings is encoun-
tered, with the former being usually referred to in the literature as the phenomenon 
of level repulsion. Here the degree of spectral rigidity is governed by the nature and 
strength of the correlations between spacings. 
I ^ J ^ d l -*-[ ^ simple heuristic argument due to 
I I !__ Wigner that illustrates the presence or 
Xq X X + d x absence of level repulsion is as follows: 
Consider the probability p {x) dx that. 
Figure 2.17: Interval for Wigner's argu- . i i x ^ i . ^ i i • • 
^ ^ o o given a level at Xn, the next level is m 
ment 
the small interval (figure 2.17) 
dl = [XQ + x,Xo -\- X -\- dx . 
I t can be represented as the product of two factors 
p (x) dx = Pr (one level in dl/no level in I) x pr (no level in I ) , (2.58) 
where Pr means probability and Pr {a/b) is the conditional probability of having a if 
b is true. One has 
Pr (no level in I) = / p {x') dx' and (2.59) 
J X 
Pr (one level in dl/no level in I) = p, (x) dx, therefore (2.60) 
poo 
p{x) - ii{x) I p{x')dx', (2.61) 
J X 
which can be solved to give 
p {x) = Cfi (x) exp ( - ^ (^') da:'^ . (2.62) 
Now for a Poisson sequence }i (x) is independent of x and one obtains [J p{x)dx = 
f xp (x) dx = l ) 
p{x)e-'' x>0. (2.63) 
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A linear level repulsion can be introduced by assuming / i (x) = p, then 
p^^(a;) = ^xe"^^' a;>0. (2.64) 
The result (equation 2.64) for the spacing distribution, p (x), is known in the lit-
erature of random matrices as the Wigner surmise and it explicitly shows the level 
repulsion or tendency to avoid clustering of levels. Indeed, p{x = 0) = 0 in contrast 
to the Poisson case, for which the corresponding spacing distribution (equation 2.63) 
is maximum at the origin. 
The spacing distribution p (x) contains no information about spacing correla-
tions. A simple measure of spacing correlations is the correlation coeflicient C 
between, for instance, two adjacent spacings. Let {xi} be the sequence of levels and 
Si the spacings Si = Xi+i — Xi^ C is given by 
E i (si - 1) 
where we assume the mean spacing equal to unity. For a Poisson spectrum C = 0. 
A convenient variable often used is Mehta's spectral rigidity, A3 (L) [20] which 
measures, given an interval [a, a + L] of length L, the least squares deviation of the 
staircase N (x) from the best straight line fltting it: 
/ \ pa+L 2 
A3 (a; L)= { - mm N (x) - Ax - B dx. (2.66) 
\L/ A,B I J 
We are dealing with spectra for which the average part Nav (^) of ^ {x) is a straight 
line y = X. However, when considering a given interval [a, o; + L ] , the best straight 
line fitting N (x) will not just hey = x but another (presumably close lying) straight 
line Ax + B which is determined by equation 2.66. The value of A3 (L) for L > 1 
for a picket fence is 1/12 whereas the average (A3 (L)) of A3 (a; L) (take many non 
overlapping adjacent segments of length L of the spectrum, compute the value of 
A3 for each segment and perform the average) for a Poisson spectrum is L/15. The 
departure of the average value of A3 (L) from the linear increase with L characteristic 
of the Poisson spectrum gives, in intermediate situations between Poisson and picket 
fence, information on the correlation between spacings and the spectral rigidity or 
spectral stiflfness. 
Another useful variable is the number statistic n (L): given an interval [a, a-\- L 
of length L, i t counts the number of levels contained in the interval. The average 
value of n (L) is L, if the mean spacing is unity. There are also higher moments or 
cumulants of n (L) : 
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(i) ( L ) , variance, 
(ii) 7 i ( L ) , skewness. 
(iii) 72 ( L ) , excess. 
I f the spectrum is stiflp, the variance of n (L) is small whereas for a non-rigid or 
compressible spectrum it is comparatively large. 
2.2.5.3 Random matrix theories 
Random matrix theories have their origin in the following physical problem: In the 
low energy region of the excitation spectrum of a nucleus, the level density p (E) is 
small and one expects to describe most of the states in a detailed way using nuclear 
models. However, due to the rapid increase of the levels with the excitation energy 
E 
P (E) ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ { a V E ^ ) (2.67) 
where c, A and a are constants for a given nucleus, by the time one reaches the 
region, for instance, of the neutron threshold [E ~ 6MeV), the number of levels is 
so high that one must give up a description of microscopic detail, a description of 
the individual levels. 
Dyson [22] made a resume of the situation which ends with 
" What is required is a new kind of statistical mechanics, in which 
we renounce exact knowledge not of the state of a system but of the 
nature of the system itself. We picture a complex nucleus as a "black 
box" in which a large number of particles are interacting according to 
unknown laws. The problem is then to define in a mathematically precise 
way an ensemble of systems in which all possible laws of interest are 
equally probable." 
The appropriate language to define an ensemble of systems is provided by random 
matrix theory [21]. One considers the Hamiltonian matrix H a,s an NxN stochastic 
matrix and the question is to specify the probability density p {H) dH. This is shown 
in the next Subsubsection. 
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Time reversal 
invariance 
Angular 
momentum 
Rotation 
invariance 
Hamiltonian 
matrix 
Canonical 
group 
P 
yes Integer 
i—Odd-Integer yes 
Real 
Symmetric 
Orthogonal 1 
yes |—Odd-Integer no Real 
Quarternion 
Symplectic 4 
no - - Complex 
Hermitian 
Unitary 2 
Table 2.1: Space-time symmetries 
2.2.5.4 Gaussian ensembles 
The underlying space-time symmetries obeyed by the system put important restric-
tions on the admissible matrix ensembles, these are shown in table 2.1 
In oder to introduce a proper invariant measure dH in the space of matrices one 
can proceed as follows. A metric is defined in the matrix space to which H belongs 
by expressing 
ds^ = Tr6HSH^ 
in terms of the independent variables x^ of H, as 
M 
ds^ = y^^g^iu^i^^ti^^u, 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
where M is the number of independent variables (matrix elements). The basic 
measure dH is then induced by this matrix, namely 
M 
dH=[dQtg^,uf'''\[dx^. (2.70) 
/i=i 
For {(5 = 1) real symmetric matrices H {H* = H'^) there are N{N l ) / 2 inde-
pendent variables and one has 
>2 
l<i<j<A^ l<i<N 
SO that 
(2.71) 
(2.72) 
l<i<N l<i<j<N 
For the case {(3 = 2) of Hermitian matrices H (= H^) one has A^^  independent 
variables. Writing H = H'-\- iH" where H' = H'^, H" = H"* = H"^, one has 
1<KA^ l<i<j<N 
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so that 
c / i / = 2^(^- i ) /2 II dH'ii H dHl^d^. (2.74) 
l<i<N l<i<j<N 
Gaussian orthogonal ensembles (GOE) in the space of real symmetric matrices is 
defined by demanding two requirements: 
(1) The ensemble is invariant under every orthogonal transformation 
H' = W'^HW, (2.75) 
where W is any real orthogonal matrix, that is, the probability p (H) dH that 
a matrix i f will be in the volume element dH (equation 2.72 on the preceding 
page) is invariant under orthogonal transformations 
p{H')dH' = p(H)dH. (2.76) 
(2) The various elements Hij (i < j) are independent random variables. 
The first requirement is made so that all states behave in the same way and the 
second one is for the purpose of simplicity. 
Similarly, the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) in the space of Hermitian 
matrices is defined by the properties 
(1*) The ensemble is invariant under every unitary transformation 
H' = U'^HU, (2.77) 
where U is any real unitary matrix, that is, the probability p (H) dH that a 
matrix H will be in the volume element dH (equation 2.74) is invariant under 
unitary transformations 
p{H')dH' = p{H)dH. (2.78) 
(2*) The various elements H'ij {i < j ) , H^'j {i < j) are independent random variables, 
that is, p (H) is a product of A''^  functions. 
These two requirements (1 and 2 or 1* and 2*) determine uniquely the ensembles. 
The function p (H) can be written 
p(H) = K^,expl^-^^^Y (2.79) 
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where K^p is a normalisation constant (A^ is the dimensionality of the matrix and 
P = 1,2,4 labels the different cases) and cr is a scale factor. In equation 2.79 on the 
preceding page 
TrH' = ^ + 2 ^ 4 for/3 = 1 (2.80) 
l<i<N l<i<j<N 
TrH' = Hf, + 2 J 2 + "1^) ^or/} = 2. (2.81) 
l<i<N l<i<j<N 
For the GOE one therefore has that each matrix element Hij is distributed 
normally (that is, Gaussian distributed) with zero mean 
Hij = 0 i<j (2.82) 
and variance 
Hl={l + Sija') i<j. (2.83) 
where for any quantity W, W is its ensemble average. For the GUE one also has 
normal distribution of the different variables with 
H;. = .Hlj = 0, fllf = 2a2 i = j (2.84) 
and 
Hl^ = HZ=0, H^ = H^ = o^ i < j . (2.85) 
Making use of the invariance properties, the joint probability density of the 
eigenvalues Ei can be extracted from equation 2.79 on the page before: 
PNP {EUE2,... EJ,) = C ' A T ^ exp I - ^ ^ I n I^Z - Ej f , (2.86) 
where C A T ^ is a normalisation constant determined by 
J PMP {El, E2,... EM) dEidE2 ...EM = 1. (2.87) 
PNP {El, E2,.. .Ej^) dEidE2. ..E^ gives the probability, regardless of labelling, of 
having one eigenvalue at Ei, another at E2,... another at within each of the 
intervals [Ej, Ej^i]. Equation 2.86 contains all the information concerning the eigen-
value distribution and the correlations among eigenvalues. By performing suitable 
integrations, one can in principle derive all the quantities related to eigenvalues 
which are of interest. 
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By integrating Equation 2.86 on the page before over all variables but one, one 
finds, in the limit of large for the three cases /3 = 1,2,4, the ensemble averaged 
eigenvalue density p (E) 
p{E) = j ... j PM^{E,E2...EM)dE2... dE N 
hw-2V^Na'^ - E^ for E < 2VN^ 
(2.88) 27r iVo-2 
0 for \E\ > 2VNa^ 
which, from equation 2.87 on the preceding page, is normalised to unity. 
2.2.5.5 Fluctuation properties 
Once the global behaviour of the eigenvalues has been established (the ensemble 
averaged eigenvalue density p (E) ) level fluctuations or departures of the spectrum 
from its average behaviour can be investigated. One introduces the A;—level corre-
lation functions Rk {Ei,E2 ... Ek) defined by 
Rk{EuE2...Ek) = j ^ ^ ^ J ...J PN{Eu.-.,Er,)dEk+i...dEM {i < k < N), 
(2.89) 
where P/v is given by equation 2.86 on the page before. I t follows that Ri = Np (Ei), 
where p (Ei) is given by equation 2.88 and RN = NIP^. Rk (£^i, ^2 • • • ^ A ; ) dEi... Ek 
is the probability of finding one level, regardless of labelling, within each of the 
intervals [Ej,Ej H- dEj]. To get rid of p{E), one introduces a new set of k-\evel 
correlation functions Rk{xi,... Xk) (unfolding) and one considers the case of interest 
> > A: > 1 
R, {x,, ...x,)= lim . (2.90) 
^ ^ 1 ' N-.^R^^E,)...Rk{Ek) 
The fluctuation properties of the levels are completely characterized by the set of 
functions Rk (xi,... Xk). 
From Rk one obtains the A;-level cluster functions Yk by subtracting out the 
lower-order correlation terms 
m 
Yk{xu--..XG) = Y 1 ( -1) ' -"^ (m - 1)! n fe' with t G Gj). (2.91) 
G j=l 
Here G stands for any division of the indices [1 ,2 , . . . A;] into subgroups [ G i , G 2 . . . Gm, • 
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For instance 
A: = 1 m = 1 [{!)] and 
Yi ( x i ) = R, ( x i ) = 0 
(2.92) 
k = 2 m = l [(1,2) 
m = 2 [(1) (2)] and 
Y2 (xi,X2) = -R2 {X1X2) + Ri [xi) Ri {X2) (2.93) 
The advantage of the cluster functions is that they have the property of vanishing 
when one (or several) of the separations \xi - Xj\ becomes large. The function Yk 
describes the correlation properties of a single cluster of k levels, isolated f rom more 
t r iv i a l effects of lower-order correlations. 
A n alternative way to characterise fluctuations is to deal w i th spacing distri-
butions and related quantities. In equation 2.89 on the page before instead of 
integrating f rom — CXD to 00 without any restrictions one integrates some of the 
variables outside the interval [a, a-\-1] whereas the others are integrated inside i t . 
Assume that the unfolding (mapping E x) has been performed. One defines 
{ N » k > 0) 
E {k] L) = l i m [ . . . / dxi...dxk [ dxk+i... dxNPN (XU...,XN). 
(2.94) 
I f the system is stationary E {k; L) w i l l be independent of a. E {k; L) is the probabil-
i ty that in a sequence [xi] of levels wi th mean spacing unity an interval of length L 
taken at random contains exactly k levels. A useful aspect of the functions E {k\ L) 
is that they are very directly connected to the spacing distributions 
p (k; L) = (^) Y . ( k - j + l)E {j; L). (2.95) 
I n particular for the nearest-neighbour spacing distribution p {x) 
p{x)=p{0;x) = ^E{0,x). (2.96) 
The probabili ty F{k\L) that in a sequence {xi} of levels wi th mean spacing 
uni ty an interval [xa, x^ + L] of length L which starts at a level x^ contains exactly 
k levels is also given in terms of the function E{k\L) : 
F{k;L) = -^Y.E{j-L) (2.97) 
3=0 
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and, in particular 
F{0,L) = -~E(0;L). (2.98) 
When comparing a theoretical model wi th experiment, due to the limited number 
of high quality data, i t is impossible to make a complete comparison between the 
set of /c—level cluster functions Yk and the corresponding quantities extracted from 
experiment. I t is convenient to work w i t h integrated quantities like 
pL pL 
yk(L)= ... Ykixi,...,Xk)dxi...dxk. (2.99) 
Jo Jo 
Chapter 3 
Classical dynamics in the Bb 
3.1 General rotating billiards 
The trajectory of a particle of mass m moving freely on a plane table wi thin a 
closed wall that reflects perfectly at each impact, while the system rotates steadily 
about a fixed perpendicullar axis, is curved between impacts and upon reflection the 
particle loses or gains momentum instantaneously. This means that the energy of 
the particle is not conserved in the laboratory frame, thus constructing a conserved 
Hamiltonian is not feasible. 
Construction of a conserved Hamiltonian is possible by making the standard 
transformation to a rotat ing frame wi th the same angular speed, cj, as the rotating 
boundary. In this rotat ing frame the equation of motion can be neatly writ ten using 
the parametrisation of the {x, y) co-ordinates of the particle by the complex variable 
z = X -\-iy. 
3.1.1 Equations of motion 
The equations of motion in the rotating frame are derived in Appendix B on 
page 158. W i t h the bi l l iard rotating about the 2;-axis, the particle confined to 
the plane and our aforementioned parametrisation the conditions are: 
V = xi + y], (jj = uj\ii and z — x -\-iy (3.1) 
Then w i t h a l i t t le algebraic manipulation equation B.4 on page 158 leads to the 
concise equation of motion: 
z + 2iuz -u'^z = 0 (3.2) 
in agreement w i t h [25]. I t has the general solution: 
z{t) = (a + bt)e-''^' (3.3) 
46 
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Where a = z{^) and h are complex constants, this equation represents free-particle 
motion w i t h a superposed anticlockwise rotation (choosing a; > 0). Upon diff'eren-
t ia t ing we obtain the velocity of the particle at an arbitrary time t. 
z{t) = be-'''' - iuia + bt)e-''^' = be-'""' - iuz{t) (3.4) 
Which leads to b = z(0) -\- iuz(0) and hence 
z{t) = [z{0)-^{z{0)-{-iujz{0))t]e-'''' (3.5) 
i ( ^ ) = [z{0)-iuj{z{Q)-\-iu;z{0))t]e-^' (3.6) 
The motion described by equation 3.2 on the preceding page is in fact that of charged 
particle in a stationary frame wi th Lorentz force, F : 
F = u^z- 2iuz (3.7) 
That is, that arising f rom a constant magnetic field of magnitude 2 perpendicular 
to the plane and a linear electric field radially outwards. This is the connection 
between rotat ing billiards and [26 . 
The equation of motion, ( 3.2 on the page before), in the rotating frame can also 
be derived f rom the Lagrangian for a rotating frame. This is shown in Appendix C 
on page 160 to be 
^ = ^{{x^-\-f)uj^x^-\-y^)}-\-uixy - yx) 01 (3.8) 
C = + Icjzl^ + iu{zz — zz) (3.9) 
in keeping w i t h [25 . 
The fo rm of the Hamiltonian can be seen directly f rom equation C.17 on page 162 
or alternatively by expressing the velocity, v , in equation C.15 on page 161 in terms 
of the momentum, p , by equation C.14 on page 161: 
i / = ^ ^ ^ - a ; . r A p (3.10) 
or by using the conditions given by equation 3.1 on the preceding page: 
H = -^{pI +Py) ~ ^i^Py - yPx) = - \<^z\'^ = constant (3.11) 
Then Hamilton's equations of motion are: 
. dH 
X = — =Pa:-\-UJy, y=-—=p -UJX (3.12) 
OPx OPy 
dH . dH 
Px = = ^Py, Py = = -^Px (3.13) 
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Hence a suitable conserved Hamiltonian for a rotating bi l l iard is: 
^ = ^ ( P x + Py) - ^{^Py - yPx) + U{x, y) 
Where U is the infinite potential well: 
^ _ ^ 0 inside boundary 
~ oo outside boundary 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
In the rotat ing frame the boundary appears stationary; thus the particle is specularly 
reflected in this frame, jus t i fy ing equation 3.15 to be the correct potential to use. 
This means that H is conserved in the rotating frame even though the particle is 
gaining and losing momentum in the laboratory frame and the rotating frame. So 
the rotat ing frame is the natural one to choose in the study of rotating billiards. 
That energy is indeed conserved in the rotating frame is shown in Appendix D on 
page 163. 
3.2 The square billiard, Bn 
3.2.1 Defining Ba 
We now take the ball to be confined 
to the square, \x\ < 1 and \y\ < 1, by 
perfectly reflecting walls, i.e Bo, which 
rotates w i t h constant angular speed ab-
out its centre of symmetry, wi th sides 
1-4 as shown in figure 3.1. For the Bn 
rotating anticlockwise we have that: 
- 1 
c?5 
y 
1 Sides 
r 
CO 
) 
- 1 
Side 1 
1 ^ 
Figure 3.1: The square bi l l iard 
A bounce on side 1 gives i 
A bounce on side 2 gives z 
A bounce on side 3 gives i 
A bounce on side 4 gives z 
= X — iy ^ z = X iy =z 
= X + iy ^ z' = —X -\- iy = — z 
= —x-\-iy^z' = —x — iy —z 
— —X — iy ^ z' = X — iy = — z 
The same bounce conditions are also obtained for the Ba rotating clockwise, 
hence our bounce condition is simply i -^z on sides |?/| = 1 and i —>• — z on sides 
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x\ = 1. Bounces do not change z or so conserve energy, but merely reverse the 
ball's normal component of velocity, which is either 9?(i) or ^ ( i ) . 
Choosing table size 2 x 2 specifies 
length units, and we take a unit-mass 
ball. Then the motion is characterised 
by the energy parameter E = 28/uJ^, 
where S is given by equation D.7 on 
page 163, i.e.. 
^ = 2(1^1 \U)Z\ '-)• 
= -1 
Fixing u and using variable E, which 
ranges continuously f rom —2uj'^ to -l-oo, 
eases the comparison of our results wi th Figure 3.2: Circle of exclusion for E 
those of [25,27 . 
W i t h LU > 0 then generally, and always for E > 0, the Coriolis acceleration keeps 
trajectories curving to the right; this w i l l be expanded upon in a later section. 
Also f rom equation D.7 on page 163 we see that high E corresponds to small UJ 
and vice-versa, very large E means large z and relatively l i t t le rotation and so from 
equation 3.3 on page 46 the motion is close to the straight line transits expected on a 
stationary table. A t lower values of E the influence of the rotation increases and the 
ball's trajectories are expected to be increasingly curved. In addition equation D.7 
on page 163 shows that the velocity of the ball reaches zero at a finite radius \z\ = 
^/-Ejijj and for - 2 < EjuP- < - 1 i t is permitted to move only in one of the corners 
of the table as shown in figure 3.2. 
3.2.2 Phase space for Bu 
The nature of bi l l iard ball motion at any given value of E is revealed by a Poincare 
section, recording the position and conjugate momentum of each bounce at the 
boundary [28]. Rather than use position-angle variables [25-27] we use the conjugate 
variables ( X i , X 2 ) which lead to helpful simplifications. The position X\ normalised 
to 0 < X i < 1 is defined as the fractional distance of impact along the wall struck, 
in the positive (anticlockwise) sense around Bu- Then we have 
1 =F a: 
2 
\ ± y 
on sides y = ±.\ 
on sides x ± \ 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
This also recognises the symmetry of the system, folding the four sides together [29 , 
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The momentum variable X2 is a similarly normalised momentum component 
canonically conjugate to Xi. W i t h the Lagrangian given by equation 3.9 on page 47 
the momenta conjugate to { x , y ) are {Px,Py) given by: 
dJCf 
Px = -^ = x-uy (3.18) 
Py = - ^ = y-\-u}x (3.19) 
Then for example on side 1 (?/ = — 1), using equation D.7 on page 163, we have: 
E = x ^ ^ f - u ; ^ { x ^ + y ^ ) > x ^ - u j \ x ^ ^ l ) 
> (Px - - ^^{x^ + 1) using (D.9) (3.20) 
Which leads to 
< a; ± 7^-ha;2(a;2 + l ) (3.21) 
So Px has the range 
- V ' E + a;2(a;2-f-l) <Px<uj-^ yjE^i^\x^^\) (3.22) 
Hence an appropriate choice for X2 on side 1 is: 
Similarly 
= i f 1 + , \ (3.23) 
^ 2 = U l + ^ = 1 = on side 2 (3.24) 
2 V + 2a;2 
X2 = ^ f l - ^ ^ f = | on side 3 (3.25) 
2 V + 2a;2 
X2 = i f l - - ^ ^ l = ) on side 4 (3.26) 
2 V V F + 2 c j 2 . 
Phase portraits of orbits are then made by plot t ing X = ( X i , X 2 ) in the Cartesian 
plane. 
Figure 3.8 on page 65 shows the symmetry in phase space, that is, the folding of 
the sides; diagonally opposite halves of the lines X\ — ^ and X i = 1 are connected, 
so phase space in fact is always connected. By a topological deformation of the 
square we see that phase space is in fact a punctured torus, due to the corners, as 
shown in figure 3.3 on the following page. 
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Figure 3.3: Phase space for Bo 
3.3 Periodic cycles of the rotating Bn 
The fixed points and periodic cycles (n-cycles) of a Hamiltonian system are of the 
outmost importance in the study of its dynamics. The bifurcations of the n-cycles 
in two dimensional Hamiltonian systems are much richer and varied than the corre-
sponding ones in the more understood one dimensional dissipative systems. 
3.3.1 The bounce map, B 
Consider the trajectory between two successive collisions w i t h the boundary of Bo, 
occurring at X = {Xi,X2) and X ' = {X[,X2), then the bounce map is defined as: 
B : ( X i , X 2 ) ^ ( X ; , X ^ ) (3.27) 
The equations involved in determining B are in fact transcendental, thus the time, 
T , taken between successive collisions cannot be obtained in closed form. T can be 
determined either numerically or by employing the Newton-Raphson method, we 
have used both methods obtaining identical results. 
The set of points ( X { , X | ) for i = l...n, which satisfy B " ( X ; , X ^ ) = {Xi,X2) 
are defined to be an n-cycle of the bounce map. In particular the case n = 1 is a 
fixed point. We, in fact, require four bounce maps Bu,Bi2, Bis and Bu in order to 
represent bounces f rom side 1 to sides 1, 2, 3 and 4. These four maps are sufficient 
to deal w i t h all possibilities due to the symmetry of the Bo- The expressions for 
these bounce maps are given in Appendix E on page 164. 
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3.3.2 The Jacobian, J , and Stability, S, matrices 
The Jacobian matr ix , J , of B is defined as: 
/ dX[ d X [ \ 
' dXi dX2 * 
\ dXi dX2 I 
(3.28) 
The elements of J for B n , Byi, ^13 , and are given in Appendix F on page 166. 
The Jacobian matr ix allows us to compute Lyapunov exponents and to determine 
the stabili ty of periodic orbits. For X = ( X i , X2), the stability matrix, S, is defined 
as: 
S „ ( X ) = J ( B " - i ( X ) ) - - - J ( B ( X ) ) J ( X ) (3.29) 
A n orbit , then consists of the succession of number pairs corresponding 
to the n*^ bounce, and is generated by specifying an in i t ia l state \xf\xfY This 
discrete dynamics is a mapping, S, of the phase space w i t h co-ordinates X\.,X2 and 
symbolised by: 
^ ( n + l ) \ / ^ (n ) \ 
^(n+1) = S (3.30) 
Since X\ and X2 are conjugate S is area preserving: 
^ ^ = det i% \ - 1 (3.31) 
There are three ways in which the orbit generated by infinitely many iterations of 
S can be explored in phase space [30]; 
1. A finite set of points ( x ^ . ^ f ) , ( x f ' \ X « ) • • • ( x < ' " - ' > , ; f f m a y 
be encountered repeatedly corresponding to orbits that close after A'' bounces. 
Such a closed orbit satisfies 
^ 2 / \ -^2 / \ -^2 / 
So that each of its N points is a fixed point of the mapping S^^ .^ 
2. The iterates of [xf\xf may fill a smooth curve in phase space, called an 
invariant curve because the whole curve maps unto itself under S (although 
its individual points do not map unto themselves). This behaviour occurs, for 
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example, i f the dynamics is integrable in the sense that there exists a constant 
of motion in the form of a function F{Xi,X2) satisfying 
F ( x ( " , x « ) = F ( x r , x r ) 
in which case the invariant curves are the contours of F{Xi,X2) 
3. The iterates of (^x[^\ X2^^^ may fill an area of phase space. This happens when 
the orbit , unrestricted by the existence of any conserved quantity, evolves in 
a chaotic manner whose detail is sensitively dependent on the values of x[^^ 
and X^^^ 
The closed orbits, which satisfy equation 3.32 on the page before, may be stable or 
unstable in the sense that an orbit starting at ( x j ^ ^ -h SX[^\x^^^ - I - SX^^^^ where 
i x i " ' and SX^"^ are small, may after many bounces remain near the closed orbit 
or may deviate increasingly f rom i t . Af ter A'' iterations, when x j ^ ^ and ^2°^ have 
returned to their in i t i a l values, the deviations 6X[^^ and 6X2^^ of the nearby orbit 
w i l l be 
Orbi ta l stabili ty depends on the eigenvalues of S^^\ [31], which are the Floquet 
multipliers for the linear diflPerence equations in the periodic tangent space. These 
are X± given in terms of the trace of S^ ^^  by 
A± = ^ {rrSC^) ± [(Tr-SC^))' - 4] ' ' ' | (3.34) 
Afte r j traversals of the closed orbit (i.e. N j iterations of S) the deviations given by 
can be wri t ten as a linear combination of A± times eigenvectors 
of S(^), 
There are three possibilities [30]; 
1. 
I f | T r S ( ^ ) | < 2 (stable) (3.36) 
i t follows f rom equation 3.34 that X± are complex conjugates on the unit circle, 
so that 
xi = e^'^^ (3.37) 
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where is a 'stability angle'. In this case the deviations given by equation 3.35 
on the page before oscillate about zero as j increases, and remain bounded, so 
that the orbit is stable, provided A is not a small root of unity (generically i t 
is suflficient to exclude the cases A* = 1, A: < 4, though the case X = ±i can 
be stable or unstable). 
I f | T r S ( ^ ) | > 2 (unstable) (3.38) 
i t follows f rom equation 3.34 on the preceding page that X± are real and 
reciprocals of each other, so that 
Ai - e^ '^^  (3.39) 
where 7 is an ' instability exponent'. In this case the positive exponent guaran-
tees that almost all deviations grow exponentially so that the orbit is unstable. 
I f |T rS (^ ) | = 2 (neutral) (3.40) 
both eigenvalues are -1-1 or - 1 and deviations grow linearly so that in this case 
the orbit has neutral stability. 
A n equivalent quantity to TrS is the residue [32], 1Z, of an orbit defined by 
K=\{2-TrS), 
the eigenvalues and K are related by: 
x± = 1 - 2ii±2in{n -1)]'^ 
Since the trace of a product is invariant under cyclic permutations of the factors, 
the residue of an orbit is independent of the point at which we evaluate S. 
When 0 < 7^ < 1 the eigenvalues are complex wi th magnitude unity (except for 
IZ = 3/4, and sometimes 7Z = 1/2, corresponding to A^  = 1 and A^  = 1). Under 
this condition, tangent space orbits, continued over many periods, rotate about the 
origin on ellipses (thus the name 'elliptic' orbit) at a rate u rotations/period, given 
by 
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When 7^ < 0 or 7^ > 1, the tangent space lies on hyperbolae, alternating be-
tween corresponding branches i f 7^ > 1 ("hyperbolic wi th reflection" or "inversion 
hyperbolic"), and staying on one branch i f 7?. < 0 ("ordinary hyperbolic"). Then 
the periodic orbit is said to be unstable since all the tangent space orbits march off 
to infini ty, except those lying on the eigenvectors of S w i t h an eigenvalue less than 
one. 
In the special cases TZ = 0 ,1 ,3 /4 ,1 /2 corresponding to low order resonances 
= 1, A; = 1,2,3,4 the linearisation of B is not sufficient to describe the behaviour 
of nearby points. As the energy is varied, a periodic orbit w i l l , in general, move and 
its residue w i l l change. Whenever the residue passes through one of the values 
'^m,n = sin^(7rm/n), m, n co-prime integers 
one or more cycles of n times the original period w i t h residue near 0 are born or 
absorbed by the periodic orbit . I f these daughter orbits have intervals (in energy) 
of stability, they w i l l in turn bifurcate. 
3.4 The stationary Bn 
The stationary Bo w i t h E = oo {or equivalently ( j = 0) is of course integrable and so 
the t ime taken, T , between successive bounces can be ascertained from geometrical 
considerations of the Bo- Alternatively, we can substitute u = 0 into the relevant 
equations in Appendix E on page 164 and obtain the stationary bounce map, BQO, 
and thus the related Jacobian and Stability matrices. Here of course the component 
Bii of B does not exist as i t is a purely rotational phenomenon. The substitution 
is done in Appendix G on page 172 and the bounce map. Boo : X X ' , is given by 
\ T 2 T J 
-> ( l - X i - T . l - X j ) f o r B i 3 
X , 1 ( ^ 2 - ^ ) 
1 + — , ^ - " I for Bi4 (3.41) 
(Xo — - ) 
Where T = r ^' is the cotangent of the angle between trajectory vector and 
positive sense of in i t i a l wall [29 . 
We can take r to be r = |(^p)|/(?^i)j where Vp is the velocity perpendicular to 
in i t i a l wall and Vi is the velocity along positive sense of in i t i a l wall in order to explore 
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the relationship between r and r ' , its value after a bounce: 
y 
T = - In i t ia l ly side 1 
X 
X 1 
T' = - = - Bounce between adjacent walls 
y r 
y 
T' = — = —r Bounce between opposite walls (3.42) 
—X 
Hence under the three parts of BQO we have 
r ' —)• - for Bi2 and Bu 
T 
T' -T forBi3 (3.43) 
This allows us to determine that there are three and only three fixed points of the 
stationary Bu as follows; for B12 and B14, by equation 3.43, the only possible values 
for T are, respectively, 1 and —1 which both constrain Xi to be ^, by equation 3.41 
on the preceding page. For ^13 the only possible value is zero which again constrains 
Xi to be \ . Thus the three fixed points of Boo are: 
X ^ X . = ( i , i . f ) (3.44) 
corresponding respectively to bounces straight across f rom a side's centre, and to 
circuits of central 45° bounces w i t h the ball touring the Bu in ± sense. 
The orbits of the stationary Bu are closed or not depending on the rationality of 
r , being closed i f the in i t i a l value of X2 is chosen such that r is rational, equal to p/q 
in lowest terms, then an orbit is a cycle of BQO- Its order is n = 2(|p| 4-1^|) at most, 
counting r (including zero) wi th denominator q = l. This can be seen by tessellating 
the 2:—plane [33] w i t h squares generated by repeated reflections in edges. Then an 
orbit is represented by a single inflnite straight line produced f rom any transit of the 
original square. This line encounters 2\p\ - I - 2\q\ boundaries before reaching a repeat 
of its in i t i a l point in proper orientation. Figure 3.4 on the next page shows such a 
tessellation w i t h T = ^ = \ where i t can be seen that n = 2 ( 3 - | - l ) = 8. 
The folding together of sides in the definition of B reduces n in isolated cases, 
for example, when r ± 1 (45° bounces). The case for r = 1 is shown in figure 3.4 
on the following page where T' = I/T = I so X'2 = X2 and the equivalence of the 4 
sides reduces n f rom 4 to 1. 
These two orbits are shown on figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) on page 58 where the 
ball is in i t ia l ly at ( X i , X 2 ) = ( | , | + ^ ) , ( | , \ + ^ ) corresponding to r = 3,1 
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Figure 3.4: Tessellation of the z-plane 
respectively. On the other hand figure 3.5(c) on the following page shows an orbit 
for in i t i a l ly (ATi, X2) — (I? | + • ^ ) corresponding to r = y/S. As can be observed the 
orbit is not closed in this instance. Figure 3.5(d) on the next page is a phase portrait, 
w i t h E = 10^ and u set to unity, in the canonical variables X = {Xi,X2). I t is a 
superposition of 64 orbits initialised f rom a square grid { X = ((2z — 1)/16, (2 j — 
1)/16); i , j = 1, • • • , 8 } . Each orbit is followed for 1000 bounces, for which X2 is 
plotted vertically against Xi horizontally. The Poincare map for the stationary Bo 
is very regular consisting of almost horizontal invariant bands. As there is symmetry 
(X2 —)• 1 - X2) in pairs among the 8 ini t ia l X2 values used for the phase portrait 
then there are (8 x 4) /2 = 16 bands each covered twice. From equations G . l - 0.3 
on page 174 i t follows that the three components, J\2,Ju and J14 of the Jacobian 
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-^1 X 1 
(a) Trajectory: X = (0.5, X2 : T = 3) (b) Trajectory: X = (0.5, X2 : r = 1) 
:'•..••'.••:'•.•.••>•'. .•••:?»! '.v:-'. *.•:::.•.*•;•.•••. >y.«;:.," 
'.'•r'. *:•!•* *:•>'• '*••-".•'•••;•'•':' 
."•*-'*•'• '•:•:' .'u'-. • .-i::. :•:•: '.•'}: I'iy. 
y. .'<*•-.'•. ':•:•' •*'.'.'•" . v.-;:-;'' v;^ .. .••?':>:...•:::: :::: ;:<K. .•:i< ..i^. -.:-
'.. !''vf'". ' . • ; • ' : ' >?••'•:• 
.••.N.; .t.vv;.;. .•.••xv: ;.-;x--*!.ijir: J^ : 
(c) Trajectory: X = (0.5, X2 : r = VS) (d) Phase portrait as explained in the text 
Figure 3.5: E=10^: (a), (b) and (c): Trajectories followed for 100 bounces, (d): 
Phase portrai t on a 8 x 8 grid for 1000 bounces constructed as explained in the text. 
(Colour coding - red: Bu black: Bu green: B^ blue: Bu) 
for the stationary Bu, J00, are given by 
J12 — 
_ i _ ( i - ^ i ) (^^1) 
—r 
(3.45) 
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/ - 1 - , ' (1 + r^ ) \ 
I 0 —1 / 
J i 4 = - ^ ^ (3.47) 
V 0 ^ / 
The zero entries in the component Jacobian matrices appear because the boundary 
is a polygon and away f rom the corners a small change in Xi has no eflfect on X2. 
I n principle the stability of all the n—cycles of the stationary Bo can be analysed 
using Joo, but the simplest cases of all are the three fixed points, Joo then reduces 
to (wi th replacing 0, ± ) 
J . = ( -J : f ) (3.48) 
Where ^ = 2 for XQ and 2\/2 for X ± , the diagonal entries are simple due to the 
particular values r = 0, ± 1 for the fixed points. By equation 3.34 on page 53, the 
mat r ix (equation 3.48) has double eigenvalue ( - 1 ) , hence each zero-rotation fixed 
point is neutrally stable. 
For all higher cycles of Boo similar analysis can be applied. Let X * now denote 
the 72—cyclic point and be a product of n derivative matrices, one for each bounce. 
Each of the n factors is J^; z = 2,3,4 and so upper triangular and hence so is the 
product of any such n factors. Ju has diagonal elements both equal to - 1 for i = 3 
and equal to and for Z = 2,4 respectively. 
Using the tessellation procedure or by considering equations 3.45 - 3.47 i t can 
be concluded that for the n—cycle analogue of equation 3.48 we have 
; f ) (3.49) 
Where upper or lower sign must be taken together. The calculation of the upper 
entry — ^  is now non-trivial since i t depends in a far more complicated way on exact 
X—values for each bounce. However, for every cycle has trace of magnitude 2 
so its eigenvalues are both either - f 1 or —1 and hence, like the fixed points, all the 
higher cycles are neutrally stable. 
Figure 3.5(a) on the page before is an example of a 4-cycle, (X4+ = (0.5,^2 : 
r = 3)) and figure 3.6 on the following page shows the following cycles: 3.5(a) is a 
2-cycle ( X 2 + = (0.25,^2 : r = 1)), 3.5(b) is a 6-cycle (X6+ = (0.5,^2 : r = 2)), 
3.5(c) is an 8 - cycle (X8+ = (0.5, X2 : r = 7)) and 3.5(d) is a 10-cycle (X10+ = 
(0.5,^2 : r = 4)). 
A l l these cycles of course have their counterparts, w i t h the ball touring the Bo 
in a clockwise direction, X i _ , w i th Xi ^ 1 - XI;T ^ —r. 
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(a) X2+ = ( 0 . 2 5 , X 2 : r - l ) (b) X6+ = ( 0 . 5 , X 2 : r = 2) 
-1 X 1 
(c) X8+ = ( 0 . 5 , X 2 : r = 7) 
-1 X 1 
(d) X i o + = ( 0 . 5 , X 2 : r = 4) 
Figure 3.6: E=10^; Trajectories followed for 100 bounces. (Colour coding - red: 
black: B12 green: Bis blue: Bu) 
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3.5 The slowly rotating Bn 
For the rotating Ba, having obtained the time taken, T, for successive bounces 
numerically the elements of the components of the Jacobian matrices are obtained 
from equations F . l - F.16 on page 171. We can deduce the likely fates of the fixed 
points by looking at when rotation just commences, that is, with u very small and 
T is also seen to be very small so that uj, T and the product cuT can be limited 
to first order. Then with the approximations cos(a;T) = 1 and sin(a;T) = uT we 
obtain 
1 = A\.«x - 2 X i - 1 + ^ { 2 X 2 - 1)T \ 
T « l • 
rp ^ -2(1-Xl) 
VE{2X2-1) 
dT 
dXi 
> For B12 
8X2 
VEi2X2-l) 
^ 4(1-Xi) 
v / ^ ( 2 X 2 - l ) 2 
(3.50) 
l = 5 U « i = - 1 + 2 ^ / ^ X 2 ( 1 - X 2 ) T 
r<<i ^ 
1 
y/EX2il-X2) 
> For Bis 
dXi ^ 
dT 
8X2 
( 1 - 2 X 2 ) 
2X2iX2-l)^EX2il-X2) 
(3.51) 
- 1 = A \ = 2X1 - 1 + V^(2X2 - 1)T ] 
T « l ' 
^ T = 
dT 
dXi 
dT 
8X2 
-2X1 
v ^ ( 2 X 2 - l ) 
_ - 2 
y/E{2X2-l) 
- m 
> For Bu (3.52) 
VE(2X2-iy 
Since we are discussing very small rotations here the curvature is insufficient to per-
mit -Bii. Substituting the expressions for the various ^ from the above equations 
into equations F . l on page 166 to F.16 on page 171 it can be seen that for very large 
but finite E, that is as rotation commences, to first order the Jacobian, J, for all 
cycles including the fixed points has the form: 
( ^ ' ^ ' ' ) (3.53) 
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and thus by equation 3.29 on page 52 so does the Stability matrix, S. The unitary 
condition (equation 3.31 on page 52) of course still applies so we have: 
(±1 + Si)(±l -\-62)-\-Ae = l giving 
1^ + 2^ = =F^e and so 
TrJr^±2TAe as e 0 (3.54) 
where again upper and lower signs must be taken together, so 
dX' 
If e = — > 0 then |T r J | < 2 
uXi 
dX' 
I f 6 = — < 0 then |TrJ | > 2 (3.55) 
uXi 
Hence by equation 3.55 the sign of e determines the stability of the perturbed cycles, 
and in general e 7^  0 (as any change in X i changes X2 due to the rotation) so neutral 
stability is destroyed. 
Consideration of the orbits curving to the right as in the rotating Bu shows that 
for anticlockwise and clockwise tours we must have e > 0 and e < 0 respectively, and 
for bounces straight across e = 0. Hence the fixed points X + and X _ become elliptic 
and inversion hyperbolic as rotation commences whilst the fate of X Q is determined 
by higher order effects. The fate of all the other cyclic points of 6 ^ cannot be 
determined so simply and we must resort to numerical simulations. 
3.6 Poincare maps, cycles and trajectories 
For the range —2 < £^  < 00 we have encountered three diflFerent types of trajectories, 
which we shall call types /, E and HI: 
1. Type / trajectories 
These are trajectories which are associated with the stationary Bw As the 
E-values decrease these show increasing curvature, the energy range for which 
type I trajectories are found is 1 ~ ^ < 00. 
2. Type iT^  trajectories 
These trajectories demonstrate a feature of the rotating Bu not connected to 
any structure at ^ = CXD. They are symmetric trajectories of order 4A;, where 
k is the number of successive bounces on the same side (that is, Bn) of the 
Bu- These are observed for -0.5 ~ £' 2. 
3. Type iff trajectories 
For - 2 < ^ < - 1 phase space is disjointed, hence trajectories of type / or 
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E are not possible. However, we have found numerous periodic cycles in this 
energy range which have asymmetric trajectories confined to the corners of 
the Bn- These cycles demonstrate the approach to integrability in the limit 
E -2 and are found for -2 < E ^ -1.8. 
3.6.1 Periodic cycles with type I trajectories 
Poincare maps for E = 10'^ , 10 ,^ 10^ and 10^ are shown in figure 3.7 on the next 
page. These and all other phase portraits, unless otherwise indicated, are produced 
from an 8 X 8 grid of initial positions and directions. The ball is followed from 
each of the initial 64 possibilities for 250 bounces. As shown, with a decrease 
in E the invariant curves approximated at \E = 10 ,^ (figure 3.5(d) on page 58), 
break up and chaos appears, this is in keeping with other studies with changes 
in the appropriate parameter for the dynamical system under consideration. Some 
examples are [25-27,30,31,33-42]. By ^  = 10^ (figure 3.7(c) on the next page) there 
is a clear indication of growing disorder in phase space suggesting that instability 
is the generic fate of cycles of the E = oo map. By E = 10 ,^ (figure 3.7(d) on the 
following page), phase space consists of numerous cycles embedded in a sea of chaos. 
We choose the map at E = 10 ,^ (figure 3.8 on page 65), for a more detailed 
examination of phase space at these high E-values: The stable fixed point, X ^ . is 
now centred near X2 = 0.85 and the eigenvalues of its J-matrix have moved to 
—0.9144 ± 0.40482 round the unit circle from — 1 at £^  = 00. En-route they pass 
through the simple roots of unity, and X + is correspondingly surrounded by alternate 
stable and unstable cycles, giving island chains in the sea of chaos. 
Figure 3.9 on page 66 are phase portraits obtained by following orbits initiated 
from single X-values near the centres of some of the prominent cycles in figure 3.8 
on page 65 for a 1000 bounces; figure 3.9(a): the fixed point, X + , figure 3.9(b) : 
a 4-cycle, figure 3.9(c): a 6-cycle and figure 3.9(d): an 8-cycle. The corresponding 
trajectories are shown in figure 3.10 on page 67, at this E-value there is no noticeable 
curvature in the trajectories. 
Careful examination of figure 3.8 on page 65 reveals a few red dots, at very high 
X2 values, corresponding to Bn even at this relatively high E-value. For Bu we 
must of course have trajectories with some curvature, figure 3.10 on page 67 show 
this to be the case for 4 chosen values of X . Figures 3.11 on page 68 and 3.12 
on page 69 show the change in the structure of phase space as the E is decreased 
down to E = 2.1. The X2 values of the cycles are decreasing and we see various 
bifurcations leading to births and absorptions of cycles. 
By E = 200, (figure 3.11(d) on page 68), all the cycles except X + have become 
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X2 X2 
(a) Phase portrait: E = 10'' (b) Phase portrait: E = W 
(c) Phase portrait: E = 10^ (d) Phase portrait: E = lO'* 
Figure 3.7: Phase portraits for E = W to E = 10''. (Colour coding - red: Bu 
black: Bu green: B 1 3 blue: ^ 1 4 ) 
unstable and disappeared. X + has moved down to about X2 = 0.82 and is isolated 
in a sea of chaos. 
As E is further decreased the X2 value of X^. decreases slowly and hy E = 30, 
(shown in figure 3.11(e) on page 68), it has reached about X2 = 0.72. It is at 
E = 20, (figure 3.11(f) on page 68), that the curvature of the phase boundary 
first becomes apparent. It increases to curve further with decreasing ^-values until 
£^  = — 1, as shown by figure 3.20 on page 76, when phase space "pinches off" into 
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two disjoint regions. Al l phase portraits drawn for E < 20 use only the initial 
points in the stated n x n grid lying inside the curved phase space boundary at 
that particular E-value. There is an interesting resonance at ^ = 18.414 when the 
eigenvalues of the J-matrix of X + are the cubic roots of unity. Thus we have a 
3- bifurcation, and the elliptic shape of X+ is replaced by a structure consisting of 
hyperbolae, figure 3.12(a) on page 69 shows a magnification of X+ at E = 18.414. 
We were unable to produce phase portraits or trajectories of the unstable 3-cycle, 
presumably due to its transient nature. 
As E is further decreased the unstable 
3-cycle bifurcates back to X+, but its shape 
is now inverted as shown in figure 3.12(b) 
on page 69 for £^  = 10. Thereafter its X2 
value is decreasing rapidly, as can be seen 
from figures 3.12(c) to 3.12(f) on page 69, 
with decreasing E. 
At E = 2.6 the eigenvalues of the J-
matrix of X + are the 4^^ roots of unity giv-
ing rise to a 4-bifurcation resulting in a sta-
ble and an unstable 4-cycle as shown in fig-
Figure 3.8: Phase portrait: E = 10^ ures 3.12(e) and 3.12(f) on page 69. Figures 
3.13(a) to 3.13(d) on page 70 show the phase portraits and trajectories for these two 
4- cycles at £" = 2.4 obtained from initial single X values. 
Figures 3.13(e) and 3.13(f) on page 70 are plots showing the change in the X2-
values of X + for the ranges E = 2 to 100 and £^  = 1.15 to 2. It would appear we 
have two almost straight lines connected by a curve between about ^ = 10 and 
E = 20. This suggests a dramatic change in the dynamics of the Ba, but rather 
disappointingly the phase portraits do not show any evidence of such a change. For 
E > 20 the line has a very small gradient whilst for 2 < £^  < 10 it is approximately 
0.04, increasing to more than 2 for 0 < £^  < 2. 
Figure 3.14 on page 71 shows the increasing curvature of the trajectories for X+ 
with decreasing £^-values. The change in the curvatures for 50 < ^ < 100 is not 
significant but for a small decrease in the value for £^  < 10 causes a considerable 
increase in the curvature of the trajectory. 
Hence after the curve in figure 3.13(e) on page 70 passes through the curved 
portion we have a considerable increase in both the rate at which the X2 values of 
X + decrease and curvature of the trajectories for X + . 
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(a) X + = (0.5,0.84) (b) X 4 + = (0.5,0.31) 
1 0 
(c) X6+ = (0.5,0.05) (d) X8+ = (0.5,0.19) 
(e) Trajectory for figure 3.9(a) (f) Trajectory for figure 3.9(b) 
Figure 3.9: (a - d): Phase portraits constructed by following orbits initiated from 
single X-values near cycles in figure 3.8 on the preceding page, (e - f ) : Trajectories 
as indicated. (Colour coding - red: Bu black: B12 green: B13 blue: Bu) 
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1 - 1 
(a) Trajectory for figure 3.9(c) (b) Trajectory for figure 3.9(d) 
-0.8 
- 1 
- 1 
-0.8 
1 
(c) X = (0.0876,0.9994) (d) X = (0.2509,0.9993) 
-0.8 -0.8 
1 - - ^ 
(e) X = (0.1217,0.9995) (f) X = (0.4065,0.9994) 
Figure 3.10: E = 10^: (a - b): Trajectories corresponding to cycles in figures 3.9(c) 
and 3.9(d) on the preceding page . (c - f ) : Trajectories showing Bu in figure 3.8 on 
page 65. (Colour coding - red: Bn black: Bu green: B13 blue: Bu) 
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(a) Phase portrait at = 800 (b) Phase portrait at £; = 600 
m 
[c) Phase portrait at ^ = 400 (d) Phase portrait at E = 200 
(e) Phase portrait at E = 30 (f) Phase portrait at = 20 
Figure 3.11: Phase portraits showing the change in phase space with decreasing E. 
(Colour coding - red: Bu black: B12 green: B13 blue: Bu) 
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0.8 
0.6 
(a) Fixed point at E = 18.414 (b) Phase portrait at £; = 10 
o 
(c) Phase portrait at E — 5 (d) Phase portrait at E = 2.6 
(e) Phase portrait at E = 2.4 (f) Phase portrait at = 2.1 
Figure 3.12: Phase portraits showing the change in phase space with decreasing E. 
(Colour coding - red: Bu black: B^ green: B^ blue: Bu) 
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1 -Ji 
(a) 4-cycle at X = (0.5,0.62) (b) Trajectory for 3.13(a) 
1 -1 
(c) 4-cycle at X = (0.7,0.6) (d) Trajectory for 3.13(c) 
20 40 E 60 80 1.4 E 1.7 
{e)X+:E = 2 to 100 (f) X+:E= 1.5 to 2 
Figure 3.13: Phase portraits and trajectories for the 4-cycles embedded in figure 
3.12(f) - (a) to (d) (Colour coding - red: Bu black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu). 
Changes in the X2 values of X + with E - (e) and (f) 
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(a) E = 100 (b) E = 50 
(c) E = 10 {d) E = 5 
(e) E = 4 {i)E = 3 
(h) 1.1706 
Figure 3.14: Change in the curvature of the trajectories for X + with decreasing 
E. (Colour coding - red: black: B12 green: Bi^ blue: Bu) 
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3(Eigenvalues) -1 -1 SR(Eigenvalues) 
Figure 3.15: Plot showing the eigenvalues of X + moving round the unit circle for 
the range E — 2ioh0 
Figure 3.15 demonstrates that the eigenvalues of the J-matrix of X+ for the 
range 2 < £^  < 50 do indeed traverse the unit circle, as they must do. 
3.6.2 Periodic cycles with type II trajectories 
We have found periodic cycles with symmetric trajectories of order Ak for k = 
2,3,4,5,6. The 2-cycle makes its first appearance at about E = 2.1, (figure 3.16 
on the following page for E = 2,1.8,1.6 and 1). The phase portrait and trajectory 
for the 2—cycle are shown, respectively, in figures 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) on page 74 
obtained from single initial X values. 
At E = 1.6 the eigenvalues of the J-matrix for the 2-cycle are the 5*^* roots 
of unity giving a 5-bifurcation; the phase portrait and trajectory of the resulting 
10-cycle are shown, respectively, in figures 3.17(c) and 3.17(d) on page 74. 
The persistent X + becomes unstable and vanishes at E = 1.1706, (figure 3.19(a) 
on page 76) and also at this value of E the 2-cycle has associated eigenvalues near a 
cube root of unity and its shape changes as in the case of resonance for X+ at E = 20, 
(figure 3.12(f) on page 69). Again due to the transient nature of the unstable 3-cycle 
produced by this 3-bifurcation we were unable to produce the corresponding phase 
portrait or closed trajectory from one initial X value. 
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(a) Phase portrait at E = 2 (b) Phase portrait at E = 1.8 
(c) Phase portrait at ^ = 1.6 (d) Phase portrait at = 1 
Figure 3.16: Phase portraits showing the symmetric 2—cycle (Colour coding - red: 
Bu black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu) 
The 2-cycle is clearly evident until about E = 0.7 when it vanishes. The 3-
cycle appears briefly at E = 0.3, (figure 3.19(b) on page 76), its phase portrait and 
trajectory are depicted, respectively, in figures 3.18(a) and 3.18(b) on page 75. 
The 4, 5 and 6-cycles make very brief appearances at E = -0.18, -0.387 and 
—0.536 respectively. These can only be detected with many thousands of bounces 
so that the whole of phase space is completely covered with the exception of very 
small areas corresponding to the cycles. The required files are rather expensive in 
computer disc space so phase portraits at these energies are not included. However, 
confirmation of their existence is given by figures 3.18(c) to 3.18(h) on page 75 which 
are the phase portraits and trajectories for these cycles from single initial X values. 
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(a) E = 2: Phase portrait of 
2-cycle from X=:(0.2, 0.655) 
(b) E = 1.8: IVajectory of the 
2-cycle from X=(0.2 , 0.655) 
(c) Phase portrait of the 10-cycle 
from the 5-bifurcation 
(d) Trajectory of the 10-cycle 
from the 5-bifurcation 
Figure 3.17: Phase portraits and trajectories for symmetric 2-cycle and 10-cycle 
(from the 5-bifurcation). (Colour coding - red: black: green: B13 blue: Bu) 
Figure 3.18(h) on the following page gives the impression that for the 6-cycle the 
ball actually hits the corners, but magnification of the corners verifies that this is 
not the case. In any event, the phase portrait (figure 3.18(g) on the next page) 
confirms that amongst the 6 bounces one is B12. 
One noticeable difference between the periodic cycles of this subsection and the 
previous one is that for any given E in the range 2 < E < -1 there is at most one 
periodic cycle with a symmetric trajectory of order 4k. Hence phase space alternates 
between having such a cycle and being completely chaotic. 
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1 -1 
(a) and (b) 3-cycles b) at E = 0.3 
(c) and (d) 4-cycles (d) at E = -0.18 
(e) and (f) 5-cycIes (f) at E = -0.387 
1 -1 
(g) and (h) 6-cycles (h) at £ = -0.536 
Figure 3.18: Phase portraits and trajectories for the symmetric 3-,4-,5- and 6-cycles. 
(Colour coding - red: Bu black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu) 
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(a) 2-cycle at E = 1.17066 (b) 3-cycle at E = 0.3 
Figure 3.19: Phase portraits of the symmetric 2- and 3-cycles. (Colour coding - red: 
Bii black: green: blue: Bu) 
3.6.3 Periodic cycles with type I I I trajectories 
From previous studies, [25-27,30,40, 
41,43,44], of polygon billiards the afore-
mentioned periodic cycles were fully an-
ticipated. However, no mention is made 
of periodic cycles below the energy when 
such cycles cannot exist, in the case of 
the Bo this is E = -1 when phase space 
becomes disjointed (figure 3.20). 
But in the limit E = - 2 , the Bn 
must be integrable since the kinetic en-
ergy term in the Hamiltonian vanishes 
leaving only the "effective" potential en-
ergy term due to the rotation. 
Our numerical simulations do show 
that as E is decreased from E = -1 towards the limit E = -2 the Bn tends to 
integrability. 
Extremely exhaustive attempts at locating cycles in the range - 1 . 8 < £ ' < - 0 . 5 
bore no fruition, so we surmise that in this range the Bn is completely chaotic. 
The first cycle to appear is the 2-cycle at £^  = -1.8, the left portion of the phase 
portrait obtained from a 64 x 64 grid of points each followed for 250 bounces (as are 
Figure 3.20: Phase portrait at E = 
showing disjointed phase space. 
1 
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all subsequent phase portraits, unless otherwise stated) is depicted in figure 3.21. It 
is worth noting that the Xi axes in this figure (and for all with lower values of E) 
is greatly expanded. Since the right portions of the phase portraits are disjoint and 
symmetrical, these will be omitted subsequently. 
0.26 
n.018 ^ 0.982 
f -0 .94 
0.26 
X: 
0.22 
0.986 
Figure 3.21: Phase portrait at £^  = -1.8. Inset: 2-cycle and its trajectory. (Colour 
coding - red: Bu black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu) 
Inset is the phase portrait of the asymmetric 2-cycle from a single initial X value 
and its corresponding trajectory. 
I t is the only cycle present until E = -1.9, figure 3.22 on the following page, 
when two 3-cycles appear (inset is the phase portrait and trajectory for one of them). 
Figure 3.23(a) on page 79 is the phase portrait at E = —1.95 (from a 128 x 
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128 grid) which has a 10-cycle (resulting from a 5-birfucation of the the 2-cycle) 
embedded in i t . 
Figure 3.23(b) is a phase portrait for E = —1.97, where two 4-cycles have now 
appeared, inset is the phase portrait and trajectory for one of them. 
Figure 3.24 on page 80 is a phase portrait for E approaching the limit E = -2 
(E = —1.998 from a 2048 x 2048 grid for 50 bounces ); as can be seen there is a 
growing number of cycles. 
0.02 0.98 
-0.95 
0.05 
Figure 3.22: Phase portrait at ^ = -1.9. Inset: 3-cycle and its trajectory. (Colour 
coding - red: black: B^ green: B^ blue: B14) 
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0.99 
0.984 
(a) Phase portrait at E = -1.95 
0.02 
0.993 
-0.985 
0.012 
(b) Phase portrait at £; = -1.97 
Figure 3.23: Phase portraits at E' = -1.95 and E = -1.97 (Colour coding - red: 
Bii black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu) 
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1.5x 10"^ 
(a) Phase portrait at E = -1.995 
5 X 10 
(b) Phase portrait at E ^ -1.998 
Figure 3.24: Phase portraits; (a): dit E = -1.995, (b): at E = -1.998. (Colour 
coding - red: Bu black: B12 green: B13 blue: Bu) 
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3.6.3.1 Trajectory curvatures 
Figure 3.21 on page 77 affords our first example of a cycle exhibiting trajectory 
curvature to the left rather than to the right as has been the case for all the preceding 
cycles. Equation B.6 on page 158 shows that the eflfective force acting on a moving 
particle in a rotating frame of reference contains the following two forces: 
(1) Coriolis force which has magnitude 2ma;|i| and is directed perpendicular to both 
the direction of rotation and the direction of motion of the particle. 
(2) Centrifugal force which has magnitude mcj'^ z and is directed perpendicular to 
the direction of rotation and radially outwards. 
For E > 0 the Coriolis force dominates and keeps trajectory curvature to the right for 
the particle travelling both in the clockwise and anti-clockwise direction. However, 
for £^  < 0 the dominance of the forces is position dependent, the Centrifugal force 
being greater for: 
> 2 | i | Lu 
1 |2 2 
\z\ UJ > 4(2^ + 
o 1 |2 2 
—3 \z\ U > 8^ 
3 \z\ 
4 
> 
1 |2 < 4E 
~~3~ 
(3.56) 
Recalling that for £^  < 0 there exists a circle of exclusion of radius \z\ = yJ-E then 
we have an annulus 4£^/3 < |^| < \/—E within which trajectories exhibiting 
both left and right curvature are observed as illustrated by figure 3.25 on the next 
page. 
Trajectories which do not enter the annulus, {X2 = 0.5,0.22), maintain their 
right curvature for their duration whilst those entering have curvature depending 
on their X2 value relative to a critical X2. At E = —O.b this critical X 2 , as shown 
in figure 3.25 on the following page, is 0.3 and it is the only value for which the 
trajectory encounters the circle of exclusion. The segment approaching the excluded 
region has the normal right curvature and at the point of contact we observe a cusp 
where the particle momentarily has zero velocity (the spacings between the dots 
is an indication of the velocity of the particle). Hence the Coriolis force is zero 
at that moment and the radial Centrifugal force acts to push the particle away 
imparting velocity to i t , thus making the Coriolis force nonzero again which acts to 
maintain the right curvature. Trajectories with X2 values higher than the critical 
82 
-0.5 
- 1 
-1 
A X2=0.35 
X2=0.22 
zf=-4E/3 
\=0.5 
0.5 
Figure 3.25: E = -0.5, Xi = 0.5: Trajectory curvatures for various values of X2. 
(Colour coding - red: Bu black: B12 green: blue: Bu) 
value, ( X 2 = 0.35), maintain their right curvature. Those with lower X2 values, 
{X2 — 0.25), develop a kink for the duration of which the trajectory exhibits left 
curvature. Again the Coriolis force momentarily becomes zero but this time because 
the rate of change of becomes zero at which point the Centrifugal force causes 
the left curvature until the Coriolis force once more comes into play. 
Since \z\max = \/2, for < —1.5 all trajectories are in the annulus resulting in 
many trajectories which display left curvature for the whole of their duration. 
3.7 Flyaway and adiabatic skipping 
With trajectories curving to the right there exists the possibility that a trajectory 
may have a grazing bounce on the boundary to its left or with only slightly different 
initial values it merely skims it and curves away to impact with the adjacent bound-
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ary. Flyaway is the term describing the difference between these two possibilities 
and was the mechanism identified by [26] in magnetic billiards as the originator of 
chaos. 
Flyaway has also been proposed by [25,27,43,44] as the origin of chaos in rotating 
billiards, however, our simulations indicate that the contribution to disorder that 
flyaway makes in the Bn is negligible. 
For the purpose of this discussion the phase portrait at E = 60, (figure 3.26(a) 
on the next page), is typical of phase portraits for those with, E > 10. 
There is a clear separation of phase space for the four bounces, ^ n , Bu, Bi^ and 
Bu, as displayed by the colour coding. This means that the set of slightly different 
initial conditions that can exhibit flyaway is restricted to the points lying in a very 
narrow band centred on one of the three curves separating the four colours. 
The phase portrait also reveals that only two sides of the Ba are accessible to 
a particular flyaway trajectory; that is Bu or Bis, -S13 or B12 and B12 or ^ n . 
Typically these phase portraits have 16,000 points and the total number of points 
within these three narrow bands is very small in comparison so their contribution 
to the disorder is insignificant. 
As E is decreased below E = 10 three sides of the Ba becomes accessible and 
by E = 0, (figure 3.26(b) on the following page), all four sides are accessible for 
a limited set of initial X values. We see that there is now embedded in the blue 
region of phase space small black, green and red subregions. I t is in this region that 
small changes in initial X values can give rise to Bu, B12 , B13 or Bu. Figures 
3.26(c) to 3.26(f) on the next page show such trajectories where Xi is fixed and X2 
is slightly varied. At these low values of E there is certainly increased disorder, but 
the volume of phase space involved is small, so again the contribution of flyaway to 
the chaos is insignificant. In any case, chaos has set in at a higher value of E.. 
Adiabatic skipping is discussed in much detail in [44], in relation to the rotating 
circular billiard, and [26] for the magnetic billiard. Adiabatic skipping describes 
successive bounces on the boundary for which the distance apart is much less than 
the local radius of curvature of the trajectory. The curvature is considered as chang-
ing adiabatically and the short skips have a conserved function whose contours are 
invariant curves of the bounce map. 
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(a) Phase portrait: £^  = 60 (b) Phase portrait: E = 0 
-1 -0.> -O.e -0.4 -OJ 0 02 04 06 0» 1 
(c )X = (0.25,0.165) (d) X = (0.25,0.166) 
(e) X = (0.25,0.167) (f) X = (0.25,0.172) 
Figure 3.26: Phase portraits: (a): E = 60, (b): E = 0; Trajectories showing flyaway 
at £^  = 0 (c - f ) . (Colour coding - red: Bu black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu) 
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For the Bn adiabatic skipping is destroyed by the corners and as such does not 
exist. In a sense the Bo is a good system to study as the insignificance of flyaway 
and the absence of adiabatic skipping means that the dynamics observed is not 
obscured by these two mechanisms. Thus revealing the true mechanism to be the 
accumulation of angular dispersion from a rotating line as indicated in the next 
section. 
3.8 Lyapunov exponents 
In chaotic regions of phase space two initially nearby trajectories separate roughly 
exponentially with time whilst in quasiperiodic regions nearby trajectories separate 
roughly linearly with time [45]. The average rate of separation may be defined 
by [46]: 
where d is the Euclidean distance between two initially nearby trajectories in their 
phase space. 
If the trajectories are chaotic, then d will grow exponentially on the average and 
7(^) will approach some positive constant, if the trajectories are quasiperiodic, then 
d will grow linearly on the average and j{t) will approach zero as \n{t)/t and these 
two cases are readily distinguishable on a plot of log(7(^)) versus log(t). 
For chaotic trajectories log(7(^)) will approach the logarithm of the Lyapunov 
exponent, A{x) , while for quasiperiodic trajectories log(7(^)) versus log(t) will follow 
a line with slope —1. In any finite computation only an estimate of A(a;) can be 
given, which strictly speaking is only defined in the infinite time limit. I t has been 
proven that for almost all initial conditions this limit can take at most n diflPerent 
values (A(x)'s) as the initial displacement is varied, where n is the dimension of the 
system. In fact, except for a set of measure zero, all initial displacements lead to 
the maximum A{x). 
We have used the usual method [47], which is an adaptation of the variational 
method for discrete maps, for calculating A(x). This involves considering two nearby 
trajectories initially distance do apart and measuring their separation, di, after the 
first bounce. Then instead of continuing with these two trajectories, we change the 
second trajectory for one which is again a distance do from the first trajectory but 
maintain the separation vector in the same direction. This procedure is repeated 
for many bounces. 
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Let di be the separation after the i^^ bounce, then A(X) can be written as: 
1 
A(X) = lim - y\n{di/do) (3.58) 
i—l 
Our numerical results are in keeping with [47]; if A„(X) is the value of A before the 
limit is taken then 
1. A„(X) is independent of X . 
2. A„(X) is independent of the length (for do < 10~^) and direction of the initial 
separation vector. 
3. Small fluctuations in A are observed, approximately 5%, as it approaches its 
limiting value even after 10^ bounces. 
A better method for calculating A„(X) is, in fact, that found in [41] where we can 
make use of our Stability matrix, S„(X), as given by eqn (3.29) in terms of which 
the Lyapunov exponents for our 2—dimensional system are given by: 
A±(X) = ± lim i ln | |T7 - (S„(X) | | (3.59) 
n->^ oo n 
or equivalently, for the maximum A, 
A(X) = lim ^ ln[Tr(S^iX))Sn{X)] (3.60) 
The graphs in this section are obtained using this method, which has the advantage 
of quicker convergence to the limiting value (approximately 10^ bounces compared 
to 10^) and the absence of the fluctuations about the limiting value. The results 
obtained for relatively few bounces (~ 2000) are quite revealing, figure 3.27 on the 
following page is for ^ = 10^ and at this high value it is possible to choose initial 
points such that they exhibit predominantly one of the four types of bounce, that 
is, Bu, i = 1,2,3,4. One point is chosen for each i for both the chaotic and regular 
regions. As expected the three regular initial values all very quickly converge to zero, 
giving a check on the convergence. However, there is a clear distinction between the 
A„(X) values for the three initial chaotic points with AB^^ < AB^^ < ^BI^-
This is a clear indication that the origin of chaos in the rotating Bo is the ball 
bouncing of a rotating line: Consider for simplicity two parallel trajectories distance 
do apart travelling towards the rotating line such that trajectory 1 impacts upon 
the line first, when it is in the vertical position, (figure 3.28 on page 88), at an angle 
9. Let the line rotate through an angle of 69 before trajectory 2 impacts. Then 
simple trigonometry shows that the original parallel trajectories are traversing, after 
specular reflections, with a divergent angle of 289. 
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Figure 3.27: JE^  = 10^: Lyapunov exponents v no. of bounces for six diflferent initial 
X values 
Figures 3.29 and 3.30 on page 89 are plots of the Lyapunov exponents versus E 
for one point for two different ranges of E. As expected there is a decrease in the 
value of the Lyapunov exponent with increasing E and this is consistent with the 
value tending to zero in the limit E ^ oo. 
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9-59 
Trajectory 1 
Trajectory 2 
Figure 3.28: Bounces on a rotating line 
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1000 
Figure 3.29: Lyapunov exponents v E for range: = 0 to 10^ and X = (0.4, 0.4) 
7x 10 
Figure 3.30: Lyapunov exponents v E for range: 0 to 10^ and X = (0.4, 0.4) 
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3.9 Chaotic phase volume 
In this section we investigate the change in the ratio chaotic : available phase space 
for differing values of E, by ascertaining the proportion of chaotic phase space in 
phase plots generated from following an initial X value for 10^ bounces. This only 
makes sense, of course, if we begin at an E-value at which the phase plot produced is 
independent of the initial X value. In the process of determining this E-level we see 
again that the mechanism for chaos is the accumulation of angular dispersion from 
a rotating line rather than flyaway. At E = 1200 the phase portraits produced from 
X(o.5,o.5) = (0.5, 0.5) and X(o.2,o.2) = (0.2, 0.2) are quite distinct, giving a central 
and an outer region respectively as shown in flgure 3.31 on the next page. 
Table 3.1 and flgure 3.31 on the next page show that a,t E = 1200 the bounces are 
predominantly Bis and Bu for X(o.5,o.5) and X(o.2,o.2) respectively. At this relatively 
high E-value with an initial X(o.2,o.2) for many successive bounces the X value varies 
only slightly due to the small curvature of the trajectories resulting in about 54% 
of the bounces being Bu. Similarly, with an initial X(o.5,o.5) we have about 60% of 
the bounces being Bis. 
Bii Bu ^13 Bu Total 
^ = 1200, X = (0.5,0.5) 46 16566 57955 25434 100000 
E = 1200, X = (0.2,0.2) 0 27779 18031 54190 100000 
E = 1100, X = (0.5,0.5) 68 16276 60867 22789 100000 
1100, X - (0.2,0.2) 42 22753 37359 39846 100000 
= 1000, X = (0.5,0.5) 36 21703 39488 38773 100000 
^ = 1000, X - ( 0 . 2 , 0 . 2 ) 6 26778 22399 50817 100000 
^ = 500, X = (0.5,0.5) 102 18336 51066 30496 100000 
E = 500, X = (0.2,0.2) 74 18314 51045 30547 100000 
Table 3.1: Bounces from X = (0.5,0.5), (0.2,0.2) for E = 1200, 1100, 1000 and 500 
The predominance of the two different types of bounces gives rise to two distinct 
phase portraits for the two different initial X values. This difference is also apparent 
from differing LCE values for the two regions. Examination of flgure 3.31(b) on the 
following page reveals that the possibilities for flyaway trajectories between Bis, ^ i 4 
and Bu, Bis are rather quite small, but yet, apart from the flxed point at this E-
value the whole of the available phase space is chaotic. This is a conflrmation of our 
earlier suggestion of the mechanism for the chaotic behaviour being the accumulation 
of angular dispersion from a rotating line. 
At E = 1100, (flgure 3.32 on page 92) the curvature of the X(o.2,o.2) trajecto-
ries, (figure 3.32(b) on page 92), have increased enough to allow a large number 
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(a) E = 1200; X = (0.5, 0.5) (b) = 1200; X = (0.2, 0.2) 
Figure 3.31: Phase portraits at E = 1200 from X = (0.5,0.5) and (0.2,0.2). (Colour 
coding - red: Bu black: B12 green: B13 blue: ^ 1 4 ) 
of trajectories to escape from the outer region to the central region. The central 
region is structurally identical to that produced by X(o.5,o.5), (figure 3.32(a) on the 
next page ) but with a reduced density. However, the trajectory curvature is not 
sufficient enough to allow escape of X(o.5,o.5) trajectories from the central region to 
the outer region so we still have distinct phase portraits from the two different initial 
X values. 
I t is at £^  = 1000, (figure 3.33 on the following page) that we have structurally 
identical phase portraits, though the two regions are clearly distinguishable due to 
the diflPerent densities in the two phase portraits. So this E-value would seem to be 
a convenient starting point for obtaining the ratio of chaotic phase volume as the 
result obtained will be independent of the initial X value. For completeness we have 
included the phase portraits obtained at E = 500, (figure 3.34 on page 93), from 
X(o.5,o.5) and X(o.2,o.2) where it can be seen, along with table 3.1 on the preceding 
page, that the phase portraits produced are completley independent of the initial X 
value due to the high curvature of the trajectories. 
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(a) E = 1100; X = (0.5, 0.5) (b) E = 1100; X = (0.2, 0.2) 
Figure 3.32: Phase portraits at ^ = 1100 f rom X = (0.5,0.5) and (0.2,0.2). (Colour 
coding - red: Bu black: green: B13 blue: ^14) 
0 X, 
(a) E = 1000; X ^ (0.5, 0.5) (b) E = 1000; X = (0.2, 0.2) 
Figure 3.33: Phase portraits at 1000 f rom X = (0.5,0.5) and (0.2,0.2). (Colour 
coding - red: Bu black: B12 green: Bis blue: ^14) 
The results obtained for the ratio of the chaotic phase volume wi th decreasing 
E are as anticipated, but i t has been a usefull exercise as they are a confirmation of 
the accuracy and validity of the phase portraits produced in the previous sections. 
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(a) E = 500; X = (0.5, 0.5) (b) E = 500; X = (0.2, 0.2) 
Figure 3.34: Phase portraits Sit E = 500 f rom X = (0.5,0.5) and (0.2,0.2). (Colour 
coding - red: Bu black: Bu green: Bis blue: Bu) 
Figure 3.35(a) on the next page starts a.t E = 1000 and we see a monotonic increase 
in the ratio unt i l about E = 200. This is due to the vanishing of the various cycles 
related to the stationary Bn as the E-value decreases. By about E = 400 all the 
cycles except the fixed point, X + , have vanished and X + is gradually decreasing in 
size un t i l about E = 200. 
A t this E-value the eigenvalues of the J-matrix of X + are the 5*^* roots of unity, 
thus we have a 5-bifurcation and the resulting b i r th of a 5-cycle results in a decrease 
in the ratio of chaotic phase volume. The 5-cycle is unstable and does not persist 
long leaving again only the gradually decreasing X + . 
Just below ^ = 20 the eigenvalues of the J-matrix of X + are the cubic roots 
of unity, the resulting unstable 3-cycle is very small and the Bn is almost totally 
chaotic. The 3-cycle bifurcates to an inverted X + which is rapidly increasing in size 
and by ^ = 2 we have X + along wi th a 4-cycle and the symmetric 2-cycle giving a 
ratio for the chaotic phase volume as low as that found at ^ = 1000. 
Figure 3.35(b) on the following page confirms the positions and relative sizes 
of the symmetric 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-cycles previously found and the presence of 
complete chaos between their occurences. Figure 3.35(c) on the next page shows that 
after the last symmetric cycle has disappeared we have total chaos unt i l the bi r th of 
the first asymmetric cycle at about E = —1.8, thereafter the chaotic phase volume 
ratio is decreasing due to the proliferation of cycles as Bn tends to integrability in 
the l i m i t E - 2 . 
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Figure 3.35: Ratio of chaotic phase space volume 
Chapter 4 
Spectral analysis for the B\j 
4.1 Dimensionless form of the Hamiltonian oper-
ator 
For computational purposes i t is more convenient to deal w i th the dimensionless 
fo rm of the Hamiltonian operator, which for the Bn is given by:. 
We have a characteristic length, say a, the length of the sides of the 3q, so —a < 
X < a and —a<y<a. 
Let X = x'a and y = y'a then — 1 < a; < 1 and — I < y < I. 
A convenient characteristic time is h/Eg, where Eg is the ground state energy of 
the stationary Bn (that is, the two dimensional infinite square well). 
. / E 
Let H = H E. and u = u'-^ 
h 
Where x', y', H and uj' are dimensionless quantities. Substitution, a l i t t le rearrange-
ment and dropping the primes converts equation 4.1 to: 
( . ( d d\ 
^ = - 2 ^ g W ^ W ) ^ ^"^^ V'dy - ^Yx) 
The ground state energy for the two dimensional square well is 
E 2 
^ ^ma? 2ma?Eg tt^ 
Substituting into equation 4.2 we obtain 
'' = -vAd^'^W')'''^Vdy-'Tx)' 
95 
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4.2 The Hamiltonian matrix 
We require a wave function, -0, such that ^ = 0, on x,y = ± 1 , so the appropriate 
normalised basis functions, to use are 
(t>{x^y) = fm(x)fn{y) 
where f r ( z ) = tng{^z) for r = 1,2,3,... 
, . f cos for r odd 
and t r ig = < . 
[ sm tor r even. 
For the stationary table, w = 0, we have 
mn Hij m'n' 
i / _ ! ™^ £ ^" '^^  L $ '^^''^^ 
1 (m'^ + n ' ^ ) ) £ / ; (x) / „ . {x) Ax J'^ Pn iv) fn' iv) <iy 
= i ( m " + n '^)(5w5nn'- (4-5) 
d d 
For the rotat ing table, 0, we have wi th Lz — x- y— 
oy ox 
iLO { mn m'n' ) = lu Xf'r. {X) fm' (X) Ax £ fn iv) ^ (/n' (v)) Ax 
1 n rl 
1 / m (x) ^ ( /m ' (a;)) da; j ^ yf^ (y) / „ (y ) d?/ j 
= iiO [Qmm'Pnn' — Pmm'Qnn') (4-6) 
which is non-zero only when both (m + m') and {n + n') are odd, in which case Qrs 
and Prs are calculated to be: 
TT^^ ' \ {r + sY(r-sf 
. r + s - l / 1 1 
r -\- s r — s 
= n - D ' - ^ ^ r (4.8) 
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Using the above definitions of P^s ^^nd Qrs in equation 4.6 we find the expression for 
luj { mn m'n') to be: 
?>2iuj [ . - m+m'-i mm' , ^, n W - i nn 
( - 1 ) ' T-. : ^ ( - ^ ) ' 
IT' (m^ — m'^y 
n W - i nn ' , m W - i m m ' 
- ( - 1 ) ^ ^ (4.9) 
32za; , p m m ' n n ' 1 
(m2 - m'2) (n2 - n'2) [ (m2 - m'2) (n2 - n'2) 
where (5 = 
m + m ' + n + n ' 
W i t h the mappings z —)• m, n and j m ' , n ' We obtained the required matrix 
to be: 
H 
iLO ( m n 
0 
m 'n ' for ( m ± m ' ) and (n ± n') odd (4.10) 
otherwise 
where iu ( mn m'n ' is given by equation 4.9. 
The eigenvalues we seek are the diagonal elements of the above Hamiltonian 
matr ix , infini te in size, after i t has been diagonalised. The eigenvalues so obtained 
are not in ascending order, since we expect high-lying levels to be the most affected 
as u increases the matr ix must first be re-ordered to ensure that high-lying levels 
are not calculated at the expense of low-lying levels. 
Another difl[iculty is determining the required truncation of the infinite matrix to 
diagonalise; this has to be a compromise between computational cost and how well 
the eigenvalues of the truncated matr ix converge to their true values in the infinite 
matr ix case. We diagonalised matrices, in the range 0 < a; < 2000, for a variety 
of different sized pairs, and {N + 1)^ and compared the eigenvalues obtained, 
rejecting those that had a relative error greater than 10%. We found for N = 20 
that the eigenvalues obtained for uj < 1200 fulf i l led this requirement. For N > 20 
the increase in the value of cv for which the requirement held was relatively l i t t le but 
the increase in computational cost rather high. Consequently, eigenvalues obtained 
for N = 200 and u < 1200 were used in subsequent spectral analysis. 
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4.3 Unfolding the energy spectrum 
I n order to make a comparison between the theory of spectral analysis and exper-
imentally or numerically obtained spectra (and diflPerent dynamical systems), i t is 
necessary first to "unfold" the spectrum. We do this following the prescription 
of [80]; f rom the spectral sequence, { c i , e2, • • • e„} , obtained by diagonalising the 
re-ordered Hamiltonian matr ix we plot the staircase function, N{e), which is the 
number of energy levels less than e. The staircase function, on the average, often 
lies on a curve, F (e), which gives the average behaviour of the staircase function. 
I t is crucial that this decomposition of the spectrum into secular variations and 
fluctuations is carried out wi th the correct choice of F (e) since all fluctuation mea-
sures depend very sensitively on this choice. Several ways of fitting such a curve 
to the staircase function are described in [76]. We are guided in our search for a 
suitable F (e) by the semiclassical Weyl rule, [77,78], for a stationary billiard, V: 
^ , - A 2me , L / 2me / . . . x 
where the upper sign applies to the Neumann boundary condition and the lower sign 
to the Dirichlet boundary condition. A and L are the area and the length of the 
perimeter respectively, K is sl number that carries information about the topological 
nature of V and the curvature of its boundary. The second and th i rd term depend 
on the boundary conditions, as well as on the shape. 
We assume that the rotation causes a deviation f rom this but, nevertheless, F (e) 
is a polynomial in e, so numerous polynomial fits were tried. Figure 4.1 on the next 
page is a plot of the staircase function and the closest three fits. Calculating the 
residuals for the three curves showed that the best fit was obtained f rom: 
F{e) = a-{-be-\- c^e de'^ (4.12) 
where the constants, {a,h,c,d), are dependent upon u. Since we have a square 
root term in the expression we must carry out a translation on the original spectral 
sequence to ensure every term is non-negative. 
Having ascertained F (e) we then map the original spectral sequence, that is, 
{ e i , 62, • • • Cn}, onto a new spectral sequence, {xi,X2^ • • • Xn}, by means of the map-
ping Xi = a^^ [F (ci) — QQ], where OQ and ai are constants. The staircase function, 
N(x), for this new sequence w i l l have an average behaviour, F' (x), which is sim-
ply a straight line. Therefore, this new sequence wi l l have a constant average level 
spacing density, D, (the inverse slope of F' (x)) and by an appropriate choice of the 
constant terms the unfolding can be done so that average spacing, D = 1. 
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I t is assumed that this "unfolding" procedure does not change the character of 
the fluctuations about the average but simply straightens out the average. 
400 
N(e.): Staircase function 
Fitted curves 
F,(e.) = a + be.+ ce^ ^^  + de^ 
F (^e.) = a + be. + ce. 3^  r I I 
Energy (e.) 
Figure 4.1: Plot of the staircase function, N{ei), and some fitted curves 
Figure 4.2 on the following page is plot of the lower eigenvalues against the 
parameter lj in the range 0 < < 10. I t demonstrates how quickly the degeneracies 
of the even parity states observed at a; = 0, due to the symmetry of the stationary 
Bn, disappear as soon as rotation commences, i.e. / 0. We did not encounter any 
accidental degeneracies (or diabolical points as termed by Berry, [79]), in this range 
of values. These are degeneracies not due the symmetries of the dynamical system 
under investigation but rather different values of parameters accidently combining 
to give the same result. 
For small uj and high energy there appear to be a number of apparent crossings in 
figure 4.2 on the next page but figure 4.3(a) on the following page shows that they are 
in fact avoided crossings wi th exceedingly narrow separations of the order of e~^^^, 
w i t h c a constant. This is in keeping wi th Berry's prediction, [94], f rom consideration 
of tunnelling between neighbouring tor i . Thus this region of the spectrum appears 
to be regular. 
For high u and low energy the pattern of the spectrum in figure 4.2 on the next 
page has changed considerably; there are no apparent level crossings and the pres-
ence of avoided crossings is clearly shown by the colour coding and confirmed by 
figure 4.3(b) on the following page. This is the transition f rom the regular spec-
t r u m where there is a large probability of near degeneracies, that is, the probability 
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distr ibution P (S) -> constant as 5* ^  0 (5 is the spacing between adjacent levels) 
to a chaotic spectrum where there is level repulsion and hence l i t t le probability of 
degeneracies; P {S) —>• 0 as 5 —> 0 [82]. Another interesting feature displayed by 
figure 4.3(b) is the exchange of slopes, dxi/dcu, between adjacent levels at avoided 
crossings; this is a manifestation of strong mixing between states and wavefunctions 
exchanging quantum numbers near each avoided crossing. 
100L 
Figure 4.2: The unfolded energy spectrum, N(xi), versus uj 
99.49 
99.48 
99.47 
99.46 
99.45 
0.298 
(a) Low u and high energy (b) High CO and low energy 
Figure 4.3: Magnification of portions of figure 4.2 
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4.4 Theoretical level spacing distribution functions 
4.4.1 The Bohigas, Giannoni and Schmit (BGS) conjecture 
Taking into consideration the statistical properties of nuclear and atomic spectra [81 
and results for two-dimensional quantum billiards [51,82,83] Bohigas, Giannoni and 
Schmit, [84], made the following conjecture: 
(1) For classically integrable systems wi th more than one degree of freedom, the 
nearest neighbour spacing distribution, (NNSD), P {S) of the quantum energy 
levels should be Poisson-like and the spacings should not be correlated. 
(2) For classically chaotic systems wi th more than one degree of freedom the NNSD, 
P (S) of the quantum energy levels should be Wigner-like. 
In the latter case one has to distin-
guish between real symmetric [ Gaussian 
orthogonal ensemble (GOE)] and complex 
Hermitian random matrices [Gaussian un-
itary ensemble (GUE)] [85]. 
The plots of these distributions are 
shown in figure 4.4, the relevant spacings 
are given by: 
Poisson distribution 
WIgner distribution (GOE) 
Wigner distribution (GUE) 
P ( S ) 
Figure 4.4: Distributions , - 5 
F ( 5 ) = 
(Poisson) 
| S e - ( 5 ) « ' (GOE) 
'^S'e-ii)'" (GUE) 
(4.13) 
GOE (GUE) fluctuations apply i f the system is (not) time-reversal invariant. 
This conjecture on the relation between the quantal energy level statistics and 
the regularity or chaos of the corresponding classical dynamics has been confirmed 
in a number of studies of low-dimensional systems, [30,84,86-90]. There are also 
semiclassical arguments [68,82,92] that support this conjecture. 
However, this universality of the energy level statistics is broken in some dy-
namical systems, [91,93], these are typically harmonic oscillator related systems. 
Nevertheless, i t is generally accepted that the BGS conjecture expresses a generic 
property of quantal systems, in the sense of the definition of the word generic given 
by Berry, [94]: there may be exceptions, but they form a set of zero measure. 
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4.4.2 Mixed systems 
Generally, in classical dynamical systems regularity and chaos co-exist wi th transi-
t ion f rom the former to the latter governed by some parameter of the system. The 
Poisson and the Wigner distributions are the respective l imi t ing cases and there exist 
many theoretical distr ibution functions to account for this transition. We consider 
only three of them: 
(1) Brody distr ibution. 
95] extend Wigner's surmise for the NNSD in the GOE case (equation 4.13 on 
the page before) by means of the ansatz 
P ^ ( 5 ) = (4.14) 
where A, a and u depend on /3, the parameter which should measure the re-
pulsion. For ^ = 1 we have again the Wigner surmise, and i t is desirable that 
P = 0 should mean no repulsion at all, i.e. the Poisson distribution: hence we 
have that u = 2 and w = 1 for these two cases. The simplest supposition is then 
to take u linear in p so that u = p-\-l. Since the mean of S is, by construction, 
1 and P^ (5 ) i s nomalized, [95] find that A = {/3 + l)a so 
P^(S) = a(/? + l ) 5 ^ e { - " ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ } wi th (4.15) 
•^ + 2 
a 
(^+1) 
where F is the Gamma function. (4.16) 
This distr ibution is only phenomenological and does not have a theoretical basis 
as a measure of underlying chaos in the system. However, there are strong 
indications supporting the idea that the parameter j3 refiects the degree of the 
level repulsion wi th in a spectral sequence. Since i t is an emperical parameter, i t 
can be allowed to take on all the values — 1 < /? < 1, the negative values being 
appropriate i f for small spacings the calculated distribution is steeper than the 
Poisson curve. Figure 4.5(a) on page 107 shows the interpolation between the 
Poisson and Wigner curves, being identical to the former and latter foT/3 = 0 
and p = 1 respectively. 
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(2) Berry-Robnik distr ibution [92 . 
For a bound quantum system wi th / freedoms, the number of energy levels in 
any narrow interval E to E -\- AE diverges as AE/h^ in the semiclassical l imi t 
h ^ 0. I t is then possible to regard P{S) as one way of characterising the 
semiclassical spectrum at energy E. As to how P{S) is related to the classical 
motion on the energy surface E has been studied for three special cases where 
in each P{S) takes universal functional forms parametrised by the mean level 
density p which for a system wi th Hamiltonian H{qi.. .qf^pi.. . p f ) is given by 
P = j 2 ^ / / I dpi • • • d P / ' 5 ( ^ - ^ ^ (91 • • • ? / ) ) • (4-17) 
(a) The first special case is that of one dimensional systems where the phase 
plane contours are simple closed curves. The levels form, locally, a perfectly 
regular sequence and 
P{S) = S{S - p-'). (4.18) 
(b) The second special case is that of multidimensional integrable systems, 
where trajectories wind smoothly round /—dimensional tor i in the 2/— 
dimensional phase space. [82] have shown that levels are uncorrelated and 
so form a Poisson process whose level spacing distribution is 
P{S) = pe-P^. (4.19) 
(c) The th i rd special case is that of chaotic motion, where systems are er-
godic and almost all orbits densely and unpredictably explore the ( 2 / -
1)-dimensional energy surface. For such systems, [84], P{S) is closely ap-
proximated by the Wigner distribution 
P{S) = ^p25e-V5V4^ (4,20) 
Generic cases do not conform to these three special cases: their phase space 
is mixed, in the sense that some orbits w i th energy E wind regularly round 
/—dimensional tor i and others explore ( 2 / — 1)—dimensional regions chaotically. 
Underlying the basis of this distribution is the idea that each connected regular 
and irregular classical phase space region in AE gives rise to its own sequence 
of regular and irregular levels. For the i t h such region, the level density pi is 
proportional to the Liouville measure of the region and is given by an expression 
of the fo rm of equation 4.17 and the level spacing distr ibution Pi[S) is given by 
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equations 4.18 and 4.19 on the preceding page for regular and irregular regions 
respectvely. In the semiclassical l imi t all these sequences are independent and 
the complete spectrum is obtained by their random superposition. 
Consider N sequences of levels wi th mean densities pi and spacing distributions 
Pi(S), so that 
roo roo 
Si= dSSPi(S)=p-\ where / dSPi{S) = l. (4.21) 
Jo Jo 
The sequences are statistically independent, and we seek the spacing distribution 
P{S) of the combined sequence obtained by superposing them. This combined 
sequence has mean level density 
P = Eft' (4.22) 
given in terms of the Hamiltonian by equation 4.17 on the page before. 
P (5) is calculated in terms of the probability that there is no level in the interval 
^ to ^ + 5, given that there is a level at E. This probability is P {x) dx and 
is given as the sum of A'' independent contributions, the zth of which corresponds 
to E being a level of the zth sequence. Thus 
/ dxP(x) = Y^ - / dyP,{y)llQj{S) 
Js P Js 
(4.23) 
where in each term the factor pi/pis the probability that E belongs to the zth 
sequence, Pi (y) dy is the probability that no further level of this sequence 
lies in the interval, and Qj (S) is the probability that no level of the jth sequence 
lies in the interval. 
To find Qj ( 5 ) , note that in 
{daPj (a) apj} | ( l - ^ ) g (a - S ) | (4.24) 
the first factor is the probability that E, which is uncorrelated wi th the jth. 
sequence, lies in a gap of length cr to cr - I - da of that sequence; and the second 
factor is the probability of having no level of this sequence in an interval of 
length S inside this gap {6 denotes the unit step function). Integration over a 
then gives Qj (S) as 
poo 
Q,{S) = P i j d<7F,-(a) (a - 5 ) . (4.25) 
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Thus equation 4.23 on the preceding page becomes 
poo -1 / \ poo poo 
/ AxP{x} = - ri''* E / d j / P . f e ) ! ! / daP, (a) (a - 5) , 
(4.26) 
which takes a much simpler form by defining 
poo poo 1 ^ 
Zi (S) = da dxP {x) = -Y[ piZ, (S) (4.27) 
Z— 1 
and integrating equation 4.26 over 5, to give a factorized expression which 
embodies the statistical independence of the A'' sequences; 
N poo poo 1 ^ ' 
Z{S) = j da j dxP (^) = - n P^^^ ('^) • (^ -28) 
In terms of this the level spacing distribution of the f u l l spectrum is 
P ( S ) ^ ^ ^ . (4.29) 
Physically i t is obvious that the superposition of all the Poisson type level se-
quences corresponding to regular motion wi l l produce a sequence which is i t -
self a Poisson process, P (S) being of the form of equation 4.20 on page 103 
w i t h p given by the sum of the level densities of the separate regular regions. 
This result follows f rom equation 4.28 because the factors piZi corresponding 
to regular regions have, f rom equations 4.27 and 4.20 on page 103, the form 
piZi = exp {—piS). Denoting by pi the level density of all the regular sequences 
taken together, then the corresponding contribution to equation 4.28 is 
Zi (5) = . (4.30) 
Pi 
The remaining phase space regions i = 2,... ,N are chaotic, and equations 4.27 
and 4.21 on the preceding page give 
Z, (5) - - e r f c ( ^ P i S ) {i > 2) (4.31) 
Pi V 2 J 
where 
2 
edcx = ^ / dte-^\ (4.32) 
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The level spacing distribution is now obtained f rom equations 4.28 on the page 
before and 4.29 on the preceding page as 
P{S) = 
1 
pels'" 
-^^'flerici^P^s) 
7=2 V 2 J 
(4.33) 
The most important case of the above equation is when N = 2; normalising the 
energy scale to ensure that the mean density p, and thus the mean level spacing, 
are unity then pi is simply the fraction of the energy surface for which motion 
is regular. Defining q = 1 — pi as the fraction of the energy surface for which 
motion is chaotic, then Z (5) = exp (— (1 — q) S) erfc {y/7TqS/2) and 4.33 give 
the Berry-Robnik distribution: 
P^^(S ' ) '{l-q)'erk{^qS)^[2q{l-q) + ^q's) e 
(4.34) 
This distr ibution is quite different f rom the previous one, particularly, wi th re-
spect to the vanishing of the probability of very small spacings in the Brody 
distr ibution for all values of /? compared to P^^ (0) = 1 — in the Berry-
Robnik distr ibution. Also the parameter q has a well defined physical meaning: 
quantitatively i t is the fraction of phase space which is filled wi th chaotic trajec-
tories. However, this distribution is exactly applicable only in the semiclassical 
l i m i t and so w i l l give erroneous results for the lowest-lying levels. Figure 4.5(b) 
on the following page shows the interpolation between the Poisson and Wigner 
curves, being identical to the former and latter for ^ = 0 and q — \ respectively. 
(3) Lopac-Brant-Paar distribution [96 . 
The L B P distr ibution is a generalisation of both the above distributions, having 
both the parameters, ^ , q: 
1 
P ( 5 ) = e-(i-^)^ (1 - ^ 2 ) Q 
(/^ + 1) 
(4.35) 
^e-^^-^^'q [2 (1 - ^) a (^ 1) q^^^^^S^\ e-^''^''^''^'' 
Where a is defined by equation 4.16 on page 102 and Q denotes the incomplete 
Gamma function: 
Q(a,x) = 
1 
r ( a ) 
e-H^^-^Ut. (4.36) 
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The parameter /3 and q describe the transitions f rom the semiclassical to the 
quantal regime and integrability to chaos respectively [97], so that q retains its 
meaning as the chaotic fraction of phase space but is now applicable also to 
cases far f rom the semiclassical l imi t . The parameter /3 describes the degree of 
level repulsion in the given spectral sequence and is essentially connected with 
the localization of the underlying chaotic states [64 . 
Figure 4.6 on the following page is a graphical representation of the LBP distri-
bution in its dependence on j3 and q; table 4.1 shows its relationship wi th the 
other distributions. 
q Identical to 
- 1 Brody distribution 
1 - Berry-Robnik distribution 
A l l 0 Poisson distribution 
1 1 Wigner (GOE) distribution 
Table 4.1: Relationship between the LBP distribution and other distributions. 
* Poisson distribution 
+ Wigner distribution (GOE) 
0 Wigner distribution (GUE) 
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(a) Brody distribution function (b) Berry-Robnik distribution function 
Figure 4.5: Brody and Berry-Robnik distribution functions interpolating between 
the Poisson and Wigner distributions 
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Figure 4.6: Lopac-Brant-Paar distribution function for various values of the param-
eters q and P 
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4.5 Level spacing distributions for the Bn 
4.5.1 Nearest Neighbour Spacing Distribution (NNSD) 
The NNSD is the probability that two neighbouring eigenvalues are a distance S 
apart and the unfolded spectrum is utilised to give the spacings: 
Si = N -Nia) (4.37) 
and then histogrammed (scaled to unity) to produce P {S) to compare wi th the 
theoretical level spacing distributions of the previous section. A n important property 
a spectrum must posses for comparisons to be meaningful is the stationarity ofP (S), 
that is, translation invariance. To check this we divided each spectrum produced 
f rom different values of u into 4 equal subintervals and performed the statistics on 
each to ensure the same distribution ensued. 
The bin size in the histogramming is important as we require a large bin to have 
enough eigenvalues to do statistics on but sufficiently small in order to get good 
resolution. We found unity (before scaling) fulf i l led both requirements. 
From the classical treatment of the Bn in Chapter 3 on page 46 we expect that 
as uj is increased f rom 0 the NNSD is accompanied by a transition f rom the Poisson 
to the Wigner (GOE) statistics and back to Poisson. Figure 4.7 on the next page 
shows the histograms and the fitted theoretical distributions for the cases 
u = 100,300,500, 700,900 and 1100 and illustrates the applicability of the interme-
diate distributions for quantifying these transitions. Table 4.2 gives the fitted values 
of the parameters q for each distribution. 
UJ Brody: P Berry-Robnik: q LPB: q LPB: p Classical E 
100 0.05 0.23 0.2531 0.165 > 1000 
300 0.275 0.5894 0.6874 0.5164 746 
500 0.8081 0.9394 0.8918 0.9285 45.662 
700 0.6807 0.8894 0.8882 0.8884 7.926 
900 0.4807 0.7649 0.7816 0.8084 2.636 
1100 0.3371 0.8171 0.9029 0.8793 1.056 
Table 4.2: Fi t ted parameters /3, q for figure 4.7 
Apar t f rom applicability to the complete spectrum a crucial criterion is the agree-
ment at small spacings 5 « 0. Examination of figure 4.7 on the next page clearly 
shows that the L P B distribution is superior, consequently its value of q (recalling 
that i t is the fraction of chaotic phase space) is used in ascertaining the classical 
value E, w i t h the aid of figure 3.35(a) on page 94, given in table 4.2. 
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(e) UJ = 900 ( f ) u; = 1100 
Figure 4.7: Histograms and the three fitted theoretical distributions for LU = 100, 
300,500,700,900,1100. 
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Figure 4.8: Variation of the LBP parameter q and classical E w i th UJ 
The parameter q is important as i t allows contact between the quantal and 
classical dynamics in the Bn- Even just considering the six values of u we see in the 
quantal analysis a reflection of the disappearance of the periodic cycles associated 
w i t h the stationary Ba, cycles w i t h type I trajectories, as E decreases through 
E = 1000 to the extent when only X + remains. Table 4.3 on the following page 
and figure 4.8 show the variation of the Lopac-Brant-Paar parameter q wi th UJ wi th 
steps of 20 and 10 respectively. 
As can be seen the values obtained for q reflect quite well the chaotic phase 
volume values obtained in Chapter 3 on page 46; for UJ = 0{E = 00) we have q = 0 
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and as co increases {E decreases) q slowly approaches 1 and then begins to decrease. 
This reflects the breaking up of the invariant tor i associated wi th the stationary BQ, 
the appearance and the subsequent destruction of the periodic cycles wi th type I 
trajectories (except X + ) . Finally we see the demise of X+ and the bi r th and death 
of type I I cycles discussed in Subsection 3.6.2 on page 72 
Unfortunately, we do not see the b i r th and proliferation of the type I I I cycles 
of Subsection 3.6.3 on page 76 and the associated tendency towards integrability in 
the l i m i t E = —2. The reason for this is that the eigenvalues produced by the high 
required value of uj are not accurate enough to jus t i fy statistics being performed 
upon them. 
q E UJ Q E UJ Q E 
20 0.02 > 1000 580 1.0 21 1140 0.91 0.22 
40 0.09 > 1000 600 1.0 19 1160 0.93 0.17 
60 0.19 > 1000 620 0.97 162 1180 0.95 0.12 
80 0.22 > 1000 640 0.96 14 1200 0.97 0.06 
100 0.25 > 1000 660 0.94 10 
120 0.27 > 1000 680 0.98 9.6 
140 0.28 > 1000 700 0.89 7.9 
160 0.33 > 1000 720 0.88 7 
180 0.31 > 1000 740 0.81 6.1 
200 0.41 > 1000 760 0.81 4.8 
220 0.45 > 1000 780 0.80 4.7 
240 0.44 > 1000 800 0.7 4.47 
260 0.53 > 1000 820 0.6 4.1 
280 0.65 786 840 0.68 3.37 
300 0.69 746 860 0.73 3 
320 0.73 683 880 0.81 2.49 
340 0.74 628 900 0.78 2.63 
360 0.81 276 920 0.82 2.3 
380 0.83 256 940 0.86 1.71 
400 0.81 278 960 0.9 1.38 
420 0.86 209 980 0.94 1.24 
440 0.85 153 1000 0.9 1 
460 0.83 110 1020 0.9 0.88 
480 0.83 81 1040 0.94 0.69 
500 0.89 46 1060 1 0.62 
520 0.92 38 1080 0.97 0.37 
540 0.98 24 1100 0.9 0.32 
560 0.96 32 1120 0.87 0.29 
Table 4.3: Fi t ted parameters q, E for figure 4.8 
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Recalling that the classical energy parameter E is in fact given by E = it 
UJ^ 
is constructive to compare the values of the ratio of chaotic phase volume obtained 
f rom the classical treatment w i t h respect to E and the values of q obtained from 
the quantal treatment wi th respect to — (figure 4.9). This is also another method 
U)^ 
of establishing the l ink between the classical energy parameter E and the quantal 
parameter u). Figure 4.9 shows remarkable similarities between the plots in fig-
0.95 
0.55 0.55 
100 900 
(a) E = 0 to 100 (b) E = 100 to 1000 
0.55 
(c) 1/uj^ = 0 to 6 X 10- (d) 1/uj^ = 6x 10 -6 to 14 X 10 
Figure 4.9: Comparison of chaotic phase volumes obtained classically and quantum 
mechanically. 
ures 4.9(a) and 4.9(c) and figures 4.9(b) and 4.9(d). The fact that these are not 
identical is unsurprising since the values of the chaotic phase volume are determined 
by two entirely diflferent methods, each wi th its own inherent errors. Reading off 
the values of E and — for the same value of the chaotic phase volume gives a direct 
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correspondence between the classical energy parameter E and the quantal rotation 
parameter UJ. Some such values are given in table 4.4 and figure 4.10 continues the 
comparison of the chaotic phase volumes. 
0.6 
E 
E 1 4.5 20 100 300 700 800 10^ 10^ 5 X 10^ 10^ 
UJ 1008 816 603 447 371 318 280 267 200 81 63 
0.21 ^ 
Table 4.4: Correspondence for some values of E and u 
x10' 1/CD2 xtO-" 
(a) E = 10^ to 10^ (b) 1 / ^2 = 14^ 10 -6 to 2.5 X 10 - 4 
Figure 4.10: Further comparison of chaotic phase volumes obtained classically and 
quantum mechanically. 
4.5.2 Integral Transition Distributions (ITD) 
The integral transition distribution (or cumulative level-spacing distribution) [97], 
W(S), gives the to ta l number of energy levels (obtained f rom the unfolded spectra) 
below the level spacing S (scaled to uni ty) . I t has the advantage that i t does not 
suff"er f rom arbitrariness of binning as is the case for the probability distribution, 
P{S). The two distributions are related by 
W(S)=^ [ P{a)da. 
Jo 
The l imi t ing and transitional probability distributions now read as: 
1. Integral Poisson distribution 
(4.38) 
W{S) = l - e - (4.39) 
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2. Integral Wigner (GOE) distribution 
W (S) = I - e-"^^". (4.40) 
3. Integral Brody distr ibution 
W (S) = 1 - e-''^^'^'\ (4.41) 
4. Integral Berry-Robnik distribution 
^ (5) = 1 - e(^-i)^ l^e-?^'^' + (1 - 9) V^erfc [ ^ q S ^ | (4-42) 
5. Integral Lopac-Brant-Paar distribution [96 
(5) = 1 - e ( ' - "^ l^ e-"'"'-'"^"'-'" - (1 - «) Q a9(^+"5(^+" | . 
(4.43) 
The same relationships hold between the integral transition distributions and 
the integral l im i t i ng cases as in the case of the probability distributions. Also, the 
three transitional distributions are again connected by table 4.1 on page 107. 
Figure 4.11 on the following page shows the interpolation of the I T D between 
the l im i t i ng integral distributions for various values of the parameters q and in 
the case of the L B P distribution only the cases ^ = 0,1 are shown. 
Again, we found that the LBP distribution gave a superior fitting to the Bo 
spectra, so, for the sake of clarity i t is the only one shown in figure 4.12 on page 117. 
For UJ = 100, 300, 500, 700,900,1100 i t confirms the results of the NNSD wi th regards 
to the transition f rom the Poisson to the Wigner and back towards the Poisson 
distr ibution w i t h increasing values of UJ. 
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Figure 4.11: Theoretical Integral Distributions interpolating between the Integral 
Poisson and Wigner Distributions. 
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Figure 4.12: The theoretical Integral LBP distributions fitted to the Integral Tran-
sition distributions for UJ = 100, 300, 500, 700, 900,1100. 
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4.6 Spectral rigidity 
Whereas the NNSD method reveals correlations between the neighbouring levels, 
the A3 statistics (spectral r igidi ty) accounts for the long range effects in the energy 
spectrum. Dyson and Mehta, [98], introduced three measures of rigidity, Ai^A2 and 
Aa-statistics, of which the latter has proven to be the best and is in common usage. 
A3 has also been semiclassically derived by Berry, [68 . 
For calculation of A3 we again need to carry out the unfolding procedure as 
detailed in Section 4.3 on page 98, w i th a slight difference; for a finite sequence of 
n = 2m energy levels for the Ba w i t h a range of energies AE, we rescale the levels so 
that they range f rom — — to ^ w i t h unit average spacing. The staircase function 
for the level sequence, (x), now gives the number of levels between — ^  and x. 
The A3 is defined, for a fixed interval [a, a + L ] , as the least-squares deviation 
of the staircase function, N {x), f rom the best straight line fitting i t [84]: 
A3 (cr, L) = - mm / [N (x) - Ax- B ] ^ dx (4.44) 
A small value of A3 (L) indicates that the spectrum is stiff: given one eigenvalue one 
can predict the location of distant eigenvalues wi th some accuracy. A large value 
of A3 (L) means that such a prediction cannot be made w i t h confidence. A GOE 
spectrum is much stiffer than a Poisson spectrum. 
For a quantum spectrum for which the classical analogue is integrable A3 (L) 
(the bar indicates ensemble average) is given by [98 
(4.45) 
I f the system is chaotic in the classical l imi t , A3 starts wi th the slope (4.45) for 
small values of L , and for L > > 1 asymptotically approaches the function [98 
A (L) = — [In (L) - 0.0687 (4.46) 
Transition between the Poisson and GOE limits is observed as in the case of NNSD 
and the I T D . 
To calculate A3 for the Bo spectra, we used the numerically efficient formula [99 
As{a,L) = ^ -
1 
Z2 
n 2 
+ 
3n 
2Z2 E x' 
E 
Li=i 
xl 
1 
+ 1 Xi 
(4.47) 
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where Xi = Xi — [a -\- ^) are the shifted, unfolded eigenvalues and n is the number 
of levels in the interval [cr, a + L . 
The spectral average A3 ( L ) , required for comparison wi th ensemble averages, is 
computed by 
^ 3 W ^ l ^ E ^ 3 ( a , L ) , (4.48) 
where the cr's are chosen such that successive intervals overlap by | and A^ ^^  counts 
the number of intervals. 
Figure 4.13 on the next page shows the dependence of the calculated A3-statistics 
for the Bn for UJ = 200,400,600,800,1000 and 1200 on L along wi th the Poisson 
and Wigner dependence. For UJ = 200 the dependence is close to Poisson, moving 
away for u = 400 and lying very close to the Wigner(GOE) for u = 600. This 
is a reflection of the increase in the value of the parameter q and the decrease in 
the classical parameter E as shown in figure 4.8 on page 111. More interestingly 
i t provides a concrete connection wi th the fate of the type I cycles discussed in 
Subsection 3.6.1 on page 63; as UJ increases {E decreases) the invariant curves at 
E = 00 break up and chaos appears. W i t h further increase in u all the cycles 
except X + , which is decreasing in size, become unstable and gradually disappear. 
By cj = 600, corresponding to E ^ 20, X + , the only cycle now present, inverts its 
shape and occupies the minimum volume of phase space in its existence; at this 
point we have vi r tual ly total chaos. 
As UJ is further increased X + begins to grow reaching its maximum size at cj 
8 2 0 , « 4; and in figure 4.13 on the following page the A3 values are seen to lie 
between UJ — 400 and 200. For UJ between 820 and 1200 the variation in q refiects 
the changes in the chaotic phase volume due the eventual death of alongside the 
births and deaths of the type I I cycles. 
Figure 4.14 on the next page shows the variation of A 3 for one particular value 
of L , (5), w i t h a;,. I t shows and confirms the results of the NNSD and I T D in its 
interpolation between the l imi t ing statistics. I t also mimics the classical results, 
namely, complete integrability at high E (low UJ) towards complete chaos at low 
E (high UJ) and back towards integrability at lower E (higher u) and finally back 
towards complete chaos at even lower E (even higher u). 
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Figure 4.13: Dependence of A3 on L. 
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Figure 4.14: Dependence of A3(5) on UJ 
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4.7 Other statistics 
We have made preliminary investigations of three further statistics for the Bo but do 
not report on them as they merely confirm the earlier results, namely, demonstrate 
the interpolation between the Poisson and Wigner (GOE) l imits but provide no 
further insights. 
These are the cumulants of the number statistic n (cr, L) which gives the number 
of levels in the energy interval [cr, a -\- L]. They are defined as follows [89]: 
1. The variance statistic 
j:'{L) = {[n(a,L)-{n{L))f). (4.49) 
2. The skewness statistic 
, , (ln(a,L)-(n(L))f) , , 
71 (L) ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (4.50) 
3. The excess (or kurtosis) statistic 
, , ([n{a,L)-(n{L))]^) , , 
72 (L) ^ ^ ^^ 2^) - 3- (4-^1) 
Chapter 5 
Wave packet dynamics in the Bn 
In classical physics chaos can be characterised by the long-time behaviour of the 
dynamics, the most obvious property being a sensitive dependence on ini t ia l con-
ditions. Time correlations of classical observables decay (possibly exponentially) 
for i —>• oo when the system shares mixing property [48], reflecting a complete 
loss of information on the system. Integrable systems, however, show quasiperi-
odic t ime evolutions which result in nondecreasing time correlations. For bound 
conservative systems (such as the Bn) the quantum mechanical time evolution is 
almost periodic. This is due to the discrete spectrum of the time-evolution opera-
tor U{t) = exp{—illt/h), where H denotes the quantum Hamiltonian wi th discrete 
spectrum En,n G N . Thus the time-correlation function of two states ijj, ip f rom the 
quantum mechanical Hilbert space is: 
< iiJ,U{t)ip >=^cne ft 
n=l 
-iEnt 
For ^ ^ oo this neither increases nor decreases but rather fluctuates perpetually, 
irrespective of the integrable or chaotic nature of the classical l imi t . This suggests 
that there exists no quantum chaos that manifests itself in the long-time behaviour 
of the dynamics. 
Perhaps for this reason quantum mechanical studies of billiards, for example 
27,30,39,40,42,44,49,50,52-54,56-58,60-66,68,69], concentrate on the energy level 
spectra of the dynamical system and largely omit consideration of the time evolution 
of the wave packet. Our study of the Bn is not restricted to chaotic dynamics so we 
present an investigation of wave packet dynamics for the Bn-
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5.1 Dimensionless form of the Schrodinger equa-
tion 
For computational purposes i t is more convenient to deal w i th the dimensionless 
fo rm of the Schrodinger equation . For the Ba the Schrodinger equation is: 
in = 
ot 
(5.1) 
where we can make use of the dimensionless H given in equation 4.3 on page 95. 
Again a convenient characteristic t ime is h/Eg^ where Eg is the ground state 
energy of the stationary Ba (that is, the two dimensional infinite square well). Let 
t = t'h/Eg where t' is a dimensionless quantity, then we have the transformation 
5 ^ 
which leads to 
dt 
at 
+ 
iE. 
dt' 
d d 
\ dy ^ dx ^ 
(5.2) 
or more conveniently for later purposes the dimensionless form of the 
Schrodinger equation for the Bn is 
dt TT^  Kdx"^ dy"^) '^^ \ dy ^ dx 
^ = -iH<^ (5.3) 
5.2 Numerical integration techniques 
To convert equation 5.3 to a finite difference equation; let us designate time by a 
superscript n and spatial position by the subscripts j, k. The various x and y values 
become jt and ke where e is the mesh wid th and j = A: = 0 , 1 , . . . J . 
Af te r formal integration of equation 5.3 f rom t to t -\- 5t y^e get 
^{x,y,t + 5t) = e-'''^'^{x,y,t) (5.4) 
which in terms of the discretisation yields: 
^^+1 = e-^^^'^l^ 
which correct to terms of order 6t becomes: 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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5.2.1 Euler's method 
Using equation 5.3 on the page before to evaluate H'^'^f^ and substituting into equa-
t ion 5.5 we obtain: 
= e ' " « * J + i (5.7) 
which leads to the difference equation : 
(5.8) 
Equation 5.8 exhibits one especially attractive feature; i t is an explicit differencing 
scheme, giving the wave function at time step n + 1 directly in terms of the function 
at earlier t ime n. This permits a straightforward integration scheme and allows for 
an easy determination of ^ for all n and j, k. Unfortunately, the scheme is unstable, 
round-off error and errors arising f rom dropping terms of order 6t^ and higher in the 
expansion of e~^^^^ can grow without bounds as the time integration proceeds from 
step to step. 
5.2.2 Runge-Kutta method 
The instabil i ty above can be eliminated by rewrit ing equation 5.4 on the preceding 
page in the fo rm 
= e ' ™ ' * J + ' (5.9) 
which leads to the difference equation : 
(5.10) 
This stable equation is however implic i t so ^ ^ + ^ is not given directly in terms of 
requiring application of certain algebraic techniques in order to obtain f rom 
that at n. 
However, equation 5.10 has a serious drawback (shared by equation 5.8) in that 
i t is not unitary. Uni tar i ty is a characteristic of the original wave function which 
maintains its normalisation over time. The operators e^^^^^ w i th H Hermitian 
are clearly unitary, however, no approximation of these operators which involves 
expanding the exponential and retaining only a finite number of terms is unitary. 
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This problem can be overcome by renormalising the wave function after some 
appropriate number of t ime steps, but this in itself introduces errors and after many 
iterations the wave function becomes 'spiky', so is s t i l l unsatisfactory. 
The integration technique we use (subject of the next subsection) is the two 
dimensional adaptation of the method used by [70,71] for producing films of one di-
mensional quantum mechanical transmission and reflection phenomena. A relatively 
simple unitary approximation to e~^^^^ is provided by the Cayley form [72]; 
^-^stH ^ (1 - iStH/2) 
^ (1 + i6tH/2) 
which has an added desirable property of being correct to order St"^. 
5.2.3 Unitary numerical integration technique 
Operating on both sides of equation 5.4 on page 123 wi th the operator e^ *^^ */^  results 
m: 
and inserting the expression for H f rom equation 5.3 on page 123 transforms the 
LHS of equation 5.11, after neglecting terms ~ 0{6t'^) into: 
g i ™ / 2 ^ „ + l ^ _ ^ ^ 2 j _ ^ ^ 2 j (1 _ ^ ^ p ^ ) (1 + ^y^^^ (5 12) 
and similarly for the RHS of equation 5.12: 
^-iHH/2^n^ = (^ 1 + ^Alj (l + j A l j (1 + jxDy) (1 - 7!/Z)x) (5-13) 
where 
TT 9 u6t 
and for some arbitrary function / 
^ l f j , k = f j - l , k - 2/j,A; + fj+l,k, ^ l f j , k = fj,k-l - 2/j,A; + fj,k+^ 
Dxfj,k = fj+l,k - f j - l , k , I^yfj,k = fjM^ ~ fhk-l 
Equating equations 5.12 and 5.13 leads to: 
( l - ^ A ^ ) ( l - I a j ) (1 - ^xDy) (1 + -yyD,) ^-^^ = 
( l + '-Al) (l + '-Al) (1 + -yxDy) (1 - -yyD,) (5.14) 
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Now introduce an inter-mediatory value $ and split equation 5.14 on the page before 
into two equations: 
1 - - A ^ ) (1 + jyD,) = ( 1 + - A ^ ) (1 jxDy) (5.15) 
( l - ^ A ^ ) (1 - jxDy) = ( l + ^ A ^ ) (1 - jyD^) (5.16) 
1.001 
(0 1 
o ^ 
I -
0.999 
Iterations 10 x l O 
Figure 5.1: Uni tar i ty of the Unitary Integration Method 
Equations 5.15 and 5.16 are similar to the Peaceman-Rachford [73] solution of 
the heat equation. We show their numerical solution in Appendix H on page 175. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates just how well this method maintains the unitari ty of the ini t ia l 
wavefunction, i t follows the evolution of the in i t ia l wavefunction for time, t = 10^ 
where, here and henceforth, t is in terms of St. 
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5.3 Initial and boundary conditions 
Generalising [70] to 2-dimensions the in i t ia l (normalised) wave packet is chosen to 
be Gaussian: 
^ (r, 0) = -^e^^'-'e-^'-''^'/2a^ (5.17) 
VTTcro 
This wave packet corresponds to a Gaussian position probability density Q(r, 0) 
centred at r F Q w i t h a standard deviation oi Ar = al/2: 
Q (r, 0) = 1^ (r, 0)1' = J-e- l ' -^^lV-o^ (5.18) 
The corresponding momentum space function (i.e. the Fourier transform of equa-
t ion 5.17) at t = 0 is 
$ (k, 0) = ^e(-k.ro)g-a^ |k-ko|V2 (5.I9) 
Since we are quantising in a square box of length L at the edges of which the 
wave funct ion must necessarily vanish places restrictions on F Q and CTQ. For example 
choosing F Q = (0,0) and CTQ to be 2.5% of L we find for Ba that Q ( l , 1,0) is zero to the 
accuracy of the computer. Even choosing F Q = (0.9,0.9) then at the nearest point on 
the boundary to the in i t ia l Gaussian we get (3(1,0.9,0) < 10~^. To approximate this 
to zero is clearly to incur no perceptible error, considering that (5(0.9,0.9,0) ^ 84. 
However, placing the in i t ia l Gaussian any closer to the boundary would incur error 
in setting Q to zero at the near boundary points. 
The criteria for choice of in i t ia l conditions for the one dimensional square well 
of length L are as follows: i f the spread in x is governed by the ini t ia l spread, ao, 
then after t ime T the spread is given by 
1 6 7 W \ ' / ' 
(5.20) 
where is the number of t ime steps for the wave packet to move from L / 4 to 
3Z//4. For negligible spreading we must therefore have 16A^^e^/A^ reasonably small 
compared w i t h a^. 
The replacement of the continuous variable x by the discrete index j places 
additional l imitations: Consider a free particle; since the mesh wid th e is the smallest 
interval in x which can be resolved by the diflFerencing method, the largest wave 
number allowed is kmax = T T / C . W i t h the in i t ia l Gaussian wave packet given by 
ipix, 0) - ei^oXg-(x-xo)V2cr2^ (5 21) 
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the probabil i ty distr ibution in momentum space is 
P(A;) ^e-'^o^^-^")'. (5.22) 
Let km be the largest momentum present to any appreciable extent (e.g., wi th prob-
abil i ty 10~^). Then we must require that km < kmax- The eigenstates of the system 
are (f)k (x) = sin kx and the second derivative of (l)k is 
^ = - ^ ^ 4 , (5.23) 
whereas the second difference is 
(f>k (a: + e) - 24 (x) + (j)k{x- e) 
e 
2(1 — cos ke) 
62 
2 
0A: (x). (5.24) 
Since ke is presumed to be small, this may be approximated by 
-k' [I - M^l (5.25) 
Thus, in order that equation 5.25 be an accurate approximation of equation 5.23 we 
must require that 
kle' 
< 1. (5.26) 
12 
For the two dimension case CTQ and the wave vector ko must be chosen so that each 
of its components satisfy the criteria for one dimension case: 
kox = koy = JX/8Ne 
(a^/cJof = [ l + m e y X a l f 
{km.ef 112 = {kmyef 112^1 
kmx — kmy T T / C 
1/2 
~ ^ (5.27) 
Where here is the number of time steps for the wave packet to move from 
(0.25,0.25) to (0.75,0.75), is the wid th of the wave packet after time N6t and kmx 
is the value of the wave vector component for which exp — {kx — ko^)^ /a^ < 10~^. 
^my — I'S^Ox-So w i t h J = 100, e = 10"^ 6t 0.56^ we get A" ^  80 and kmx = kmy = l.S/cc 
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5.4 Numerical simulations 
5.4.1 Stationary table with initially stationary particle 
For a stationary table we put a; = 0 so 7 = ^ = 0 and the matrices Ax, Ay, 
and By become tri-diagonal: 
± i 0 0 
± i ± i 0 
0 ± i 
Where taking the top signs gives the matrices Ax and By whilst taking the 
bot tom signs gives Ay and Bx. Setting ko = 0 in the in i t ia l Gaussian (equation 5.17 
on page 127) we obtain an ini t ia l ly stationary particle. 
Figures 5.3 on page 131, 5.4 on page 132, 5.5 on page 133 and 5.6 on page 134 are 
mesh and contour plots wi th in i t ia l conditions given in table 5.1 for various values 
of t and F Q . 
J ( - K ) (70 6 = 2 / ( J - l ) 6t = 2^ 
101 5 X 10-2 2 X 10-2 4 X 10-4 
Table 5.1: Fixed in i t ia l conditions for all subsequent plots. 
The symmetry of the in i t ia l stationary Bu is maintained throughout the inte-
grations, the contour plots in figures 5.3 on page 131, 5.4 on page 132 and 5.5 
on page 133 show the four-fold symmetry of the in i t ia l Gaussian wave packet at 
Fo = (0,0) whilst those in figure 5.6 on page 134 show symmetry in the y = —x line 
of the in i t i a l Gaussian wave packet at F Q = (—0.5,0.5). 
In the case of the one-dimensional infinite square well, [74], the bound-state wave 
packet, after deteriorating to a configuration in which i t is spread almost uniformly 
across the f u l l well, ul t imately after reflections at the walls reforms into the ini t ia l 
t = 0 configuration. This reformation must occur periodically since the excited 
frequencies a;„ are commensurate wi th the ground state frequency, Un = En/h = 
ri^uJi, However, this behaviour is not observed in the case of the Ba, as the graphs 
show, the dispersing wave packet impinges on the mid-points of the four sides wi th 
the resultant reflections occurring long before the wave packet reaches the corners 
of the bi l l iard . This destroys the periodic reformation found in the one-dimensional 
infini te square well. 
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For the figures mentioned above the maximum integration performed is for t = 
1 0 ^ , we have, in fact, carried out integrations upto t = 1 0 ^ and the wave packet 
maintains its in i t i a l symmetry and unitarity. Figure 5.2 is for t = 90 wi th the 
in i t ia l Gaussian wave packet at F Q = ( 0 , 0 ) , showing rapid spatial oscillations at the 
a; = | 1 | walls. This reveals that the in i t ia l Gaussian wave packet is composed of 
highly excited states. 
1 
C\J 
0 
- 1 
Figure 5.2: Mesh plot at ^ = 9 0 showing oscillations at the a: = | 1 | boundaries 
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-1 -0.« -0.6 -0.4 -02 0 02 04 0< OJt I 
(a) Mesh plot at i = 0 (b) Contour plot at t = 0 
-1 -0 8 -0 6 -0 4 -0 2 0 0.2 0 4 0.8 0.» 1 
(c) Mesh plot at i = 20 (d) Contour plot at t = 20 
-1 -08 -06 -04 -02 0 02 04 06 0.« 1 
(e) Mesh plot at i = 40 (f) Contour plot at i = 40 
Figure 5.3: Mesh and contour plots of the Probability Densities at ^ = 0,20 and 40: 
(J = 0, F = ( 0 , 0) 
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-1 -0.« -0.6 -0 4 -0.2 0 0.2 0 4 0.S 0» 
(a) Mesh plot at i = 60 (b) Contour plot at t = 60 
-1 -O.S -06 -04 -02 0 02 04 06 0.S t 
(c) Mesh plot at t = 80 (d) Contour plot at i = 80 
-06 -06 -04 -02 0 02 04 06 06 I 
(e) Mesh plot at t = 100 (f) Contour plot at i = 100 
Figure 5.4: Mesh and contour plots of the Probability Densities at ^ = 60, 80 and 
100: (J = 0, r = ( 0 , 0) 
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-1 -0 8 -0 6 -0 4 -0 2 0 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 1 
(a) Mesh plot at t = 120 (b) Contour plot at t = 120 
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-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -02 0 02 04 06 08 
(c) Mesh plot at t = 140 (d) Contour plot at t = 140 
•o»o:OEo:o 
(e) Mesh plot at t = 160 (f) Contour plot att = 160 
Figure 5.5: Mesh and contour plots of the Probability Densities at t = 120, 140 and 
160: u; = 0, F = ( 0 , 0) 
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-08 -06 -04 -0.2 0 02 0.4 0.6 OJ 1 
(a) Mesh plot a,tt = 0 (b) Contour plot att = 0 
-1 -0.8 -0 6 -0 4 -0 2 0 0 2 0 4 0 8 0.6 1 
(c) Mesh plot at t = 100 (d) Contour plot at t = 100 
-OS -06 -0.4 -0.2 0 02 04 06 08 
(e) Mesh plot at t = 1000 (f) Contour plot at t = 1000 
Figure 5.6: Mesh and contour plots of the Probability Densities at ^ = 0, 100 and 
1000: a; = 0, r=(-0 .5 , 0.5) 
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5.4.2 Stationary table with initially moving particle 
Here again we have cj = 0 for the stationary table but now put ko 7^ 0 to aff"ect an 
in i t ia l ly moving particle. We also have 9 as the angle of in i t ia l motion relative to 
the positive x—xis so we have kox = ko cos 9 and koy = ko sin 9. 
Figure 5.7 shows the expectation values of position ( (F) ) of the moving wave 
packet (solid line) in i t ia l ly at FQ = (0.5, 
t = 100. 
TT 
0.5) wi th ko - SOTT and 9 = - for t = 0 to 
Superimposed (crosses) is the tra-
jectory of the particle in the classical 
system for the stationary Bn passing 
through Fo anticlockwise (in fact X 4 . ) . 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 on the following page 
show that unt i l the wave packet imping-
es on the wall the motion of the (F) of 
the wave packet and the classical trajec-
tory are coincidental. After reflection 
(figures 5.7 and 5.9 on page 137) at the 
wall the ( F ) are a l i t t le oflF-set, but nev-
ertheless, follow the classical trajectory 
closely. This off-set is due to parts of 
the wave funct ion reaching the boundary before the rest and the reflected waves 
interfering w i t h the incident waves. The figures demonstrate that on a small time 
scale the wave packet moves along the classical trajectory [75]. We were unable to 
determine the value of t when this is no longer the case due to the dispersive nature 
of the wave packet compounded by the fact that after a few reflections the wave 
packet is no longer localised and calculating the (F ) for this purpose does not make 
sense. 
t = 100 
Figure 5.7: Plot of Expectation Values 
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-1 -08 -06 -04 -02 0 02 04 06 06 t 
(a) Mesh plot at i = 0 (b) Contour plot at t = 0 
-1 -06 -06 -04 -02 0 02 04 06 OJ 1 
(c) Mesh plot at i = 20 (d) Contour plot at i = 20 
-06 -06 -04 -02 0 02 04 06 0.6 I 
(e) Mesh plot at i = 40 (f) Contour plot at i = 40 
Figure 5.8: Mesh and contour plots of the Probability Densities at ^ 0, 20 and 40: 
CO = 0,Kr = 307r, r=(0 .5 , -0.5) 
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-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -02 0 02 04 06 0.8 I 
(a) Mesh plot at i = 60 (b) Contour plot for at i = 60 
-1 -0.8 -06 -04 -0.2 0 02 04 06 0» I 
(c) Mesh plot at i = 80 (d) Contour plot for at t = 80 
-1 -08 -0.6 -0.4 -02 0 02 04 06 0.8 1 
(e) Mesh plot at t = 100 (f) Contour plot at t = 100 
Figure 5.9: Mesh and contour plots of the Probability Densities at ^ = 60, 80 and 
100: u = 0,Kr = 307r, F=(0 .5 , -0.5) 
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5.4.3 Rotating table with initially stationary particle 
Here we put a; 7^  0 for the rotating table and ko = 0 for the ini t ia l ly stationary 
particle. Figure 5.10 shows the (r) of the stationary wave packet initiated f rom 
To = (0.5, —0.5) on the rotating table, for cj = 1,10 and 100, and for comparative 
purposes also the (r) of the same wave packet for a stationary table , {u = 0), all 
iort = Otot = 2000. 
For the a; = 0 case the (r) remain 
constant at FQ unt i l the dispersing wave 
packet reaches the x = l,y = —1 bound-
aries (figure 5.11(f) on the following page). 
Thereafter, due to the interference be-
tween the incident and reflected waves 
at the boundaries and dispersion the (r) 
move along the y = —x line, which is 
the symmetry line of the ini t ia l Gaus-
sian wave packet. 
Figures 5.11(b), 5.11(d) and 5.11(f) 
on the next page and figures 5.12(b), 
5.12(d) and 5.12(f) on page 140 clearly 
demonstrate this symmetry. As indi-
cated in figure 5.10 the (r) do not move off this fine. 
In contrast the symmetry of the in i t ia l Gaussian wave packet is immediately 
lost in the rotat ing case, as can be seen f rom figures 5.11(a), 5.11(c), 5.11(e) on 
the following page and figures 5.12(a), 5.12(c), 5.12(e) on page 140 for the u = 10 
case. For UJ = 1 the (r) move almost perpendicularly to the motion observed for 
a; = 0 for a very short time, reaching r = (0.5174,-0.4805), and then follow i t 
closely. For a; = 10 the perpendicular motion of the (r) lasts longer, reaching 
r = (0.7184, —0.3146), then curving to the left and eventually becoming completely 
tangled. The perpendicular motion of the (r) lasts even longer for u = 100 , reaching 
r = (0.9142, —0.2633), whereupon its behaviour is similar to that of u = 10. 
(0 = 0 
co= 10 
( 0 = 100 
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 5.10: Plot of Expectation values 
f o r a ; = 0 , l , 1 0 and a; = 100. 
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-08 -06 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 -0.8 - 06 -04 - 0 2 0 0 2 04 06 08 I 
(a) P lo tat t = 0{uj = 10) (b) P lo tat t = 0{uj = 0) 
-1 -0.8 - 06 -04 -0.2 0 02 04 0.8 0.8 -1 -0.8 -0.6 - 04 -0.2 0 0.2 04 0 6 0.6 1 
(c) Plot at i = 20 (w = 10) (d) Plot att^20{uj = 0) 
-1 -0.8 - 06 -04 - 0 2 0 02 04 0 6 0.8 1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 04 06 08 1 
(e) Plot at t = 40 (a; = 10) (f) Plot a,tt = 40{u = 0) 
Figure 5.11: Contour plots of the Probability Densities, F=(0 .5 , -0.5) 
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1 -0,8 - 06 -0.4 -02 0 02 04 06 08 1 - 1 -0.8 - 06 -0 4 - 0 2 0 02 04 0 6 08 1 
(a) Plot 3itt = 60{uj = 10) (b) Plot att = dO{uj = 0) 
_0.8 -0,6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1 -1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 t 
(c) Plot att = 80{uj = 10) (d) Plot aitt = 80{u; = 0) 
-1 -0.8 -0.6 - 04 -0.2 0 02 04 06 08 -1 -0.8 -0.6 - 04 -0.2 0 02 04 08 OS 1 
(e) Plot at t = 100 {LJ = 10) (f) Plot at t = 100 {ij = 0) 
Figure 5.12: Contour plots of the Probability Densities, r=(0 .5 , -0.5) 
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5.4.4 Rotating table with initially moving particle 
Here we put cu ^  0 foi the rotating table and ko 0 to obtain the ini t ial ly moving 
particle. We set ko = S O T T , ^ = 7r/4, F Q = (0 .5 , -0 .5) and t = 100 in all cases 
in this subsection. Figure 5.13 shows the motion of the ( r ) for the values uj = 
0,20,40,60,80,100. 
Here again we see that the motion 
of the ( r ) for small values of u < 30 is 
the same as that observed for the clas-
sical trajectories in the case of the ro-
tat ing 6a- The increase in curvature, 
to the right, of the motion of the (r) 
w i t h increasing UJ corresponds to the in-
crease in the curvature, to the right, of 
the classical trajectories wi th decreas-
ing energy. 
Above 6i; > 40 we lose the above 
connection w i t h classical trajectories in 
Figure 5.13: Expectation values for tv = that the wave packet no longer remains 
0, 20,40,60,80,100. ^ ^ . ^ . j ^ idealised after impact wi th the 
wall and travel to all parts of the 6n- Instead i t remains in the bottom right quadrant 
of the 8n. 
Figure 5.14 shows the motion of the 
(r ) for values of u increasing upto 1000. 
As can be seen, w i t h increasing LJ the 
motion is reverting to that seen at lower 
u values in figure 5.13 unt i l the first im-
pact. Thereafter, i t resembles the mo-
t ion of the higher cj values in the above 
figure, except that, now the wave packet 
reaches the origin and remains there. 
Figure 5.15 on the next page is for u 
upto 2000, the motion (figure 5.15(a)) 
follows that exhibited at a; = 0 unt i l 
the first impact where upon i t travels Figure 5.14: Expectation values for u = 
immediately to the origin. The wave 0,200,400,600,800,1000. 
packet remains at (figure 5.15(b)) the origin for all values of t in fact. The ini t ia l 
conditions used place a maximum l imi t on the value of u that can be used ( ~ 10" )^, 
-1 
— (0 = 0 
- (0 = 200 
- (0 = 400 
(0 = 600 
~ (0 = 800 ^ 
(0=1000 V 
-1 
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(0 = 0 
(0= 1200 
(D= 1400 
0)= 1600 
(0= 1800 
0) = 2000 
t = 0 
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
t = 50tO 100 
t = 20 
t= 10 
-1 - 0 8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
(a) Expectation values (b) Contour plots 
Figure 5.15: (a) Expectation values at a; = 0,1200,1400,1600,1800, 2000. (b) Con-
tour plots at a; = 1400. 
but computationally the value of u that can be used is much lower as i t swamps the 
other small values in the program. 
Returning to lower values of figures 5.16 on the following page and 5.17 on 
page 144 are the contours of the Probability Densities at various values of t, showing 
that w i t h Lu = 0 (included for comparative purposes) the wave packet remains fairly 
localised in space, even after the reflection at the x = 1 boundary (figure 5.16(f) on 
the following page). On the other hand for the rotating case, {LJ = 30), the wave 
packet very quickly loses its Gaussian nature (fig 5.16(c) on the next page) and 
when i t impinges on the x = 1 boundary (figure 5.16(e) on the following page) i t 
is elongated in the y-direction. Thereafter, this elongation continues to the extent 
that by ^ = 100 (figure 5.17(e) on page 144) we have reflections and interferences on 
both the y = —1 and y = 1 boundaries. This figure is quite interesting, i t is rather 
reminiscent of the cycle X + which dominates phase space at the corresponding 
classical energy ( > 10000), our interpretation being that i t represents the particle 
bouncing between opposite walls. 
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Figure 5.16: Contour plots of the Probability Densities, r=(0 .5 , -0.5) 
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(a) Plot at t = 60 (a; = 30) (b) Plot at t = 60{u} = 0) 
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(e) Plot at t = 100 {cj = 30) (f) Plot at t 100 (w = 0) 
Figure 5.17: Contour plots of the Probability Densities, r=(0 .5 , -0.5) 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
6.1 Classical dynamics 
The classical rotat ing Ba is seen to have the usual rich structure of K A M tor i mixed 
w i t h chaotic motion. The simplicity of the system has enabled us to delve deeper 
into the analysis of the cause of chaos than normally possible wi th more complex 
dynamical systems. We have found that order and disorder coexists for most values 
of the energy parameter E in its permitted range (—2,oo). There exist three sorts 
of ordered dynamics as E is decreased f rom oo to — 2, two being connected to these 
l imits and the th i rd being an intermediate transient. 
A t very high E numerous periodic cycles are present, connected to the stationary 
Bo, the most prominent being the hyperbolic (stable), X + , and elliptical (unstable), 
X _ , fixed points. As is E decreased we see the usual bifurcations of all these 
cycles, w i t h the associated trajectories showing increased curvature. W i t h further 
reduction only the persistent X + remains amid a sea of chaos, diminishing in size 
and eventually vanishing at the lower fringe of phase space. 
Before the disappearance of X + , partial order is restored through the appear-
ance of the transient cycles which owe their existence purely to rotational eff'ects. 
The origin of these is the significant rightward trajectory curvature allowing an an-
ticlockwise circulating particle to have one or more bounces on the same side of 
the bi l l iard before a corner and a transit to the adjacent side, where the sequence 
repeats. These structures occupy small and decreasing proportion of phase space 
and die out after a 6-cycle at near E = -0 .54. 
A t = —1.8 the th i rd type of stable cycle appears, as a precursor of the orderly 
l i m i t E = —2. The associated trajectories include anti-clockwise segments that curve 
t ight ly rightward, sometime self-crossing, and there are also clockwise segments wi th 
leftward (centrifugal) curvature. Many orders of these 'inverse K A M ' cycles coexist 
for ^ = -1 .95, occupying an increasing proportion of the shrinking phase space as 
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E-)' - 2 . 
Flyaway was proposed as the origin of chaos in magnetic billiards [26] and identi-
fied as the mechanism for rotational chaos too [25]. We, in fact, find that this is not 
the case but rather that angular dispersion to be the source of disorder. Flyaway is 
an obvious candidate for the source of disorder, and i t certainly implies a degree of 
sensitivity to in i t i a l conditions. However, i t alone is not the main source of chaos, 
for several reasons. 
(i) W i t h curved trajectories and piecewise linear walls (for example, polygon, 
stadium) flyaway is always present. In smooth convex boundaries, however, 
flyaway trajectories must curve more than the walls. Rotating circle [25] and 
ellipse [27] must be spinning fast enough, and magnetic billiards in an ellipse 
26] must be in a strong enough field. The fact that these systems all show 
disorder even when the curvature is quite small implies that flyaway is not its 
only source. 
(ii) Af te r a very-low-angle bounce the subsequent impact is s t i l l close to the direct 
impact of a nearby skimming trajectory. Unless some other mechanism oper-
ates, one trajectory simply has an extra bounce and continues thereafter sti l l 
rather close to its neighbour. 
( i i i ) Flyaway evidently gives a line of discontinuity in the first-return map X —>• X ' , 
which is the inverse image of the lower edge of phase space, X ~ 0. The line 
grows steadily as trajectories curve more and, in the rotating Bn, i t ramifies 
too as E decreases and opportunities open for grazing bounces on more than 
one wall . Cri t ical energies are E = 12.098 and E = 2.968 where respectively 
2 and 3 other walls become accessible. However, these thresholds are not 
significant in the breakup of any K A M island and there is no change in the 
chaotic volume of phase space as they are crossed. This is unsurprising, since 
there is no necessary connection between such an isolated discontinuity and 
chaos. 
Rather than fiyaway, the main source of chaos is the first-return maps stretching of 
phase space which comes just f rom trajectory curvature itself. Its essence is in the 
analysis of small-rotation stability of X + and X _ cycles (equation 3.54 on page 62) 
- but i t is ever present, as follows. 
* Particles on neighbouring trajectories generally make next boundary impacts at 
diflFerent positions and, because of trajectory curvature, inevitably do so wi th 
diff"erent angles too. This holds both for trajectories f rom the same point wi th 
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differing velocities and those f rom nearby points w i t h the same velocity. 
As a result there is further angular separation on the next transit - giving increased 
differences in both position and angle at the subsequent impact. So phase-space 
differences compound to grow exponentially, and chaos develops in the finite vol-
ume. 
W i t h a rotat ing bi l l iard, the same mechanism can be viewed in the laboratory frame. 
Any differences St in time of flight on linear trajectories, f rom separation in ini t ial 
position or velocity, means an angular difference uSt of the reflecting boundary due 
to rotation. W i t h subsequent reflections both angular and positional dispersion 
accumulate. 
* Trajectory separation per bounce by this mechanism is larger wi th greater cur-
vature or faster rotation, predicting a leading Lyapunov exponent that increases 
w i t h increasing u or decreasing E. Figure 3.29 on page 89 shows conflrmation for 
the rotat ing Bo-
* There is a further eflfect w i t h the rotating BD. Here time-of-flight decrepency and 
the consequent defocussing clearly differ in magnitude between transits directly 
across the square to the opposite wall and transits angled away to an adjacent 
wall . This is for given separation of in i t ia l conditions, and the difference is between 
near-normal impacts and those at much lower angle. The latter give a larger St, 
larger rate of defocussing, and hence larger positive Lyapunov exponent. 
Figure 3.31 on page 91 shows examples of motion dominated by the two sorts of 
transits. For E of about 1200 and above Lyapunov exponents can be measured in 
separate parts of phase space, since a boundary of K A M islands prevents diffusion. 
The relative size of the positive exponents agree wi th expectation - for instance the 
opposite-wall and adjacent-wall values are respectively 0.11 and 0.14 at E = 1200, 
and 0.07 and 0.08 at E = 2000. 
For E below about 1000 all lingering K A M reefs are broken. So trajectories diffuse 
freely in the chaotic part of phase space and a single leading Lyapunov exponent is 
measured - this is what figure 3.29 on page 89 records. 
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6.2 Quantum dynamics 
In the spectral analysis we have compared three diff"erent theoretical distribution 
functions w i t h the results obtained for the Ba' 
(i) The Brody distribution. 
(ii) The Berry-Robnik distribution. 
( i i i ) The Lopac-Brant-Paar distribution. 
We have carried out Nearest Neighbour Spacing Distr ibution, Integral Transition 
Dis t r ibut ion and Spectral Rigidi ty calculations on the Ba and found that the Lopac-
Brant-Paar distr ibution gave the closest fits to the data obtained. In all instances 
we have found the expected results, namely, as u is increased f rom 0 we have a 
transition f rom the Poisson to the Wigner and back towards the Poisson statistics. 
The Berry-Robnik distr ibution is very important as i t introduces a parameter 
q (also incorporated into the Lopac-Brant-Paar distribution) which is the fraction 
of chaotic phase volume. We have utilised this parameter to make contact between 
the quantal and classical results for the Bo. We must point out that this has not 
been carried out in past studies of dynamical systems and i t is a new feature in 
our research. Normally, the quantal and classical aspects of research on a particular 
system are treated in isolation. 
By means of the classical chaotic volumes calculated we have been able, wi th the 
determined values of g, to associate the values of u in the quantal analysis wi th the 
classical energy parameter E. We see that the increase in u f rom 0 reflects quite 
well the classical dynamics as observed wi th decreasing E f rom oo. In the changing 
value of q w i t h u we see the births and subsequent destructions of the different 
periodic cycles. We do not, however, see the proliferation of cycles associated wi th 
the E —2 l i m i t as the eigenvalues obtained w i t h the required high values of a; are 
not accurate enough to jus t i fy performing any statistics upon them. 
Study of the wave packet dynamics in the Bn does not, as expected, shed any light 
on the matter of quantum chaos. However, i t has been a useful exercise for which we 
had to determine a unitary numerical integration technique for the 2-dimensional 
Schrodinger equation. We find that for small values of a; and for short time durations 
the motion of the expectation value follows closely the classical trajectory path. 
W i t h higher values of LU this connection is lost as the wave packet no longer remains 
fa i r ly localised after impact w i t h a wall. 
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6.3 And there's more ... 
We have by no means exhausted (due to the finite t ime available to complete the 
research) the studies that could be carried out on the Bn, particularly for the quantal 
case. Avenues for further research on the quantum Bo include: 
• Investigating the wavefunctions of the Hamiltonian for the Bo, we would expect to 
see enhanced intensity in the pattern of each eigenstate associated wi th classical 
periodic orbits. This is the phenomena of scarring of the wavefunctions, [23], and 
i t should be particularly clear in the case of X + . 
• Spectral analysis near E = —2 (u = oo). This would require the term l / u in the 
Hamiltonian and let t ing LU ^ 0; we are not certain how this could be achieved. 
The choice of basis is not obvious as they would need to give negligible values 
at the centre of the Bo and increase radially, considerably so for (1, v ^ ) , whilst 
taking into account the restrictions imposed by the square boundary conditions. 
• Comparing the quantum particle motion wi th the classical particle motion at the 
same chaotic volume using the correspondence established between the classical 
energy parameter E and the quantum rotation parameter LU in Subsection 4.5.1 
on page 109. 
• More sophisticated methods of studying wave packet dynamics than the Gaussian 
wave packets used in Chapter 5 on page 122. Perhaps using coherent states or 
making use of the Bohm trajectory formulation employed in the study of quantum 
dots [100]. The latter seems a promising idea and should yield interesting and 
useful insights into wave packet dynamics. Nakamura's adiabatic-ansatz method 
offers alternative possibilities [101 . 
Appendix A 
K A M Theorem 
This Appendix is wr i t ten wi th the aid of [5,6,31]. The Fundamental theorem proven 
at great length and depth in [5] is: 
Let us consider a function H , a domain Co and positive numbers 
/?, i?, C. We suppose that the following four conditions are fulf i l led: 
1. The function H[p, q) (where p = PQ,P\\ q = qo,Qu PO is a vector of 
dimension no and pi is a vector of dimension ni, where no + n i = n; 
qo are angular variables. H{po,pi,qo + 27r, ^ i ) = H{po,pi, qo, qi)) is 
analytic in the domain F : PQ e Go, \Imqo\ < p, \xi\ < R{xi = 
Pi,qi) and depends on the parameter p-, 0 < n < HQ. 
2. H is of the form 
H = Hoipo) + pH,(p, q) + pi^H2{p, q), ( A . l ) 
where 
Hi{p,q) = Hi{po,Puqi) Hi{po,qo,pi, 9i) j H,dq, = 0, (A.2) 
w i t h 
H2iPo,Puqi) = H(po,T)-\-H{po,pi,qi) (A.3) 
and 
ni m ni 
H{po, T)=Xo-hJ2 ^i^i + X] ^^ J^ '^^ J + ^ ^jkTiTjTk, (A.4) 
2=1 i,j=l i,j,k=l 
where A Q , A j , Xij = Xji and Xijk are functions of po and 
'^n=pl,+i + ql.,^ (z = l , - - - n i ) (A.5) 
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3. In F the following inequalities are satisfied (for a certain C > 1): 
4. In Go 
\fi^H2\ < fi^C, (A.6) 
Hi\<C,\Hi\ < C,\S\<C, (A.7) 
S\ < C\xi\\ (A.8) 
2^ zj 
det ^ 0, (A.9) 
m 
det\Xij(po)\ ^ 0. (A.IO) 
On the assumptions (1) - (4), for any k > 0 i t is possible to find 
e{K,', Ho, H,Go; pi, R,C; fio) > 0 such that, when 0 < e < CQ and 0 < 
fi < e^ , then: 
(I) The domain Re F,; 
Po e ReCo | /m^o| = 0, 0 < < e, 
consists of two sets Fg and /e, of which one, Fg, is invariant wi th 
respect to the canonical equations wi th Hamiltonian (equation A . l 
on the preceding page) and the other, /e, is small: 
meas fe < meas K Fg. (A. 11) 
( I I ) Fg consists of invariant n-dimensional analytic tor i T^^ given by 
the parametric equations 
Po = POu, + fou> (Q)^ Qo = Qo-^ 9o^, 
Pi = V'^{ru-hfiM))cos\Qi+giM)l 
Qi = \/2(re + / u ( Q ) ) s i n | g i + ^ i J < 3 ) | , (A.12) 
where Q = Qo,Qi are angular parameters and po^ and are con-
stants depending on the number of the torus to. 
( I l l ) The invariant tor i diff'er l i t t le f rom the tor i 
Po — POu, — constant T — r^^ — constant: 
l / i J O ) | < « e , b u ( 0 ) | < / ^ e . (A.13) 
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( IV) The motion determined by the Hamiltonian ( A . l ) on the torus T^ ^ 
is quasiperiodic wi th n frequencies UJ : 
n n ( X. (K ^A^ Qo = ^0, Qi = ^1 where UJQ = -—, uji = . (A.14) 
The K A M theorem guarantees that under certain assumptions, in the case of a per-
turbat ion eHi(J, 9) w i t h small enogh e, the iterated series for the generator W{9^, Ji) 
converges and thus the invariant tor i are not destroyed. The K A M theorem is valid 
for systems w i t h two and more degrees of freedom, but only the former are dealt 
w i t h here. 
Let an integrable Hamiltonian system, iJo(Ji , J2), be perturbed by a term which 
depends on angle variables 9i, eHi{Ji, 72,^1,^2)- Then the convergence of the var-
ious perturbation series is destroyed by the presence of the resonance condition 
S L i ^ i ^ i = 0 in the denominators. Nevertheless, under certain conditions con-
cerning the ratio of the unperturbed frequencies, numerous invariant tor i {Ji9i) 
survive a moderate perturbation, though somewhat deformed. 
Parametrize these to r i by 77, where the relationship between the unperturbed 
and perturbed to r i is given by 
J = Jo + v(r7,e), 
0 = r7 + u(77,e) (A.15) 
where 77 is a generalized angle variable. The perturbation terms u and v are periodic 
in rj and vanish w i t h e ^ 0 . r / = a ; f o r e — > 0 are the unperturbed frequencies on 
the torus. 
The conditions required to be fulf i l led in order for invariant tor i to survive a 
perturbation are: 
1. Linear independence of the frequencies, 
rmuJiiJ) ^ 0 , G Z/ { 0 } , (A.16) 
i 
over a certain region of J . uji{Ji) are the components of u = VjHo{J), and the 
rrii are the components of the vector m; thus i t should hold that m . u;(J) / 0. 
2. Existence of sufficiently numerous derivatives of Hi; that is, we require a cer-
ta in softness of the perturbation. 
3. Sufficiently large distance f rom the resonance: 
|m.a;| >7(e ) |mr, V ^ . (A.17) 
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Here, r depends on the number of degrees of freedom and the softness of the 
perturbed term. 7 depends on e and the nonlinearity G of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian Ho. 
Since condition (3) cannot be fulf i l led i f 7(e) is too large, and grows wi th e, the 
smallness of the perturbation is a condition for the existence of K A M tori . 
The uncoupled harmonic oscillator (in two dimensions) is helpful in elucidating 
the terms linear independence and moderate linearity: 
Ho{Ju J2) = Ho{Ji) + Ho{J2) = tuiJi + UJ2J2 
HoiJi, J2) is a linear function of the action variables, and LJI is independent of the 
action J j , so that the frequencies are indeed constants: 
dHo ^ dHo 
—— = Ui= const., -—— = U2 = const. 
oJi dJ2 
Furthermore, i t holds that 
Assuming the unperturbed frequencies of the two degrees of freedom, 
are functions of the action variables: 
Then assuming that between the two degrees of freedom of the unperturbed system 
commensurable frequencies ^imiUi{Ji, J2) = 0, G 2 / { 0 } exists for a certain 
pair ( J i , J2); for example, a; i(Ji , J2) = ^^2{Ji,J2), that is, ruiUi -\-m2(jJ2 = 0, wi th 
m i = - 7 7 2 2 = 1- Then according to K A M theorem, the invariant torus wi l l be 
destroyed after turning on the interaction eHi. Only those invariant tor i for which the 
uji are linear independent in the sense of condition (1) come into further consideration 
and have a chance ( i f e is small enough) to survive a perturbation. 
Let t ing f(ui,uj2) = 0 be a general relation between the frequencies, we now need 
to establish the requirements regarding Ui{Ji) in order to be led to the noncommen-
surate frequencies. We do not want a relation of the type 7^iWi(J) = 0 for all J^. 
In other words, we are interested in finding a condition for the linear independence 
of the frequencies, 
^ m i a ; i ( J i , J 2 ) / 0 (A. 18) 
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This is achieved using the functional dependence / = f\uJi{Ji,J2),uJ2{Ji,J2)\ = 0 
to construct 
df = 
df 
duji dJi + wi-dJ2 dJi dJo dujo dJi + -7rrdJ2 dJi ' dJ2 
df dui df duj2\ f df dui df du2\ 
dui dJi duj2 dJi duji dJ2 du2 dJ2) 
ydJi, dJ2 
This gives the following pair of equations: 
df duji ^ df du2 
(A.19) 
duj\ dJi ' dL02 dJi 
d^duji _^ df duj2 
duji dJ2 duj2 dJ2 
0, 
0, (A.20) 
or in matr ix form: 
dJi dJi 1 acji 
dun duj2_ j d£ 
dJ2 dJ2 / V 
= 0 (A.21) 
or. 
E 
A;=l 
_d_ 
dJ, 
d f _ 
dujk 
d_ 
dJ 
UJ 
ik 
dl_ 
duk 
= ( V j o ; ) • V , / ( c j ) = 0. (A.22) 
From de t (Vja ; ) ^ 0 follows, as only solution, V^jf = 0; that is df/dui = 0 
and df/duj2 = 0. Therefore, no valid relation for all Ji of the kind f[u)i,uj2) = 
ruiUJi + m2UJ2 — 0, m i ^ 0. Consequently, as necessary condition for the nonlinear 
dependence of the frequencies, we obtain 
duj,\ , / d^Hn 
det (Vjc^(J) ) = det 
dJk 
= det 
dJidJk 
/ O . (A.23) 
Turning on the interaction eHi and assuming a particular resonance behaviour 
f{u}i,uj2) = ruji — SU2 = 0 in the Fourier decomposition of eHi also leads to the de-
struction of the torus. Thus i t is necessary to formulate a nonlinearity condition for 
this case too, in order not to completely destroy the invariant torus. Here a weaker 
condition than (A.23) can be shown to prevail; requiring only that the frequency 
uj{J) not be zero along the direction of the actual change of J . For proof consider 
the Hamiltonian 
(A,24) 
t,m 
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and choose a particular resonance / = r, m = s and U2/UJ1 = r / s ; in other words, 
f{^1^^2)\res. = ^^ '1 ~ = TLUi - SUJ2 = 0, 
which gives 
A t the point of resonance, using canonical equations, we get 
f r om which is derived 
J i _ dJi 
32 dJ2 
r _ U2 
S UJi 
(A.26) 
Thus in the ( J i , J2)-diagram, the direction of J at the location of the resonance is 
parallel to m = { - r , s] ~ J , and by the assumption ui.uj = 0, then J.LJ = 0. The 
unit vector J is normalized according to 
J = — Ji -}- J2. 
yjj.2 g2 -^ -^2 _|_ g2 
So we obtain 
0 = J.cj = j .V i7o (J ) 
- r dHo _^ s dHo 
+ s2 d J i X / H T S 2 dJ2 ' 
Together w i t h 0 = f{uJi,U2) = rui — suj2, we then get for the frequencies: 
Using equation A.27 together w i t h equation A.25 in equation A.21 on the page 
before gives. 
d^Ho d'Ho 
dJl dJidJ2 
= 0 (A.28) 
d Ho d Ho /A on\ 
r r . j r . j - s—^ = 0 (A.29) 
dJidJ2 dJi 
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Then (r x (A.28)) + ( - 5 ) x (^.29)) finally gives the sufficient condition for the 
nonlinearity as: 
In canonical perturbation theory, the Hamiltonian describing the motion in the 
vicini ty of a resonance is given by 
= ^ G ( A J i ) 2 - F c o s ^ i . 
Where G is the nonlinearity parameter, that is the measure of the degree of linear 
independence above, 
and F is the product of the strength of the perturbation, e, and the Fourier ampli-
tude: 
F = -2eff(])(4). 
To show that the nonlinearity condition can be derived f rom canonical perturbation 
theory: Apply the generating function 
F2(r^i - 5 ^ 2 ) ^ 1 + ^2^2 (A.31) 
to the Hamiltonian 
H = ffo(^i, J2) +€^i?i;.'(7i,72)e^<'^'-""'^) (A.32) 
Z,m 
and obtain (in lowest order e) in the new variables rJi = J i , • • • , after having ex-
panded around the resonant value of the action and averaged over the fast variables: 
^ H = l ^ { A j , f + 2eH^l-lcoser. (A.33) 
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Then again considering the case of the accidental degeneracy, d'^H^/dJl ^ 0, we 
f ind 
dJl 
d 
dJi 
d 
dHo dJi ^ dHo dJ2 
dJi dJi dJ2 dJi 
dHo dHo 
dJi [ dJi dJo 
= r 
d'^Ho dJi d'^Ho dJ2 
d'^Ho dJi _^ d'^Ho dJ2 
dJidJ2 dJi dJi dJ, 
= r 
,d'Ho ^ d'Ho 
dJl 
- 2rs 
dJidJ2 
+ s 2 ^ 7^0 (A.34) 
As to the question of how far from zero we must stay, then for a fixed e-value, one 
can estimate the required nonlinearity in G by assuming the deviation in the action 
A J i is much smaller than the unperturbed action Jo(e = 0)- Now A J i = r A J i . For 
the half -width of the separatrix, | A J i | = 2(2eHrs/Gy^^, so that for the total we 
estimate 
4r 
2eHr 
G 
1/2 
< Jo 
or 
32r^(eHrs) 
(A.35) 
(A.36) 
In this case, we find K A M curves. 
For to r i w i t h sufficiently irrational frequency ratio and small enough perturba-
t ion, i t has been made plausible that these are only deformed and remain otherwise 
stable ( K A M curves). I t would thus be natural to suspect that for rational a = r/s, 
where the K A M theorem fails, all the tor i would be destroyed. The circumstances 
of just how this happens are, however, more complicated, as a theorem going back 
to Poincare and Birkoff [6] shows. 
Appendix B 
Derivation of the equations of 
motion 
The time rate of change of an arbritrary vector G as seen by observers in the 
laboratory and the rotating frame is given by [102]: 
f d G \ f d G \ ^ 
This is the basic kinematic law upon which the dynamical equations of motion for 
a r igid body are founded. We can replace G by r , the radius vector of the particle 
and obtain: 
r/a6 = Trot + tc;Ar or equivalently (B.2) 
^lab = Yrot + ^^^ (B.3) 
Where v/a^ and ^rot are the velocities of the particle relative to the laboratory and 
rotat ing set of axes, respectively, and a; is the constant angular velocity of the 
boundary relative to the inertial frame. Applying ( B . l ) again gives the time rate of 
change of \iab: 
^lab = Sirot + 2u;AVrot + a;A(u;Ar) (B.4) 
Where anab and a^ot are the accelerations of the particle in the two systems. The 
equation of motion, which in the inertial frame is simply F = manab expands, when 
expressed in the rotat ing co-ordinates, into the equation: 
F - 2m{ivAVrot) - ma;A(ti;Ar) ma.rot (B.5) 
Thus to an observer in the rotating frame i t appears as i f the particle is moving 
under the influence of an eff"ective force, Fe//: 
Feff = F - 2m{ujAVrot) - mu;A{ujAr) (B.6) 
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The last term in equation (B.6) is a vector normal to and pointing outwards wi th 
magnitude mu'^r sin 9 and so recognised as the familiar centrifugal force. When the 
particle is stationary in the rotating frame this is the only additional force in the 
effective force. However, when the particle is moving the middle term, known as the 
Coriolis force, comes into play. I t differs f rom normal (non-dissipative) forces in its 
dependency on the particle velocity. 
Appendix C 
Lagrangian for a rotating billiard 
Following [103] the Lagrangian and the equation of motion in a general non-inertial 
frame of reference can be derived f rom those in the inertial frame (subscripted by 
0) as follows; The Lagrangian and the equation of motion in the inertial frame are 
respectively: 
>Co = \mwl-U (C . l ) 
^vo dU 
The basis of the transformation of these to the non-inertial frame is the principle 
of least action, whose validity does not depend on the frame of reference chosen. 
Lagrange's equations 
d fdC\ dC 
are likewise valid, but the Lagrangian is no longer of the form of equation (C . l ) and 
to obtain the correct fo rm requires an appropriate transformation of the function CQ^ 
which is performed in two steps. First consider a frame of reference K ' which moves 
w i t h a translational velocity V ( ^ ) relative to the inertial frame K Q . The respective 
velocities are related by 
vo = v ' + V ( ^ ) (C.4) 
Substitution of equation (C.4) into equation ( C . l ) gives the Lagrangian in K ' : 
C = + m v ' - V + ^ m V ' - U (C.5) 
Now, is a given function of time, and can be wri t ten as the total derivative wi th 
respect to t of some other function, so the th i rd term in C can be omitted. Also 
v ' = dr'/dt, where r ' is the radius vector of the particle in the frame K ' . Hence 
dr' d dV 
mY{t)'v' = m • = ^ ( m V • r ' ) - m r ' - ^ (C.6) 
dt dt dt 
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Substituting equation (C.6) into the Lagrangian and again omit t ing the total time 
derivative gives the Lagrangian in C: 
C' = ^mv'^ - mW{tyr' - U (C.7) 
Where W{t) = dV/dt is the translational acceleration of the frame K ' . The La-
grange's equation derived f rom equation (C.7) is 
dv' BU 
m — = ma! = - ^ - mW{t) (C.8) 
dt or 
Secondly, introduce a further frame of reference K , whose origin coincides wi th 
that of K ' but which rotates relative to K ' w i th angular velocity u;{t). Thus K 
executes both a translational and a rotational motion relative to the inertial frame 
K Q . The velocity v ' of the particle relative to K ' is composed of its velocity v 
relative to K and the velocity LJXT of its rotation wi th K : 
v ' = V + a;Ar (C.9) 
since the radius vectors r and r ' coincide in the frames K and K ' . Substituting 
equation (C.9 ) into equation (C.7) we obtain the general form of the Lagrangian in 
an arbitrary, not necessarily inertial, frame of reference: 
C = ]-mv'^ + mv-a;Ar + ]-m[ujATf - rriW -r-U (C.IO) 
This leads to the equation of motion: 
m— = m a = — — m W + m r A c j - I - 2mvAuj + mc4;A(rAa;) ( C . l l ) 
dt or 
Where again we have the centrifugal force, m c j A ( r A c j ) , and the Coriolis force, 
2mvA(jj. The force mrAuj appearing in equation ( C . l l ) is due solely to the non-
uniformity of the rotation. 
For the rotat ing bi l l iard we have [7 = 0 inside the boundary, a uniformly rotating 
frame, so a; = constant, and no translational acceleration giving W = 0. Thus we 
obtain the Lagrangian: 
C - ]-mv'^ + mv-LjAr + ^m{u;Ar)^ (C.12) 
and the equation of motion derived f rom equation (C.12) is again equation (B.4) 
which leads to the equation of motion given by equation (3.2). 
The energy of the particle in this case is obtained by substituting 
p = — = m v - | - m a ; A r into (C.13) 
S = p'V-C which gives (C14) 
S = Imv^ -ImiojAr)^ (C.15) 
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The rotat ion of the frame adds to the energy a term depending only on the co-
ordinates of the particle and proportional to the square of the angular velocity. This 
additional term is the centrifugal potential energy. The velocity v of the particle is 
related to VQ by 
vo = V + a;Ar (C.16) 
The momentum p , in equation (C.14), of the particle in the frame K is therefore 
the same as its momentum, po = mvo, in the frame KQ . The angular momenta 
M o = rxpo and M = r x p are likewise equal. However, the energies of the particle 
in the two frames are not the same as can be seen by substituting v f rom equation 
(C.16 ) into equation (C.15), we obtain 
S = ^mvl — mvo'CjAr = l:'mVo ~ A VQ-U^ (C-17) 
Using the angular momentum M , we have 
S = So-M-u; (C.18) 
Which gives the law of transformation of energy when we change to a uniformly 
rotat ing frame. W i t h conditions given by equation (3.1), equation (C.17) becomes 
S = \:rn{x^ ^-y^) - muj{xy - yx) (C.19) 
and equation (C.12) becomes 
>C = ^ ( ( i ; ' + 7/ ' )+a; ' (x2 + ? / 2 ) ) ^ ^ ( ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ) 20) 
£ = \z\^ ^\i^zf-^iu^ik z - zz) (C.21) 
Appendix D 
Energy conservation 
Energy conservation in the rotating frame can be shown by wri t ing equation (3.2) 
as 
X-\-iy-\-2iuj{x-\-iy) - uj'^{x-\-iy) = 0 ( D . l ) 
and equating real and imaginary components leads to the following two equations: 
x-2u;y-uj'^x = 0 (D.2) 
y-\-2u}x-u}^y = 0 (D.3) 
Then equation ( D . 2 ) x i ; + equation (D.3)xy gives 
(xx - u^xx) + [yy - u?yy) = 0 so (D.4) 
^ (±2 - a ; V ) + U y ^ - UJV) = 0 hence (D.5) 
(i ;^ -h y^) — a;^ (rc^ + y"^) = constant and (D.6) 
^ — ^(l-^P l^^l"^) is conserved. (D.7) 
Energy conservation implies by (3.14) that 
Vx^v\ = constant (D.8) 
xpy - ypx = L = constant (D.9) 
So both p and L are independently conserved between reflections, and correspond 
to conservation of linear and angular momenta in the laboratory frame. However, 
they are not conserved on reflection, although their sum is. 
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Bounce maps 
Let us assume the ball is starting f rom side 1, then using equations 3.5, 3.6, 3.16, 
3.17 and 3.23 - 3.26 on page 50 we arrive at: 
x' + iy' = [ ( 2 X i - 1 + (VE + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) + a;) T ) cos(a;T) 
+ ( - 1 + {-2EW + u{2Xi - 1))T) sin(cjT); 
+ z [ ( - l + {-2EW + uj{2Xi - 1))T) cos(a;T) 
+ ( - 2 X i + 1 + {-VET2^)(2X2 - 1) - u)T) sm{uT)] 
= A + iB (E . l ) 
X' + iy' = [{VE-^2U^{2X2 - 1) + {-2uEW + u^{2X2 - 1))T) cos(a;T) 
-h{-2EW -h {-ujVET2^i2X2 - 1) - uj^)T) sm{ujT)] 
+i[-2EW + {-LuVE + 2uj^{2X2 - 1) - u;'^)T) cos{uT) 
-^{-VET2^{2X2 - 1) + {2UJEW - uj\2X2 - 1))T) s in (^T) 
= C + iD (E.2) 
Where EW = .J(E + 2u'^)X2[l - X2) uj^Xi{\ - X^) and T = T{E, Xi, X2). 
Expressing {x',y',x' and y') in terms of {X[,X2) for the four sides leads to: 
-1 = B 
y) Z \ t ^ c U o r B n (E.3) 
2 2 " ' " 2v/£;+2a;^  
^ l y ' = - f 
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1 = 
X', 
EW = 
A 
1 
! ^ 2 = ^ + D For Bi2 (E.4) 
1 = 
EW 
y — 1 
2v^+2cJ2 
For Bi3 (E.5) 
Where 
- 1 = 
x; = 
EW = 
A 
1 
! D For Bu 
2N/E+2W2 
(E.6) 
= 2yJ(E + 2a;2)x^(l X^) - u'^X[[l - X[) 
knowing T , then w i t h the above equations B is defined implici t ly. 
Appendix F 
Elements of the Jacobian, J , 
matrix 
The elements of J for Bu are given by 
dX[ 1 
2 + (VE-\-2uj^2X2 - 1) + ^ ) ^ 
dXi 2 
2 X i - 1 + (VET2^(2X2 - l ) + u j ) T] sm(uT)u-^ 
\ / -I uXi 
cos{uT) 
dT 
+ 
-uj'^{2Xi - 1) 
EW 
+ 2a; T 
+ ( - 2 W + a;(2Xi - 1)) 
dXi 
+ [ - 1 + (-2EW + uj{2Xi - l))T] COS{UJT)U 
sin(cjT) 
dT 
dXi 
dX[ 1 
dX, 
-h2uj^T 
-{-{VET2LJ^(2X2-1)^CJ) 
dT 
dXo 
COS{UJT) 
2 X i - 1 + {VE-^2UJ'^{2X2 - 1) + U)T] sm{ujT)u; 
dT 
+ -EW dx-
dX2 
sm{uT) 
dT 1 
+ [ - 1 + (-2EW + uj{2Xi - 1))T] c o s ( a ; T ) a ; ^ \ 
0X2 ) 
( F . l ) 
(F.2) 
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dX' 
dXi 2yjE + 2a;2 ^ 
y/E + 2uj'^{2X2 - 1) + (-2cj£;W^ + a;2(2Xi - 1))T sin(a;T)a; 
cos(wT) 
dT 
+ 
+ -2EW^ + {-ujy/E + 2u'^{2X2 - 1) - a;2)T cos(a;T)a; 
sin(a;T) 
dT 
dXo 
(F.3) 
dX2 2VE + 2a;2 { 
+ ( - 2 a ; W + a;2(2Xi - 1)) 
dT 
dX~o 
cos{uT) 
+ 
/ E T 2 ^ ( 2 X 2 - 1) + {-2u;EW + a;2(2Xi - 1))T sin(a;T)a; dX'o 
-^{-LUVET2^{2X2 - 1) - a;2) 
dX, 
sm(ujT) (F.4) 
+ - 2 £ ; T ^ + (-UJVE + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - a;2)Tl COS(CJT)W ax^ 
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For Bi2 we have: 
dX[ _ 1 
dXi 2 
u;\2Xi - 1) 
EW 
-\-2u]T 
+{-2EW -\-Lu{2Xi - 1)) 
dT 
dXi 
- - 1 + {-2EW + u(2Xi - 1))T] sin(a;T)a; 
cos(a;T) 
dT 
dXi 
sin(a;T) - 2 4- f - \ / ^ + 2(j2(2X2 - 1) - a;) — 
+ [ - ( 2 X 2 - 1) + (^-VET2^{2X2 - 1) - O;) T ] c o s ( a ; T ) a ; ^ | 
(F.5) 
d X [ _ l ( UE-\-2uj^)(2X2-l)T 
dX^~2\ EW 
-h{-2EW-\-u{2Xi - 1)) 
dT 
dXo 
- - 1 + {-2EW 4- u{2Xi - 1))T] sin(a;T)(j 
COS(CJT 
dT 
dXn 
+ 
+ 
- 2 \ / ^ + 2a;2T + ( - V ^ + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - a;) 
dT 
dXo 
- ( 2 X 1 - 1) + ( - \ / £ ; + 2cj2(2X2 - 1) - u)T COS{LUT)UJ 
sm{uT) 
dT 
dX, 
(F.6) 
dX!, 1 
5X1 2VE + 2a;2 { 
- 2 W + ( - ( J V ^ 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - uj^)T sm{uT)uj 
COS(CJT) 
dXi 
+ 
'a;^(2Xi - 1) 
EW 
2uj^]T 
+ 
+{2uEW - uj\2Xi - 1)) 
-VE + 2U^{2X2 - 1) 
dT 
dXi 
sin(cjT) 
+ ( 2 a ; £ ; i y - a;2(2Xi - 1 ) )T ] cos(a;T)a; 
dT 
dX~i 
(F.7) 
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dX'2 
{ 
dX2 2^E + 2uP' 
EW 
+(-UJVET2^(2X2 - 1) - 00^) 
dT 
dX~o 
COS(CJT) 
-2EW + {-UJVE + 2UJ^{2X2 - 1) - UJ^)T] sm{uT) UJ 
dT 
dX~o 
+ •2VET2U^-
U;{E-\-2LJ^){2X2-1)T 
EW 
+ 
-\-{-\-2UJEW -u^{2Xi - 1)) 
-VET2^{2X2 - 1) 
dT 
dX, 
sin(wT) 
For Bis we have: 
dX[ 1 
a X i 2 
+ 
-\-{+2UJEW - a;2(2Xi - 1))T] cos(a;T)a; 
2 + f V ^ + 2 c ^ 2 ( 2 X 2 - l ) + a ; ) 
V / 0X1 
dT 
dX'o 
COS{UJT) 
dT 
2X2 - 1 + (^y/ET2^{2X2 - 1) + a;) T ] s i n ( a ; T ) a ; ^ 
- [ - 1 + {-2EW + a;(2Xi - 1))T] COS{UT)LJ—} 
(F.8) 
sin(a;T) 
(F.9) 
dX[ 1 
dXn 
= - | - [ 2 \ / E T 2 ^ ^ T 
- f ( V ^ - h 2 c j 2 ( 2 X 2 - l ) + a ; ) 
dX, 
cos{uT) 
+ 2X1 - 1 -h ( \ /^T2c j2(2X2 - 1) + u)T smujT)u dX'2 
dT I 
5 X , 
sin(a;T) 
dT 1 
- [ - 1 + ( - 2 £ ; t ^ + a;(2Xi - 1))T] c o s ( a ; T ) c j ^ \ 
0X2 J 
(F.IO) 
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dX' 
dXi 2VE + 2a;2 { 
uj^{2Xi - 1) 
+ 2a;M T + ( - 2 a ; W + uj'^{2Xi - 1)) 
EW ' ~" r ' ' ' " ^""'^ ~''dXi 
\/E^2u)\2X2 - 1) + [-2u)EW a;2(2X^ _ i ) ) T sin((jT)a; 
cos(a;T) 
+ 
+ • 2 W + ( - c j V ^ + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - U?)T\ cos(a;T)a; 
axi 
sin(a;T) 
dT 
dXo 
( F . l l ) 
5 X ' 1 
{ 
5X2 2S/ET2^ 
2V^T2;:;2 + - ( ^ + 2 . ^ ) ( 2 ^ - i ) ^ 
EW 
+{-2UJEW + Lo'^{2Xi - I)) 
dT 
d X , 
COS{UJT) 
VE-\-2U^{2X2 - 1) + {-2u;EW + u'^{2Xi - 1))T] sm{uT)Lj 
dT 
dXo 
+ EW 
+{-u\/E-^2uj\2X2 - 1) - a;2) 
aXo 
sin(a;T) 
+ -2EW + (-a;V£; + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - u'^)T cos{uT)u 
dT 
dXo 
{¥12) 
For we have: 
dX[ 1 
5X1 
u;2(2Xi - 1) 
EW 
+ {-2EW + u{2Xi - 1)) 
+ 2uj\T 
dT 
dXi 
COS{UJT) 
dT 
+ [ - 1 + {-2EW + u{2Xi - 1))T] sin(cjT)(j 
- 2 + f - V ^ + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - ^ ) ^ 
dXi 
sin(a;T) (F.13) 
(2X2 - 1) + ( - V ^ + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - a;) T ] c o s ( a ; T ) a ; ^ | 
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dX[ 1 
dX2 2 
(£; + 2 a ; 2 ) ( 2 X 2 - l ) T 
EW 
+{-2EW + u{2Xi-l)) 
dT 
d X , 
cos{uT) 
dT 
+ [ - 1 + {-2EW + a;(2Xi - 1))T] sm{uT)u 
d X , 
-2VE + 2cj2T -h ( - \ / E + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - cj) 
(9T 
d X , 
- ( 2 X i - 1) + ( - V j ^ + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - uj)T cos{uT)uj 
sin(a;T) 
dT 
dXo 
(F.14) 
dX'^ 1 
^ X i 2V£^ + 2a;2 
c j 2 ( 2 X l - 1) 
{ 
EW 
+ ( - a ; \ / £ ; + 2cj2(2X2 - 1) - J^) 
dT 
dXi 
2EW + {-UJVE-^2U^{2X2 - 1) - a;^)T sin(cjT)cj 
+ 
Y W ( 2 X . - 1 ) _ X 
+ ( + 2 a ; W - a ; 2 ( 2 X i - 1)) 
- v ^ ^ T 2 ^ ( 2 X 2 - 1) 
cos(a;T) 
dT 
dXo 
dT 
dX~i 
sm{uT) 
+{2uEW - uj\2Xi - 1 ) )T] COS(CJT)CJ 
dT 
dXi 
(F.15) 
1 dx^_ 
^X2 ~ 2VE + 2a;2 
2 
{ 
(£; + 2 a ; 2 ) ( 2 X 2 - l ) r= 
^-u;VE-h2u^{2X2 - 1) - a;^) 
ax. 
cos(a;T) 
+ 
-2EW + ( - w V £ ; + 2a;2(2X2 - 1) - LU'^)T] sm{ujT)uj 
' - 2 V E ^ ^ - ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ' ' ' ^ - ' ^ ^ 
EW 
dT 
dXo 
+ 
^2UJEW -u'^{2Xi - I)) 
-y/E + 2uj\2X2 - 1) 
dT 
dXo 
sin(a;T) 
+{2uEW - uj^(2Xi - 1))T] cos{uT)u 
dT 
dX~o 
(F.16) 
Appendix G 
Bounce maps for the stationary Bn 
From equations (E. l) , (E.2) and (E.4) we have for Bu. 
1 = ^ U o = (2^1 - 1 + \ / ^ ( 2 X 2 - 1)T) giving 
T = — = — t h e n 
Where 
'E{X2 - I) 
x'l = I + \BI=O = 5 + ^ ( - 1 - WEX,{1 - X,)T) 
=T 
^EiX,-l) 
^ - j ^ _ I V --'^\^ " ' ^ y 1 _ (1 ~ ^ l ) 
\ (^2 - 1 ) y 
^ _ l d { l - X i ) _ 1 
^ ^^^5X2 ( X 2 - | ) V T 
1 (^2 - ^) 
a x ' 
2 
0 
dXi 
dX^ d_fX^ 
dXo ~ dXo[ : 
1 
(G.l) 
VX2(1 - X2) 
is the cotangent of the angle between trajectory vector and positive sense of initial 
wall [29;. 
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From equations (E. l) , (E.2) and (E.5) we have for Bi^\ 
1 = Bl^o = -1+ 2y/EX2{l - X2)T giving 
T = —, then 
y/EX2il-X2) 
X[ = i - ^ ^ U o = J - ^ (2X1 - 1 + v ^ ( 2 X 2 - 1)T) 
dX[ 
dXi 
dX^ 
dXi 
dX'2 
dXo 
1 / 1 
1 - X i - V ^ ( X 2 - - ) , 
2'\y/EX^ -X2) 
= 1-Xi-T 
dX[ _ dr _ 1 
d^i 0X2 y^X2{l-X2) 
1 1 ^ , 1 1 
(1 + r') 
X'2 = 2 - V l ^ l - - 2 - ^ ( ^ ( ^ ^ - ^ ) ) - ^ - ^ ^ 
= 0 
= - 1 (G.2) 
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From equations (E. l) , (E.2) and (E.6) we have for Bu: 
- 1 = AI=O = 2XI-1^VE(2X2-1)T giving 
T = ^ ^ —— then 
{X2 - I) 
K = \ - \BI=O = ^ - J ( - 1 + 2 ^ ^ X 2 ( 1 - X2)T) 
dX', 
=T 
dX[ 1 
dXi ~ T 
dX[ _ d_ f l _ \ _ Xi / 1 
dX2 ~ 'X2 Kir) ~ ( X 2 - i ) 
X'2 = 
1 ( ^ 2 - 1 ) 
2 
0 
dXi 
dX'2 _ d ( X 2 - \ 
8X2 0X2 V r 
Hence B q o : X —)• X ' is seen to be: 
(G.3) 
V T 2 T / 
^ (l~Xi-T,l-X2) forBi3 
X, 1 (^2 -1 ) 
-> + — , - - ^ ^' ) for i?H (G.4) 
T Jj T 
Appendix H 
Unitary numerical integration 
technique 
For equation 5.15 on page 126, is known either from the initial conditions or 
from the previous iteration so that the RHS can be evaluated (where we use the 
boundary conditions = = = = = ^J.^^, = = = 
0; J = i i ' is the grid size): 
1 + ;^A^ j (1 + 'rxDy)<bl, = ~jix'il,_, + ^ - 7 x + - + ) 
— p n 
or 
3,3 ^3,4 ^ 3,1^-2] — 1^3,3 ^3,4 ^ 3 , K - 2 J ^ a ; 
Where the pent-diagonal matrix Ax is given by: 
With Ai2 = - j x 
2i 
A A12 
yxi 
A 
0 0 
A21 1 2i ^ A A12 
jxi 
A 0 
jxi 
A A21 
1 2i 
^ A A12 
^xi 
A 
0 jxi A A21 
-1 2i 
^ A ^ 1 2 
0 0 'jxi A ^ 1 2 
1 2i 
^ A 
_l_ 2^x1 
A and A 21 = + X -
2jxi 
A 
(H.l) 
(H.2) 
{H.3) 
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For the discretised Bn the values of x in Ax are computed from x = —I -\- je 
Then for the LHS of equation 5.15 on page 126: 
1 - j A l ) (1 - 7yDx)^l, = -^7y^U,k + f7?/ - Y + 2 i ? ) A A 
+ ( 1 + f ) + ( - 7 2 / - Y - 2 z ^ ) ^^+1,, + Y 7 2 / ^ 
A A ^ ry^j+2,k 
— p n 
= 1 j , * 
(H.4) 
For a fixed k, j is changed from 3 to J—2 resulting in the following set of simultaneous 
linear equations: 
A, 
Where the matrix Ay is given by: 
p n 
^ 3,k 
= 
p n 
^ 4,A; 
p n 
. ^ J-2,A; 
-1 I 2Z /4 7 X 2 
21 1 + f A 
21 1 + f Ai2 A 
7 X 2 
A A 21 1 + f A 12 
7 X 2 
A A 12 1 + f 
(H.5) 
(H.6) 
With Ai2 = 7^ - X + ¥ and A21 = -7a; - I - Here for the discretised Bu the 
values of y in Ay are computed from y = —l-\-ke. This pent-diagonal system is solved 
and the procedure is repeated for every k (requiring computation and inversion of 
Ay each time) giving the inter-mediatory We are now in a position to evaluate 
the RHS of equation 5.16 on page 126: 
1 + - A ^ ) (1 + lyDxWj,, = -^7y^]_2,k + ( " 7 2 / + Y + 2 i f ) A A 
+ f 1 - f ) + (72/ + 1 - 2 z ^ ) + ^yy^],2,k A A A 
(H.7) 
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For a fixed k, j is changed from 3 to J—2 to give set of simultaneous linear equations: 
" 1 r 'Zrn 
^3,A; ^3,A; 
'::n 
By . '^^  = r'^'^ (H.8) 
^J-2,k J L ^J-2,k 
Where the matrix By is given by: 
2i 
A Bi2 
7XZ 
A 0 0 
^21 
1 2i 
^ A -^ 12 A 0 
jxi 
A B21 
1 2i 
^ A ^12 
jxi 
A 
0 ')xi A B21 
1 2i 
^ A B12 
0 0 ^xi A ^12 
1 2i 
A 
(H.9) 
With Bu = -7a: + i + ^ and B21 - 7^ + i - ¥ 
The procedure is repeated for every k to give S", for use in the evaluation of the 
LHS of equation 5.16 on page 126: 
1 - '-^i] (1 + 7 ^ i ^ . ) ^ - \l^'^Tk-2 + - \ - 2 ^ ? ) ^It-i A A A 
+1 
A;+2 
(H.IO) 
For each j, k is changed from 3 to K - 2 to give the set of simultaneous linear 
equations: 
Where the matrix Bx is given by: 
0 0 
^J-2,k. (H.ll) 
1 + f B,2 JXl 
A 
^21 1 + 
B2I 
2i 
^yxi 
A 
B^o 
1 + f B12 
0 
^xi 
A 
A ^ 21 1 + f B12 
0 ^ 12 1 + f 
(H.12) 
Appendix H: Unitary numerical integration technique 178 
With Bi2 = 7 x - { - { - ^ and ^21 = - { - ^ 
Finally this pent-diagonal system is solved and the procedure is repeated for 
every j (requiring computation and inversion of Bx each time) to give the 
wave function at time step rz + 1 from that at time step n. 
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